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Chapter 1IntroductionThe JETSET experiment was proposed in 1984 [?]. It was accepted by CERN in 1987as PS202 (JETSET). The main purpose of the experiment was to search for exotic statesof hadronic matter, such as glueballs and hybrids, by looking for structure in the reactionpp! �� in the energy rangeps � 2.04-2.4GeV (the lower limit corresponds to the �� thresh-old and the higher limit to the highest antiproton momentum from LEAR at 2.0 GeV/c).Since �-mesons are almost pure ss (section 2.2.1), it was expected that pp ! �� should besuppressed according to the OZI rule, an empirical rule which says that reactions with di�er-ent valence quark avours in the initial and �nal states will be strongly suppressed (section2.3). According to QCD, the initial and �nal states are connected trough an intermediatestate of hard gluons in such reactions. Then the OZI rule can be understood as a consequenceof asymptotic freedom. However, the suppression might be overcome if the reaction proceedsthrough a gluonic resonant intermediate state, a glueball (section 2.2.4).An important part of the JETSET proposal was the use of an internal hydrogen cluster jettarget, a technique which had �rst been used in the R704 experiment at CERN's IntersectingStorage Ring (ISR) [?, ?]. This technique gives a high integrated luminosity and an excellentmomentum resolution. In the JETSET experiment the target intersected the antiprotonbeam in the Low Energy Antiproton Ring, LEAR, at right angles. The interaction areawas surrounded by a detector especially designed to detect the kaons from the reactionpp ! �� ! 4K� and to remove background events. Also the reactions pp ! �KK ! 4K�and the non-resonant pp! 4K� were detected.The JETSET experiment was in operation from 1991 to 1994, and data were collected ata number of di�erent beam momenta, or center of mass energies. So far the only resultspublished are for cross sections at one beam momentum, 1.4 GeV/c, with data collected inJuly 1991 [?]. Preliminary results for the whole range of momenta have been shown at anumber of conferences [?, ?, ?].The cross sections and results from angular distribution presented in this thesis are the resultsof the most recent analysis done at the time of writing. However, work is still being done bymembers of the collaboration to improve the analysis. Particle identi�cation procedures arebeing changed; there might also be other corrections done before the results are submittedfor publication. We do not expect any major changes in the �nal results.1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe most important result from JETSET is the pp ! �� cross section, which is measuredto be two orders of magnitude higher than expected from the OZI rule (see section 2.4.1 andthe results in chapter 7, particularly �gure 7.5). A broad resonant shape is observed. Thiscould indicate glueball contributions, but there are alternative explanations of this reaction,which evade the OZI rule and could explain the results. These are discussed in section 2.4.1.Thesis outlineIn this thesis I have endeavored to present as completely as possible the procedure that wasfollowed to obtain the pp! ��, as well as the pp! �KK and pp! 4K�, cross sections.The methods used to �nd the three factors necessary to calculate these cross sections (equa-tion 7.1), the number of events for each reaction, the luminosity, and the acceptance, aredescribed.The results presented represent the work of the whole JETSET collaboration. 1 Some of thepeople who made contributions particularly important for this thesis are mentioned below.In Chapter 2, I present the physics motivation for the JETSET experiment. This includesa discussion of the QCD spectrum, both of conventional states and of exotic states such asglueballs, hybrids, and four-quark molecules. Some indication of how to look for these exoticstates are given, and existing candidates for these states discussed. The OZI rule is discussedin some detail, since the motivation for using the reaction pp ! �� to search for glueballswas mainly its OZI-suppression. The possibility of other explanations than glueballs to theapparent OZI- violation observed in this channel is explored. At the end of the chapter,some comments about resonances and about information that can be obtained from angulardistributions in this reaction are given.The apparatus and trigger are described in chapter 3. The detector parts used in the exper-iment were built by institutes from Uppsala, J�ulich, Freiburg, CERN, Genoa, and Illinois;the University of Genoa was responsible for the jet target system. The University of Oslocontributed parts of the hardware for the silicon detectors.Chapter 4 describes the analysis to select 4K events from the trigger sample. This includes�rst and second step event selection, track �nding and �tting, kinematical reconstruction, andkinematical and particle identi�cation cuts. Also described in this chapter are the backgroundcalculation procedures, and the acceptance calculations.Two di�erent analysis chain were developed in parallel for the purpose of �nding the pp! 4Kevents, the Genoa-Oslo-Bari (GeOBa) analysis chain and the CERN analysis chain; they werelater merged into a uni�ed chain. I participated mainly in the development of the GeOBachain. This work included straw tracker calibration, track and vertex �tting, and eventdisplay [?, ?, ?]. I also did acceptance and e�ciency calculations for the cross section, usinga GEANT Monte Carlo program that simulated the detector and the interactions occurringinside it. It was important to ascertain that the Monte Carlo program correctly simulatedthe data, for example the GHEISHA/FLUKA simulation programs for hadronic interactionwere compared to see which one better reproduced the behaviour seen in our data [?]. I alsoused the Monte Carlo programs to determine detector and reconstructions resolutions andto test the e�ects of particle identi�cation (PID) cuts [?], and of new detectors, for examplethe silicon barrel detectors [?].1For a complete list of JETSET members, see [?]



3A large number of my collaborators did important work on subjects discussed in chapter4: Work on tracking was done by S. Ohlsson [?], S. Easo [?], and D. Drijard [?]. The PIDprocedures were mainly developed by groups fromCern and from Genoa [?, ?, ?]. In particularM. G. Pia and M. Ferro-Luzzi did important work on these routines. The �� �t was writtenby L. Bertolotto [?]. The Monte Carlo program used for acceptance calculations, and to setPID cuts, was mainly developed by M. G. Pia, B. Stugu, and P. Harris. [?, ?, ?, ?]. After along period where the di�erent analysis chains, using somewhat di�erent tracking and PIDroutines, had been used and compared in the experiment, a uni�ed chain was put togetherby R. Jones, S. Passaggio, and M. Lo Vetere [?]. This uni�ed chain, with elements from boththe GeOBa and the CERN analysis chains, is what is described here, and the output fromthis chain has been used to obtain the results.I have tested the kinematical cuts and particle identi�cation routines used to select the 4Kevents in the uni�ed analysis chain, and I show that they select primarily events of the typepp! 4K�.In chapter 5, I discuss how to extract the number of pp ! �� events from the 4K sam-ple. Various methods for getting this number are compared; the conclusion is that the bestestimate is obtained from using the channel likelihood method, a method that was imple-mented and tested for JETSET by A. Palano [?]. The relative admixtures of ��, �KK, andnonresonant events were calculated with this method.The determination of the luminosity, another necessary ingredient to calculate the crosssection, is described in chapter 6. The luminosity was calculated by di�erent methods, theErlangen and J�ulich groups made use of elastic events, and the group from Illinois calculatedit from beam decay [?, ?, ?]. I contributed to one of the methods by simulating the siliconstrip luminosity detectors and calculating the acceptance for the Erlangen luminosity monitor[?]. Since there was some discrepancy by the various methods in the run-to-run, and period-to-period relative luminosities, a relative luminosity determination was provided by R. Jones[?].Chapter 7 gives a summary of the data analysis, with the number of events, calculatedbackground, acceptance, and luminosities for all the beam momenta for the run periods in1991 to 1993. The resulting cross sections for pp! ��, as well as pp! �KK and pp! 4K�,are then calculated. The uni�ed analysis chain, which ran on real data as well as Monte Carlosimulated data, was used to do the 4K event selection to obtain these results.The analysis of angular distributions is discussed in chapter 8. I have done a simple studyof the angular distributions, to determine the parity P and signature (�1)J of intermediatestates in pp ! ��. The conclusions are in agreement with the more complete partial waveanalysis, done by A. Palano, in cooperation with R. Jones [?] .Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter, where I interpret the results, and compare them withresults from other experiments.



Chapter 2Physics motivation of the JETSETexperimentAccording to the standard model of elementary particles, all matter is made of quarks andleptons. In addition there are gauge bosons which mediate the forces between these particles.The simplest gauge theory of forces is quantum electrodynamics (QED), which describes theinteractions between charged particles. The gauge boson for this theory is the photon. Quan-tum chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory describing the strong force between quarks. It iscalled the colour force because we believe that quarks, in addition to electric charge, haveanother charge or degree of freedom, called colour, which is the source for these interactions.The gauge bosons for QCD are the eight gluons. Unlike QED, QCD is a non-Abelian theory,which means that the generators do not commute. This gives rise to interactions betweencoloured gluons; bound states of gluons (glueballs) and of quarks and gluons (hybrids) arepossible. These types of matter are collectively known as exotics.A positive identi�cation of a glueball or a hybrid would con�rm one of the most importantdistinctions between quantum chromodynamics and its parent theory, quantum electrody-namics, namely the nature of the relation between the charge associated with the interactionand the particle which mediates the interaction.Of particular interest when looking for unconventional states of matter, such as glueballs,are those channels which do not have the same valence quark avours in the initial and �-nal states, for example pp ! ��. According to the empirical OZI rule (section 2.3) thesereactions should be suppressed, but the suppression might be overcome if the reaction goesthrough a gluonic resonant intermediate state.In this chapter the experimental evidence for the quark model, and for colour and QCD, isdescribed. This includes the properties of glueballs, such as their masses and decay modes,and possible production and discovery in experiments. The current experimental status ofglueball searches is reviewed.An account of the origin and meaning of the OZI rule, and how it applies to the reactionpp! ��, is given.In the JETSET experiment the � is detected in the decay mode �! K+K�; the last part ofthe chapter describes the observables in the reaction pp ! �� ! 4K�, and how resonancescan be identi�ed, and their quantum numbers determined, in this reaction.4



2.1. THEORY OF THE COLOUR FORCE 52.1 Theory of the colour force2.1.1 Quarks and colourIn the early 1960s it was shown by Murray Gell-Mann and Yuwal Ne'eman that all thestrongly interacting particles, or hadrons, that had been discovered so far could be classi-�ed in multiplets which were representations of the group SU(3) [?]. The multiplets couldbe interpreted as products of the fundamental 3 dimensional representation of SU(3). Eachmultiplet contained particles with the same spin and parity but di�erent values of isospinand strangeness (�gure 2.1 shows baryon and meson multiplets). This classi�cation led tothe prediction of a new particle, named the 
�, with spin 3/2 and strangeness -3, which wasnecessary to complete the spin 3/2 baryon decuplet. The discovery in 1963 of a particle withthe predicted properties con�rmed that SU(3) is the correct symmetry group for hadrons [?].The quark model was put forward in 1964 by Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig [?, ?].They pointed out that the SU(3) structure could be explained by assuming that all thehadrons were built up of a triplet of quarks, which corresponds to the fundamental 3-dimensional representation of SU(3), and a triplet of antiquarks, which corresponds to theconjugate representation. They proposed that all observed particles were either a combina-tion of three quarks, making a baryon, or a quark and an antiquark, making a meson. Usinggroup theory [?] one �nds that this gives the observed multiplets of 1, 8, or 10 baryons, and1 or 8 mesons (section 2.2.1).The three quarks in the triplet have avours up (u), down (d), and strange (s). The up anddown quarks make an isospin doublet with strangeness 0, and the strange quark is an isospinsinglet with strangeness -1 (see �gure 2.2). The avour SU(3) symmetry, which involvesinvariance of the Hamiltonian under rotations in avour space, is only exact if di�erences inquark masses are ignored. Since the quark theory was �rst proposed in 1964, it has beenfound that three more quark avours are needed to describe the observed particle spectrum,these are the charm (c), bottom (b), and top (t) quarks.A problem with the quark theory was the apparent violation of the Pauli exclusion principle.This principle states that a system of particles with half-integer spin must have an anti-symmetric wavefunction. Several members of the baryon decuplet consist of three identicalquarks in a symmetric con�guration. The �++ and �� have three up and three down quarksrespectively, and the 
� contains three strange quarks. The members of the decuplet havetotal spin 3/2, which means that the three quarks have parallel spins and no orbital angularmomentum, giving a symmetric total wavefunction.In 1964 Greenberg [?] suggested that the quarks had another degree of freedom which hecalled colour. He postulated that there are three di�erent colours (red, green and blue),which make up another SU(3) triplet (independent of SU(3)flavour) and that all observedparticles are colour singlets, that is, invariant under SU(3) colour transformations. Combin-ing three quarks in a SU(3) colour singlet gives an antisymmetric colour wave function, andreconciles the quark model with the Pauli principle.The requirement that all the hadrons should be colour singlets also explained why the ob-served particles were either qq or qqq combinations, since a singlet can be obtained by com-bining a colour triplet with an anticolour triplet, corresponding to a quark and an antiquark,or combining three colour triplets, corresponding to three quarks.Greenberg's hypothesis also explained why a free quark, which should be relatively easy to



6 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENT

Figure 2.1: SU(3) multiplets of baryons (top) and mesons (bottom).



2.1. THEORY OF THE COLOUR FORCE 7
Figure 2.2: The fundamental SU(3) triplet.identify due to its fractional charge, had not been observed. A single quark is coloured andtherefore its wavefunction is not invariant under rotations in colour space.Another piece of evidence for quark colour comes from studying the ratioR = �(e+e� ! hadrons)�(e+e� ! �+��) = qq�pairsXi=1 e2i (2.1)in electron positron annihilations. The hadrons are assumed to be the result of an initialquark -antiquark pair being produced, and the sum is over the charges ei of all the quarkpairs accessible at that energy. To get a result in agreement with experiment [?], each quarkavour must be included 3 times, implying that any avour comes in three di�erent colours.The decay of the �0 to two photons also predicts three quark colours. The decay rate isproportional to the square of the number of quarks which can act as intermediate states inthe decay, and therefore also proportional to the square of the number of quark colours, NC.Comparison with experiment [?] gives NC = 3 .2.1.2 The Lagrangian for QCDThe basic idea of QCD is that the colour charges are the sources of the strong, or chromody-namic, force between quarks. This force keeps quarks bound together in hadrons. When thetheory was proposed in 1973 [?], it was known that the type of quantum �eld theories knownas gauge theories could describe both the electromagnetic and weak interactions (QED andthe Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory), and it seemed natural to attempt to make a gaugetheory for the strong interaction. Since quarks are fermions, the free Lagrangian for quarksis the Dirac Lagrangian L0 = 	(i�@� �m)	; (2.2)where 	 is a three component column vector in colour space. Here we consider only oneavour, for example the up quark, then 	 is (by convention)	 = 0B@ uredublueugreen 1CA :



8 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTIn QED, requiring local U(1) gauge invariance gives rise to electromagnetic interaction be-tween charged particles. In QCD, invariance under local SU(3)colour transformations of theform 	(x)! ei�a(x)Ta	(x); (2.3)where a summation over a is implied, and �a(x) is some function of x, is assumed. Thegenerators Ta are a set of independent, traceless 3 � 3 matrices, it is customary to chooseTa(a = 1; 8) = �a=2, the �s are the eight 3 � 3 Gell-Mann matrices. They satisfy thecommutation relation [Ta; Tb] = ifabcTc: (2.4)The constants fabc are the structure constants of the group. Since the generators Ta donot commute, the theory is non-Abelian. The Lagrangian in equation 2.2 is not invariantunder the transformations 2.3. In order to get a gauge invariant Lagrangian we must do thereplacement @u ! D� = @� � igsGa�Ta: (2.5)D� is called the covariant derivative. We have introduced the eight vector boson �elds, orgluons, Ga� which transform asGa� ! Ga� + 1gs@��a + fabc�bGc�: (2.6)gs is the strong coupling constant. The following Lagrangian is gauge invariant under thetransformations 2.3 and 2.6.L = i	�D�	 +	m	� 12Ga��G��a : (2.7)The last term is the gluon �eld self energy and Ga�� is the �eld strength tensorGa�� = @�Ga� � @�Ga� + gsfabcGb�Gc�: (2.8)A mass term for the gluons, 12Ga�G�a , would not be consistent with gauge invariance, andtherefore gluons should be massless.The Lagrangian in equation 2.7 contains terms corresponding to couplings between quarksand gluons, and also self couplings of gluons. This gives three di�erent QCD vertices, whichare shown in �gure 2.3. The self coupling of gluons arises from the non-Abelian nature ofQCD and is the feature of this theory which makes it di�erent from QED, where there is nocoupling between the corresponding gauge bosons, the photons.In order for the Lagrangian to be invariant under rotations in colour space the gluons mustbe an 8-dimensional representation of SU(3)colour ; a product of the fundamental triplet 3 andthe conjugate triplet 3, since 3
 3 = 8� 1. The singlet does not correspond to a gluon. The8 gluons have colour charges rb; br; rg; gr; bg; gb; (bb� rr)=p2; and (rr + bb� 2gg)=p6.In emitting a gluon, a quark or gluon can change its colour.The complete QCD Lagrangian is a sum over all the six quark avours. All the six avourshave identical couplings to gluons. It can be shown in QCD that the interaction betweencoloured particles is attractive for colour singlets, and less attractive or repulsive for othercombinations, in agreement with Greenberg's hypothesis. Note that it is not su�cient forthe state to be merely colourless(white) to be an observable. There are two colourless gluonsin the octet but these are not colour singlets (invariant under SU(3) transformations).
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Figure 2.3: QCD vertices.2.1.3 Asymptotic freedom and con�nementThe property of QCD called asymptotic freedom involves a decrease in the e�ectivestrength of the colour charges of quarks as the distance from which they are viewed decreases,and can be understood by the vacuum polarization of quarks and gluons. It was discoveredin 1973 by Politzer, and independently by Gross and Wilczek, that this follows from QCD[?, ?, ?]. In QED the lowest order interaction, one-photon exchange, gives the, V (r) = ��r ,Coulomb potential. Including one loop diagrams corresponding to virtual electron-positronpairs gives a screening e�ect, the interaction appears weaker at increasing distance or lowfour momentum transfer. The QCD interaction from one-gluon exchange gives a Coulombpotential of exactly the same form, V (r) = ��sr . The one loop correction from quark- anti-quarks screens the colour charge, but the additional loops from virtual gluon pairs give theopposite e�ect, so the colour charge, and hence �s, increases with increasing distance. If theQCD coupling constant is de�ned as �s = g2s=4�, �s varies with Q2 = �q2, where q2 is thefour momentum squared transferred from incident to target particle, as�s(Q2) = 12�(33� 2nf) log(Q2=�2) ; (2.9)



10 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTnf is the number of quark avours, and�2 = �2 exp[ �12�(33� 2nf )�s(�2) ]: (2.10)� has been measured by experiment to be about 0.1-0.5 GeV [?]. For Q2 >> �2 the couplingdecreases toward asymptotic freedom, then the coupling is weak and perturbation theorycan be applied. For small Q2 the coupling is large. In such cases it is not possible to useperturbation theory, and it is di�cult to make exact predictions, for example about themasses of particles.It is conjectured that quarks are permanently con�ned within hadrons, in such a way as tomake only colour singlet states observable, but it is not yet proved that this con�nement isa fundamental consequence of QCD. Intuitively one can imagine it as a consequence of thenon-Abelian nature of QCD, which causes the �eld lines between two quarks to be coloured,and therefore to attract each other (�gure 2.4). The consequence is that the force is constant,with the potential energy increasing with distance, so no �nite amount of energy can separatethe quarks. An e�ective potential between quarks and antiquarks of the formVqq(rqq) = �43 �sr + br (2.11)has been frequently employed to give predictions of meson spectroscopy (section 2.2.2). Theconstant b is known as the string tension, and is numerically found to be approximately0:18 GeV2 [?]. At large distances the linear con�ning term of the potential dominates.
Figure 2.4: Colour force �eld lines between quark and antiquark.



2.1. THEORY OF THE COLOUR FORCE 112.1.4 Experimental evidence for QCDBetween 1968 and 1975 several experiments were performed which involved scattering of highenergy electrons and neutrinos o� protons [?, ?]. Such experiments are called deep inelasticscattering experiments because the electrons do not scatter coherently o� the protons butinteract with individual partons inside them, causing the protons to disintegrate.These experiments gave a large amount of information about the quark structure of protons,in support of QCD. The scaling behaviour [?, ?] of the cross sections indicates scatter-ing o� point-like quarks with relatively weak interactions between them at short distancesas expected from asymptotic freedom. Furthermore, the momentum sum rules in bothelectron- and neutrino- proton scattering suggest that quarks carry only about half of thetotal proton momentum, the rest is thought to be carried by gluons [?].In another important type of experiments electrons and positrons annihilate, resulting in alarge number of outgoing hadrons, appearing in two or three jets [?, ?]. This is explained byassuming that initially a quark-antiquark pair is produced, e+e� ! qq, and additional quark-antiquark pairs are produced as the two intial quarks separate, giving rise to a large numberof hadrons in two separate jets. The three-jet events give important evidence in support ofthe quark gluon picture, since they are interpreted as one of the intial quarks radiating agluon, followed by the three particles ying o� in separate directions, each resulting in a jet[?].Another important prediction from QCD is that in addition to the known types of hadronicmatter, mesons and baryons, exotic states like glueballs, hybrids, and possibly four-quarksystems should be observed as free particles.The discovery of a glueball would be a direct con�rmation of the non-Abelian nature of QCD,since coloured gluons should be able to form bound colour singlet states of two or three gluons(see section 2.2.4).2.1.5 Summary of QCDIn summary the following are the essential properties of QCD [?]:� Quarks carry colour as well as electric charge. There are three colours: red, green, andblue.� Colour is exchanged by eight bicoloured gluons. The gluons are massless and have spin1.� Quark-gluon interactions are computed by the same rules as electromagnetic interac-tions, QED , but substituting p�s for p� at each vertex and introducing a colourfactor. �s is the QCD coupling constant, which decreases as s increases. In otherwords, the qqg vertex has the same structure as the ee vertex.� Since the gluons themselves carry colour charge, they can interact with other gluons.This means there are ggg and gggg vertices in the theory.



12 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENT� At short distances (large s), �s is su�ciently small to make it possible to computecolour interactions using the same perturbative techniques as in QED.� It is believed that quarks and gluons are con�ned in colour singlets, although this hasyet to be proven from QCD. In other words, only colour singlets can be observed asphysical, free particles.2.2 The QCD spectrumIn this section the various states corresponding to colour singlets are reviewed. The qqmesons and qqq baryons described in section 2.1.1 have �rm experimental support. There arealso other combinations of quarks and gluons which give colour singlets. If the con�nementhypothesis is correct, these should be observable as real physical particles [?]. Such exoticstates have not been clearly identi�ed up to now.A survey of the hadronic spectrum and some candidates for exotic states is given. Theconventional meson spectrum will be considered �rst, then the exotic states, which are themain topic of interest in this thesis. The study of mesons is important in order to be able torule out the possibility of a glueball candidate being an ordinary meson. Also glueballs canmix with conventional mesons (section 2.2.12).2.2.1 Conventional states: mesons and baryonsAlmost all hadronic resonances can be interpreted as either qq mesons or qqq baryons, theconventional hadrons. We will only consider SU(3)flavour , that is, particles containing up,down, and strange quarks.MesonsOne way to obtain a colour singlet is to combine the fundamental triplet of SU(3)colour , 3with the conjugate triplet 3 q 
 q = 3
 3 = 1� 8: (2.12)The singlet has the wavefunction colour = (rr+ bb+ gg)=p3: (2.13)This is the colour wave function corresponding to the mesons. The avour wave functionis obtained by taking the product of the avour triplet with the conjugate triplet. Boththe singlet and octet correspond to observed particles. The singlet, which is invariant underrotations in SU(3)flavour , is flavour(1; I = 0; I3 = 0) = (uu+ dd+ ss)=p3: (2.14)



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 13angular momentum L spin singlet, S = 0 spin triplet, S = 10 0�+ 1��1 1+� 0++; 1++; 2++2 2�+ 1��; 2��; 3��3 3+� 2++; 3++; 4++Table 2.1: Quantum numbers JPC for mesons (quark-antiquark states).The singlet has isospin zero, I = 0. The octet consists of ud; du; ds; us; sd; su, and two I3 = 0states in the centre, one with I = 1 flavour(8; I = 1; I3 = 0) = (uu� dd)=p2; (2.15)and one with I = 0  flavour(8; I = 0; I3 = 0) = (uu+ dd� 2ss)=p6: (2.16)The physical isospin zero states are mixtures of the SU(3) octet and singlet states [?]. If thephysical particle wave functions are called � and �0, and the singlet and octet wave functionsdenoted �0 and �8, then � = �0 cos � + �8 sin �; (2.17)�0 = ��0 sin � + �8 cos �:The mixing angles are � � �11� for the pseudoscalars, � � 40� for the vectors, and � � 32�for the tensors. It is therefore more useful to classify mesons in nonets than in octets andsinglets. In the case of ideal mixing, one I = 0 particle will be purely ss, the other uu+ddp2 .This happens for � � 35:3�. The vector mesons � and ! are almost ideally mixed.The quarks are spin 1/2 fermions and may couple to give a total spin of S = 0 or S = 1.The total angular momentum is ~J = ~L+ ~S, the vector sum of the spin ~S and orbital angularmomentum ~L. The parity of a fermion anti-fermion system is P = (�1)L+1. The C-parityis a good quantum number only for states with Q=B= S=0, (Q=charge, B=baryon number,S=strangeness), that is, the states in the centre of the nonets. For such a state C = (�1)L+S ,where S and L are spin and orbital angular quantum numbers. Table 2.1 gives the possibleJPC values for mesons with orbital angular momentum 0, 1, 2, or 3. In table 2.2 some of themesons in the scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial vector, and tensor fundamental nonets,with their usual quark assignments, are listed. In addition several of the nonets can haveorbital excitations with higher L-values. For example the fundamental 2++ nonet, has L = 1,but there is also an excited 2++ nonet with L = 3 as seen from table 2.1. L and S are notconserved quantum numbers, so di�erent orbital con�gurations can mix. Parity conservationforbids mixing of even and odd L states, and then J-conservation requires that the spin S beunique, either 0 or 1. This leaves the possibility of mixing only for S = 1 triplet states forwhich L = J � 2. There are also radial excitations, so all of the nonets will be repeated athigher mass [?].



14 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTuu; dd; ss ud; uu; dd us; ds2S+1LJ JPC I = 0 I = 1 I = 1=21S0 0�+ �; �0(958) � K3S1 1�� �(1020); !(783) �(770) K�(892)1P1 1+� h1(1190) b1(1235) K1(1400)3P0 0++ f0(1300); f0(975) a0(980) K�0(1350)3P1 1++ f1(1285); f(1420) a1(1270) K1(1280)3P2 2++ f 02(1525); f2(1270) a2(1320) K�2(1430)Table 2.2: Quark assignments (from [?]) of established meson nonets.BaryonsThe other type of conventional hadron is obtained by making a colour singlet from the productof three fundamental tripletsq 
 q 
 q = 3
 3
 3 = 1� 8� 8� 10: (2.18)Here the colour singlet will be the antisymmetric wavefunction (colour) = (rgb� rbg + gbr� grb+ brg � bgr)=q(6); (2.19)which is the colour wavefunction corresponding to baryons. The details of the baryon wave-functions are not important in this thesis, since we will mostly be concerned with stateswith baryon number B=0. The most important feature is that the product of avour, spin,and space wave functions must always be symmetric, to make a total antisymmetric wavefunction.2.2.2 Spectroscopy of qq mesonsThe most successful models for predicting meson masses have been potential models. In anonrelativistic quark potential model [?] the qq wave functions are taken to be the solutionof the Scr�odinger equation with a potential which is a combination of a colour coulomb termfrom one gluon exchange (OGE), with a phenomenological linear con�ning term as in equation2.11. In addition, to order v2c2 in the quark motion, one has the following spin dependent qqHamiltonian:Hspin�dep: = +32��s9m2q ~Sq � ~Sq�(~x) + 4�sm2qr3 (~Sq � r̂~Sq � r̂ � 13 ~Sq � ~Sq) (2.20)+ 2�sm2qr3 ~L � ~S � b2m2qr ~L � ~S:The �rst three terms are the spin-spin, tensor, and spin-orbit interactions, from the one gluonexchange term in the potential, the last term is an inverted spin-orbit term from the scalarlinear con�ning interaction.
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Figure 2.5: Prediction for isovector meson masses from the Godfrey-Isgur model. The dom-inant spectral composition and predicted masses of states in GeV are shown near solid barsrepresenting their masses. Shaded areas correspond to the experimental massed and theiruncertainties, normally taken from the Particle Data Group(1984). From [?].The OGE spin-spin force, being a contact interaction, causes a large positive splitting betweenL = 0 vector and pseudoscalar states. The spin-orbit interaction causes a splitting MJ=L+1 >MJ=L > MJ=L�1 for small L where the OGE term is largest, while for larger L, the scalar~L � ~S term dominates and the mass ordering will be inverted.The tensor OGE interaction mixes spin triplet states related by �L = 2.The relativized model of Godfrey and Isgur [?] has a few minor modi�cations to this model,such as the use of HKE = 2q~p2 +m2q instead of the nonrelativistic energy term 2mq+p2=mq.The predictions of this model are shown in �gure 2.5 for isovector mesons, �gure 2.6 forstrange mesons, and �gure 2.7 for isoscalar mesons. This can be compared to the knownstates according to the Particle Data Group, 1994 [?]. We will consider scalar and tensormesons. There are more states discovered with JPC = 0++ and 2++ than can �t into the qqnonets. One possible explanation is that the extra states could be glueballs.
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Figure 2.6: Prediction for strange meson masses from the Godfrey-Isgur model. The legendis as for �gure 2.5. From [?].f0(980) f0(1300) f0(1370) f0(1525) f0(1590) fJ (1710)13P0 13P 00 23P01090 1360 1760K�0(1430) K�0(1950) a0(980)13P0 23P0 13P01240 1890 1090Table 2.3: Scalar mesons with JPC = 0++ below 2 GeV from [?], with possible classi�cationsand mass predictions from Godfrey and Isgur [?] in the third row. Masses are in MeV.



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 17Scalar mesons (table 2.3) The two scalar K0-mesons, and the isovector a0(980) are in agree-ment with the predictions. Recently (1995), a new 0++, I = 1, resonance has been found byCrystal Barrel, the a0(1450) [?]. This resonance has been claimed to be the 13P0 state [?],even if the mass is high compared to the 1090 MeV which is predicted by Godfrey and Isgur.There are a total of six isoscalar mesons with JPC = 0++ if the fj(1710), with uncertain spin,is included. The model predicts two 13P0 with masses 1090 MeV and 1360 MeV, and two23P0 states, masses 1780 MeV and 1990 MeV. There seems to be more scalar mesons at lowmass than can be accommodated in the quark model.

Figure 2.7: Prediction for isoscalar meson masses from the Godfrey-Isgur model. The legendis as for �gure 2.5.From [?].



18 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTf2(1270) f2(1430) f2(1520) f 02(1525) fj(1710) f2(1810)13P2 13P 02 23P21280 1530 1820K�2(1430) K�2(1980) a2(1320)13P2 23P2 13P21430 1940 1310Table 2.4: Tensor mesons with JPC = 2++ below 2 GeV from [?], with possible classi�cationsand mass predictions from Godfrey and Isgur [?] in the third row. Masses are in MeV.Tensor mesons (table 2.4) The two K2 -mesons are unproblematic and have a good agree-ment with the predictions. The same applies to the isotensor a2(1320).However, a total of 9 isoscalars have been found with JPC = 2++. Below 2 GeV there arethree unclassi�ed states: f2(1430), f2(1520), and fj(1710).In addition there are three states above 2 GeV (not shown in the table), f2(2010), f2(2300),and f2(2340).Not all of the measured resonances can be explained as qq states. A discussion of which ofthese states that could be interpreted as non qq candidates is given in section 2.2.12. Themeson resonances have traditionally been given qq assignments based on avour and JPCquantum numbers, and masses. To be able to distinguish between qq mesons and otherhadronic states, it is also necessary to study their production and decay characteristics.2.2.3 Meson decaysThe OZI rule (section 2.3) can be used to make some simple predictions of the decay charac-teristics of ideally mixed mesons [?] . The ss states will have a strong preference for decayto strange mesons, rather than to non-strange mesons, since a non-strange decay would in-volve annihilation of the ss pair and hence be OZI-suppressed. On the other hand, statesconsisting of non-strange quark pairs can decay to strange mesons without violating the OZIrule. An example is the two tensor mesons f2(1270) and a2(1320), which are thought to beisospin 0 and 1, uu and dd combinations, while the heavier f 02(1525) is believed to be theirss partner. This assignment is con�rmed by the much larger branching fractions of f 02(1525)to KK �nal states than to ��, while f2(1270) has a branching fraction ratio for �� : KKof � 20 : 1. Taking phase space factors into account, this gives equal coupling to � and K.For heavier mesons such simple arguments may not always be valid. Decay of orbitally andradially excited states have nodes as a function of outgoing hadron momentum, which mightlead to erroneous conclusions about avour content.Electromagnetic decays of mesons have characteristic properties [?]. The decay amplitudefor decay to two photons would contain two electromagnetic vertices, and be of the formA(qq ! ) /< qqje2qj0 >; (2.21)



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 19this gives relative amplitudes< f : a : f 0je2qj0 >= (2=3)2+ (�1=3)2p2 : (2=3)2 � (�1=3)2p2 : (�1=3)2; (2.22)and relative  decay rates �(f : a : f 0) = 25 : 9 : 2: (2.23)The measured widths are�(f(1270) : a2(1320) : f 0(1525)) � 2:8 : 1:04 : 0:105; (2.24)which are in agreement with predictions, since there is some additional suppression of the sscoupling due to the larger mass of the strange quark.2.2.4 Exotic states: glueballs, hybrids, and moleculesIn the same way as con�nement predicts that a free quark can not be observed, a gluon cannot be a free particle since it is not a colour singlet. However, it was pointed out in section2.1.2 that the Lagrangian in equation 2.7 contains terms corresponding to self interactionsbetween gluons. This means that the gluons can mutually interact and form bound states,glueballs.The gluons form an 8 dimensional representation of SU(3)colour. The products of two or three8 dimensional representations will include colour singlets [?] :g 
 g = 8
 8 = 1� 8+ � 8� � 10� 10� � 27; (2.25)g 
 g 
 g = 8
 8
 8 = 1+ � 1� � :::The plus and minus subscripts mean symmetric or antisymmetric combinations. This meansthat both gg and ggg can be expected to form observable physical particles.Bound states of quarks and gluons, should also exist. A qqg state would be a product of theqq colour octet, and the gluon octet, and could therefore form a colour singlet:q 
 q 
 g = 3
 3
 8 = (8� 1)
 8 = 1� :::; (2.26)while qqgg would form a singlet in 8
8
8. The mixed quark-gluon states are called hybridsand meiktons. They span complete avour nonets and hence provide many possibilities fordetection.Four-quark states are also possible; qqqq can form a singlet as a product of the two mesonoctets : q 
 q 
 q 
 q = 3
 3
 3
 3 = (8� 1)
 (8� 1) = 1� ::: (2.27)Exotic states with nonzero baryon numbers like qqqg can also exist :q 
 q 
 q 
 g = 3
 3
 3
 8 = (10� 8� 8� �1)
 8 = 1� ::: (2.28)



20 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTWith our current understanding of QCD there is no strict proof for the existence of any ofthese states of matter. However it appears that for most qqqq states, a separation into twoseparate mesons is energetically favoured; moreover, a rearrangement into two colour singletqq mesons can happen without interactions, so-called \fall-apart" [?].The various types of exotic states can be classi�ed in three di�erent categories, saying nothingabout their internal structure, but concentrating only on the observable quantities [?].� Exotic of the �rst kind:Quantum numbers not accessible to a qq pair but possible for a multiquark state.These could be for instance Q=2,S=2 etc. The absence of such states has been takenas evidence for the validity of the quark model.� Exotic of the second kind:These are states with quantum number combinations JPC not accessible to qq mesons,but that could be possible for glueballs or hybrids.� Exotic of the third kind:States with quantum numbers possible for a qq system, but with the nonet already �lled.Glueball and hybrid quantum numbersGluons are vector bosons with spin 1, so both glueballs and hybrids must have integer spin.The gluon colour octet transforms into itself under charge conjugation, 8 = 8. Only the twocolourless states in the centre of the octet will actually be eigenstates of the C-operator; anal-ogous with photons they are assigned C = �1. The gg glueball will be a symmetric singlet in8
 8 with C = 1. The three-gluon singlet will be overall antisymmetric in colour, but a pairof gluons must be in an octet, which is coupled either antisymmetrically or symmetrically.This can be seen from [?]: (8
 8)
 8 = (1� 8A � 8S � :::)
 88A 
 8 = 1A � ::8S 
 8 = 1S � ::The charge conjugation for the antisymmetric (fabc) coupling of two gluons is C = +1, andfor the symmetric (dabc) coupling it is C = �1.In other words, two-gluon glueballs always have C = +1, while three-gluon glueballs canhave either C = +1, or C = �1. Bose symmetry must be applied to �nd the possible JPCcombinations; the total wavefunction of several identical gluons must be overall symmetric.The di�erent models (section 2.2.5) make di�erent predictions about the allowed JPC .The spin of glueballs is a controversial topic. Free massless gluons will only exist in transversepolarisation, and in this case two S = 1 gluons can only couple their spins to 0 or 2. Someauthors claim that since gluons are not on the mass shell when con�ned to hadrons, all threepolarisation states must be considered, giving S = 0; 1; or 2 for gg states [?]. Others say thatthis is not allowed, since the gluons are not genuine spin 1 mass quanta, and only transversegluons appear in the Lagrangian [?] .



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 21L JPC0 0++; 2++1 0�+; 1�+; 2�+2 0++; 1++; 2++; 3++; 4++3 1�+; 3�+; 4�+Table 2.5: JPC values of two-gluon glueballs with di�erent values of orbital angular momentumfrom the glue lego model. From [?].2.2.5 Predictions for gluonium spectroscopySeveral phenomenological and theoretical models have been put forward to predict quantumnumbers and masses of glueballs:� Glue lego� The bag model� Potential models� Lattice QCD� Flux tube models� QCD sum rulesA summary of what the di�erent models predict about glueball spectra is given below.Glue legoIn this model [?] glueballs are constructed from building blocks, massive constituent gluons,in analogy with the simple quark model. The resulting colour singlet must be symmetricunder interchange of any two gluon constituent labels.i)Two-gluon bound states. The Bose symmetry condition givesP1P2(�1)L(�1)S�s1�s2I = +1: (2.29)P1 and P2 are the gluon parities and are -1 for vector gluons.S is the total glueball spin, and s1 and s2 the gluon spins.I = +1 is the eigenvalue for interchange of gluon colour labels. L is the orbital angularmomentum. The symmetry condition gives (L + S)= even. The possible two-gluon statesare listed in table 2.5. The L = 1 gg state can have exotic JPC = 1�+.



22 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTii)Three-gluon bound states. Only the ground state, with orbital angular momentum 0,will be considered. First the spin of two gluons are coupled,1
 1 = (2� 0)(symmetric)� 1(antisymmetric): (2.30)Next, the spin of the third gluon is coupled. S = 3 can only be obtained from 2� 1 and musthence be symmetric. S = 0 must come from 1
 1 and is antisymmetric.The symmetric S = 3 must couple to the symmetric colour dabc with C = �1, in order to givea total symmetric wavefunction. The parity is negative for three vector gluons in S wave,giving JPC = 3��. The antisymmetric S = 0 couples to antisymmetric colour fabc withC = +1, so this state has JPC = 0�+. The spin 1 state is also symmetric , and requiring asymmetric wave function in this case, gives JPC = 1�� [?].The glue lego model makes no accurate predictions for the glueball masses, but the lowestmass gg states are predicted to be 0++ and 2++, the exited states 0�+, 1�+, and 2�+ havehigher masses. The lowest mass ggg states will be 0�+,1��, and 3��. The states with thesame value of the orbital angular momentum will split because of spin-spin splitting, whichis expected to be of the order of a hundred MeV.The Bag ModelIn this model [?, ?] the quarks and gluons are con�ned to a spherical cavity, a bag, witha radius of about 1 fm. The boundary condition that no colour current ow across thebag surface gives two sets of modes for the massless gluons, transverse electric TEj, andtransverse magnetic TMj. They have parities (�1)j+1 and (�1)j respectively, where j is thetotal angular momentum of the gluon. The states of lowest angular momentum j = 1, willbe TE1 , JP = 1+, and TM1 , JP = 1�.The possible states are obtained by combining gluons in overall symmetric states that arecolour singlets. Two-gluon states with minimum angular momentum will have parity +1 forthe (TE)1(TE)1 or (TM)1(TM)1 combinations, and -1 for the (TE)1(TM)1 combination.The ground state will be (TE)1(TE)1. Two identical gluons must have a wavefunction whichis totally symmetric in spin-space-colour. Both the space and colour wave function are totallysymmetric, and the spin function must be symmetric as well, giving possible spin 0 or 2, andJPC = 0++ and 2++ for the (TE)1(TE)1 and (TM)1(TM)1 states. The (TE)(TM) statesneed not obey the spin-statistics theorem since they do not contain two identical bosons, sothe possible spin values could be 0, 1, or 2, giving JPC = 0�+; 1�+; 2�+. J = 1, which wouldgive exotic quantum numbers, is only possible if the gluons in the bag are treated as massivespin 1 quanta with 3 helicity states.If colour forces (spin-spin interactions) among the gluons are ignored, the following massesare predicted: M((TE)1(TE)1) � 1 GeV,M((TE)1(TM)1) � 1:3 GeV,M((TM)1(TM)1) �1:6 GeV.Interactions between the gluons will shift the masses several 100 MeV. Also, unknown self-energies of the TE and TM state can shift the overall mass scale. Table 2.6 shows predictionsfor the gg glueball masses in the bag model. In order of increasing mass, the spectrum isM(0++) < M(0�+) < M(2++) < M(2�+).The three-gluon states in the fundamental angular mode are (TE)1(TE)1(TE)1 with P = +1,(TE)1(TE)1(TM)1 with P = �1 , (TE)1(TM)1(TM)1 with P = +1, and (TM)1(TM)1(TM)1



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 23(TE)2 (TE)(TM) (TM)2CTE=CTM 0++ 2++ 0�+ 2�+ 0++ 2++1/2 670 1750 1930 26401 1140 2120 1440 2300 1550 23002 1560 2470 1330 1940Table 2.6: Glueball masses from a bag model. Masses are in MeV. CTE,CTM are gluon selfenergies with respect to cavity. From [?].JPC qq gg qqg ggg0�� No No Yes0�+ 1S0 (TE)(TM) 3S1(TE) (TM)(TM)(TM)0+� No No Yes0++ 3P0 (TE)(TE) 3S1(TM) (TE)(TE)(TE)1�� 3S1 No 1S0(TE) (TM)(TM)(TM)1�+ No ? 3S1(TE) Yes1+� 1P1 No 1S0(TM) (TE)(TE)(TE)1++ 3P1 No 3S1(TM) Yes2�� 3D2 No Yes2�+ 1D2 (TE)(TM) 3S1(TE) Yes2+� No No Yes2++ 3P2 (TE)(TE) 3S1(TM) YesTable 2.7: Possible quantum numbers for glueballs and hybrids in the bag model. Only hybridstates with the quarks in S-wave are shown.with P = �1. Identical gluons must be in a totally symmetric wavefunction. If the gluonsare in a symmetric colour wave function, under interchange of two colour labels (C = �1)the spin wave function must be symmetric and J = 1 or 3 is obtained (as seen above). Ifthey are in an antisymmetric colour wave function (C = +1), the antisymmetric spin stateJ = 0 is obtained. Thus possible states for (TE)1(TE)1(TE)1 are 0++; 1+�; 3+�, and for(TM)(TM)(TM) the same with opposite parities, 0�+; 1��; 3��.By combining TE and TM gluons and adding angular excitations, all possible values of JPCcan be obtained for the three-gluon glueball. The masses for the 3g glueballs are expected tobe somewhat higher than the 2g glueballs, and [?] gives approximately 1.4 GeV as the massfor the ground state (TE)1(TE)1(TE)1.The possible quantum numbers for glueballs and hybrids (section 2.2.7) in the bag model areshown in table 2.7.



24 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTPotential modelsThese models assume two massive spin 1 gluons interacting through a potential. If the gluonsinteract via a breakable string, and the mass mg is generated via the strong gluon forces, thepotential is [?] v(r) = 2mg(1� e�r=r0): (2.31)Another model [?] uses a long range con�ning scalar potential which is linear in the distance(similar to equation 2.11). In both models the lightest glueball has JPC = 0++, and from[?] M(0++) = 1:23� 2mg, where mg is the unknown e�ective gluon mass. This mass can beestimated by �nding the solutions for the relativistic bound state equations of a potential.The solutions have wavefunctions which have characteristic mass and length scales :Mconstituent � pa GeV; (2.32)< R >boundstate� 1pa GeV�1:a is the linear slope coe�cient of the potential. Hadrons built from light quarks have typicallyaq = 0:16 GeV2, giving Mq � 0:4 GeV and < R >� 0:5 fm. Similarly,mg = pag; (2.33)where ag is the coe�cient for the long range linear potential between two gluons in the coloursinglet. The forces between the colour 8 gluons are assumed to be stronger than the colour3 quarks, so one expects ag > aq, and thus mg > mq.The mass ordering in the potential models is the same as for the bag model: M(0++) �M(0�+) < M(2++) �M(2�+).Lattice QCDIn lattice gauge theory the non-perturbative aspects of QCD theory can be studied. Theinteractions between gluons are simulated by Monte Carlo programs by evaluating Feynmanpath integrals on a lattice and studying two-point correlation functions. According to thelatest calculations [?, ?] the lightest state is the scalar (0++) with a massM(0++) = ( 1:550� 50 GeV [?]1:740� 71 GeV [?]followed by the tensor which is estimated to have a massM(2++) = ( 2:270� 100 GeV [?]2:359� 128 GeV [?]Next are 0�+; 2�+; 1+�; 3++, and the radially excited 0++, which all have roughly twice themass of the scalar glueball [?]. Exotic states like 0�� have even higher masses. Lattice QCDresults in the past have su�ered from a mass scale uncertainty arising from the extrapolationfrom �nite lattice spacing to the continuum. The results reported above represent majorprogress in controlling this systematic error.



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 25Flux tube modelIn this model [?] quarkonium masses are calculated by joining quarks on lattice sites withtubes of colour ux. Glueballs are formed by removing the quarks and joining the ends ofthe ux tube. This model does not use glueballs made of constituent gluons, but determinesthe quantum numbers and masses from the various excitations (rotational, vibrational, andradial). The lightest glueball in this model is 0++ with a mass of about 1.5 GeV. Next inorder of mass are 1+�, and 2+�.QCD sum rulesThe basic idea of this model [?, ?] is to form a two point function associated with a currentcarrying the same quantum numbers as the resonance being studied, and then extrapolatefrom the asymptotic high-momentum regime to low momentum where non-perturbative ef-fects are present. The non-perturbative e�ects involve vacuum expectation values of thequark and gluon condensates, and will arise as powers of 1=Q2 corrections to the asymptoticfreedom regime.Resonance formation is assumed to be due to current quarks or gluons interacting with thevacuum uctuations of the �elds. Ignoring instanton e�ects, results are in agreement with thelattice, bag, and potential models [?]. If instantons are included somewhat heavier glueballsare predicted [?].2.2.6 Decay of glueballsThe following are the expected decay properties of glueballs :WidthsThe width of glueballs was predicted to be about 10-30 MeV from the following relation [?]:�gg = p�OZI � �hadron : (2.34)Where �OZI and �hadron are the widths of an OZI-suppressed, and an OZI allowed reaction(�gure 2.8). The OZI rule is an empirical rule which says that reactions with di�erent valencequark avours in the initial and �nal states will be strongly suppressed (section 2.3). Sucha reaction is for instance � ! ��, and the relation above follows if one assumes that thisreaction has a glueball G as the dominant pole. However it is not clear whether this is validin the low mass, non-perturbative regime of the glueballs.Flavour independenceGlueballs are avour singlets with isospin zero; they should preferentially decay to isoscalaravour singlet states, with equal coupling to all avours. Approximately equal branching
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Figure 2.8: OZI-suppressed and allowed decays.fractions to pseudoscalar pairs, gg! ��, gg! �� , gg! �0� and gg! KK, and to pairs ofvector mesons, gg! ��, gg! !!, and gg ! ��, are expected.Couplings should only depend on SU(3) isoscalar factors, phase space factors, and possibleenergy dependent terms [?].If the gluon interaction is mass dependent, equal coupling to the up and down but not tothe strange quark is expected. Perturbation theory predicts that the gluons have a strongercoupling to s quarks, than to u or d quarks [?].Quasi two body decaysGlueballs should obey C-parity for decays into mesons that are not C-eigenstates. Thusglueballs with C � 1 have the following allowed decays to strange mesons [?]:G+ ! KK;K�VK�V ; K�TK�T ;G� ! K�VK;K�VKT (2.35)K is a pseudoscalar meson (C = +1) KV is a vector (C = �1), and KT a tensor meson(C = +1). A nonet of quarkonium states is not restricted by C-parity and can decay to thefollowing �nal states, JP permitting,(qq)! KK;K�VK;KVK�V ; K�TK; ��0: (2.36)Glueballs, being avour neutral, can decay both to states containing strange and non-strangequarks: G+ ! !!; ��; ��; ��; (2.37)G� ! !�; ��; ��:



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 27Ideally mixed quarkonium is restricted by the OZI rule and will decay either to strange ornonstrange quarks: (uu; dd)! !!; !�; ��;(ss)! ��; ��: (2.38)A particle decaying into only one of the two classes of strange meson pairs in equation 2.35,but both types of channels in equation 2.38, would indicate a glueball.Suppressed radiative decaysGluons have no electric charge, so they will not couple directly to photons. Reactions likegg!  will be �rst order forbidden, and therefore suppressed.2.2.7 Hybrid spectroscopyHybrids are combinations of a qq pair, with possible quantum numbers shown in table 2.1,and a gluon, with C = �1. Assuming no orbital angular momentum, that is, only S statesfor qq, the following are the possible JPC quantum numbers in the bag model (page 23):1S0(0�+)(TE)(1+�) = 1��3S1(1��)(TE)(1+�) = 0�+; 1�+; 2�+3S1(1��)(TM)(1��) = 0++; 1++; 2++1S0(0�+)(TM)(1��) = 1+�The lowest hybrid multiplet thus contain the exotic quantum numbers JPC = 1�+.In the ux tube model there is also a degenerate set with reversed CP in the lowest hybridmultiplet [?]. In the constituent gluon model the lowest lying hybrid multiplet has (non-exotic) P-wave qq quantum numbers JPC = 0++; 1++; 2++; 1+� [?]; exotic JPC can appear inexcited multiplets. QCD sum rules have also been employed to study hybrids [?].All the models predict the lightest hybrids to have masses of � 1:5� 2 GeV.2.2.8 Hybrid decaysFigure 2.9 shows two di�erent possibilities for hybrid decays involving strange mesons. The�rst step in both is (qq)8g ! (qq)8(ss)8, the subscript 8 refers to colour octet. Then twocolour singlet mesons can be formed either by rearrangement, (qs)1(sq)1, or by gluon ex-change, (qq)1(ss)1. The second possibility has disconnected quark lines, it is therefore sup-pressed for conventional non-strange mesons and would be a decay signature for a hybrid.For example, a (uu+ dd)g hybrid with JPC = 2++ would decay to both !� and K�K� [?].According to both ux tube and constituent gluon models, the lightest hybrids decay prefer-entially to pairs of one S-wave meson and one P-wave meson [?].
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Figure 2.9: Hybrid decay.2.2.9 Production of glueballs and hybridsGluonic states are expected to appear mostly in channels containing hard gluons, and notin processes where most of the momentum goes into the quarks [?]. According to QCD, areaction containing n hard gluons has a rate proportional to (�s(s))n.Since the running coupling constant, �s, decreases with increasing energy s of the gluons,leading to asymptotic freedom (section 2.1.3), reactions with hard gluons are suppressed. Inthe presence of a glueball such suppression might be overcome.The following are promising mechanisms for production of glueballs and hybrids [?] :� Central production� OZI-violating hadronic reactions� pp annihilation� J=	 decayCentral productionReactions like pp! pf(X0)ps at high energies are considered a good source for glueballs. Theprocess is thought to be dominated by double pomeron exchange (�gure 2.10). The pomeronhas the same quantum numbers as the vacuum[?], and since it is believed that it has a largegluonic content, the �nal states X0 should have large gluon-gluon couplings.
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Figure 2.10: Glueball production by central production.

Figure 2.11: Glueball production in the OZI-suppressed reaction ��p! ��n.
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Figure 2.12: Glueball and hybrid production in pp annihilations.OZI-suppressed reactionsReactions with disconnected quark line diagrams are expected to be suppressed because ofthe OZI rule (section 2.3). One example is ��p ! ��n (�gure 2.11). In the case of idealmixing there are no connected quark lines to the �� state since it consists only of strangequark-antiquark pairs not present in the initial state. It might therefore be created via theradiation of two or three hard gluons, which could resonate to form a glueball.Proton antiproton annihilationIn this type of reaction one or more quark-antiquark pairs annihilates into gluons. If some ofthe quark-antiquark pairs survive, there should be a good chance of producing hybrids.Annihilation at rest can occur from either S or P wave, which will couple to di�erent reso-nances. Figure 2.12 shows some possibilities in pp annihilation.In the JETSET experiment, by concentrating on the reaction pp! ��, we were looking forpp annihilation into an intermediate state of gluons only, produced by annihilation of all theinitial quarks and antiquarks (�gure 2.20).
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Figure 2.13: J=	 decay.J=	 decayThe c and c quark annihilate through gluon emission (�gure 2.13). In the radiative decayJ=	 ! gg ! (qq) one of the quarks emits a photon before the quarks annihilate. This isa good source for hard gluons. The J=	 has JPC = 1��, and since the photon has C = �1,the glueball produced must have C = +1. From the lowest order diagrams shown in �gure2.14 one obtains the following relation [?]:�(J=	! G) > �(J=	)! H)> �(J=	! M); (2.39)where G is a glueball, H a hybrid, M a standard neutral meson.The other possibility is the hadronic decay J=	 ! ggg ! (qq)(qq). The intermediate statemust consist of at least 3 gluons to give C = �1. The ggg state could produce two glueballsof opposite charge conjugation, G+G�. However, it is predicted that the masses of the G�glueballs are on the order of 2 GeV, thus this reaction may be kinematically forbidden.Possible processes might be the decay to a glueball and a meson, or a hybrid and a meson.From the diagrams shown in �gure 2.15 we expect [?] :�(J=	! HM) > �(J=	)! GM) � �(J=	!MM): (2.40)These perturbative estimates for the partial decay widths of exclusive decay channels arevery approximate since �nal state interactions and interference e�ects have not been takeninto account.
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Figure 2.14: Lowest order radiative J=	 decays, showing a strong coupling to exotic matter,particularly glueballs.

Figure 2.15: Lowest order three-gluon J=	 decays, showing a strong coupling to exotic matter,particularly hybrids.



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 332.2.10 Four-quark statesThese states are of interest for JETSET, since it might be possible to produce them in thereaction pp ! ��. The system qqqq can form an overall colour singlet (section 2.2.4), butsuch states are often likely to fall apart into more energetically favourable two-meson states.If the single four-quark cluster has a mass lower than the threshold for the two mesons, then\fall-apart" is not possible. An example of the latter case is the so-called KK molecules.Weakly bound states of kaons and antikaons could be the ground state of a four-quark system,qsqs [?, ?]; the binding energy in this case is so small that the bound state is a molecule, thatis, the average separation between mesons is greater than their size. The kaon and antikaoncan form bound states with I = 0, and I = 1.The scalar mesons f0 and a0 are candidates for such states, since they have masses just belowKK threshold and strong coupling to strange �nal states. Furthermore, it has been shownthat neither �� nor �� have strong enough attraction to cause binding [?, ?].Hybrid and four-quark states made of strange and/or charm quarks have been predicted tohave widths of less than 50 MeV [?]. Four-quark states with only strange quarks, (ssss),with JPC = 0++; 1+�; 2++ could exist at masses around 2.3 GeV. The main decay mode forthe 2++ state would be ��, and for the 1+� state �� or �0�.The following are some signatures for molecules [?] :� JPC and avour quantum numbers of an L = 0 state. Due to the short range of theresidual nuclear force, bound states with L > 0 are unlikely to appear.� Binding energy of maximum 50-100 MeV. This is calculated from the uncertainty prin-ciple, given that a minimum separation of 1 fm is necessary for the hadrons to maintainseparate identities.� Strong couplings to constituent channels above threshold.� Anomalous electromagnetic coupling relative to expectations for quark-model states.2.2.11 Signatures for exotic states: how to spot a glueballThe best signature for a non qq state would be exotic quantum numbers not accessible for aconventional quark-antiquark meson. This could be an exotic of the �rst kind (accessible formolecules), or exotic of the second kind (exotic JPC , accessible for glueballs and hybrids).For resonances with non-exotic quantum numbers, but with no place in a qq nonet (exoticof the third kind), one will have to check with the quark model prediction to ascertainthat the state is not a qq state. The model of Godfrey and Isgur [?] gives prediction formasses for ground state and radially excited nonets. Also decay patterns not compatible withquark model predictions for qq states (section 2.2.3) would indicate something other than aconventional meson.Mass predictions as well as production and decay signatures for glueballs (section 2.2.4),hybrids (2.2.7), and molecules (2.2.10) have been given above.For glueballs the following are the most important characteristics:



34 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENT� Narrow widths for the lightest states (10-30 MeV).� Preferential production in OZI-suppressed reactions and reactions involving hard glu-ons.� Flavour singlet couplings.� Selection rules as described in section 2.2.6 for quasi two-body decays.� Suppressed radiative decays.� Resonances that do not �t into existing qq multiplets.� Quantum numbers that are impossible for qq mesons (exotic quantum numbers). Thisis the most unambiguous sign of a glueball.� Gluons couple weakly to two-photon �nal states, but are copiously produced in radiativeJ=	 decays. This can be expressed in a \stickiness" coe�cient [?]Sx = �(J=	! X)=(Phase Space)�(X ! )=(Phase Space) : (2.41)Sx should be larger for glueballs than for ordinary mesons.� The predicted masses are of the order 1.5-2 GeV, with 0++ the lightest glueball, fol-lowed by the 2++.A relevant question is why so few, if any, glueballs have been discovered during the last40 years when so many mesons and baryons have been seen. There are several possibleexplanations:� Perhaps glueballs do not exist at all. This would mean that QCD in its current formu-lation, is not the correct theory for describing strong interactions.� Glueballs might be so broad that they can't be disentangled from qq states.� Even if glueballs are narrow enough to be observed, they might have been mistaken fornormal quarkonium states.� It is possible that pure glueballs don't exist, but that they mix with quark-antiquarkstates. This would give one more degree of freedom and another particle of the samequantum number, which could not �t into existing nonets.� The reactions in which glueballs are produced have not yet been properly studied.



2.2. THE QCD SPECTRUM 352.2.12 Experimental status of gluonium searchesRecently (1995), two new resonant states have gained prominence as glueball candidates, thef0(1500) found by Crystal Barrel [?] and the �(2230) measured by the BES experiment [?]and others (section 2.3.6). The scalar candidate f0(1500) has a mass and width ofM(f0) = 1520+20�55 MeV; (2.42)�(f0) = 148+20�25 MeV:The tensor glueball candidate is probably the same as the �(2230) that has previously beenseen by MarkIII in J=	 radiative decays. The BES experiment �nds for the channel J=	!K0sK0s M(�) = 2232+25�16� 10 MeV; (2.43)�(�) = 20+25�16 � 10MeV:Similar masses and widths are seen in radiative decays to K+K�, pp, and ��.There are several arguments to support the gluonium interpretation of these states: The massof the f0 is not consistent with the qq prediction for a 3P0 nonstrange state, but is consistentwith the mass predictions from lattice gauge theory for a scalar glueball. Also the width isquite narrow.The ratio between the partial widths of decays to pseudoscalar pairs are [?]:�(f0(1500)! �� : KK : �� : �0�)phase space � form-factors = 1 :< 0:1(90% C.L.) : 0:27� 0:11 : 0:19� 0:08: (2.44)This is inconsistent with avour symmetry, and seems to argue against a pure glueball inter-pretation, but might be consistent with a glueball mixed with qq components [?] :jG >= jG0 > +�( juu+ dd >E(G0)�E(dd) + ssE(G0)�E(ss)); (2.45)where � is the mixing amplitude, E(G0) and E(qq) are the masses of the relevant states.Since avour symmetry is not exact, E(ss) 6= E(dd), decay into meson pairs of this statewould violate avour symmetry.The f0(1500) has been seen [?] in several of the production mechanisms mentioned forglueballs (section 2.2.9), radiative J=	 decays [?], central production pp ! pf (X0)ps [?, ?],and pp annihilation [?].The � resonance, which has been seen in the gluon-rich J=	 ! X channel, has a narrowwidth and avour symmetric coupling, both of which seem to favour a glueball rather thana qq interpretation. Its mass is also consistent with the lattice gauge theory predictions fora 2++ glueball (page 24).According to the Particle Data Group [?] there are more states within certain multipletsthan can be accounted for in the conventional quark model (section 2.2.2). Some of thesecould be either glueballs, hybrids, or four-quark molecules. For example, the 0++ and 2++sectors have more isoscalars than can be accounted for. Three resonances that have often beenmentioned as glueball candidates are the so-called gTs or f2(2010), f2(2300), and f2(2340),with JPC = 2++. They have been observed in the OZI-forbidden reaction ��p! ��n. Their



36 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTwidths are larger than what is expected for glueballs, and they could also be the strange-antistrange quarkonium states, 23P2ss, 13F2ss, and 33P2ss [?].It will be impossible to identify a glueball or hybrid unambiguously without a completeunderstanding of light hadron spectroscopy. Further information about hadron spectroscopyand non qq candidates can be found in references [?, ?, ?, ?].2.3 The OZI rule as a glueball �lterThe OZI rule was originally invented by Okubo [?], Zweig [?], and Iizuka [?] in order toexplain the nearly ideal mixing for vector mesons (section 2.2.1), and the suppressed decayof �-mesons to pions.The meson octet and singlet are mixed; SU(3) is broken so that the eigenstates of the massHamiltonian for the vector mesons are not the SU(3) isoscalar octet, !8, and singlet, !1. Inthe limit of ideal mixing the mixing angle is � = �0 = tan�1 1p2 = 35�160, accordingly � ismade only of ss quarks and ! of uu and dd quarks:� = (ss) = 1p3!1 �r23!8; (2.46)! = 1p2(uu+ dd) = r23!1 + 1p3!8this follows if a rule is postulated: < uu+ ddjĤ0jss >� 0: (2.47)Ĥ0 is the mass part of the Hamiltonian, and its expectation value for members of the vectormeson nonet can be calculated.m(K�)2 =< K�(ds)jĤ0jK�(ds) >=M21 +m2d +m2s (2.48)m(�)2 =< �(ss)jĤ0j�(ss) >=M21 + 2m2sm(!)2 =< 1p2(uu+ dd)jĤ0j 1p2(uu+ dd) >=M21 + 2m2uHere M1 is a common contribution to the mass coming from the 3S1 nature of the system(spin-spin splittings etc.), while md; ms; mu are the avour contributions to the mass. 1Ignoring the mass di�erence of the u and d quarks, the following mass formula is obtained:m(�)2 = 2m(K�)2 �m(!)2: (2.49)This gives m(�) = 997 MeV, which should be compared to the experimental value of 1019MeV. If the ! meson is ideally mixed it should have the same mass as the � meson, whichhas I = 1, and thus contains only up and down quarks. The ! meson is 12 MeV heavier,suggesting a small admixture of ss in its wavefunction.1Okubo [?] used the squares of the masses in the mass formula which follows if one takes into account thatthe Hamiltonian for bosons, contains the square of the masses. Other authors have used a linear formula.
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Figure 2.16: Quark line diagram for the OZI allowed process ! ! 3�.Evidence for the OZI rule also follows from the decays of the vector mesons. The decay�! 3� is suppressed relative to �! KK even if it is favoured by phase space.�(�! 3�)�(�! KK) � 15 : (2.50)The example used by Okubo [?] was the ratio of the decay widths of � ! �+���0 and! ! �+���0, which is �(�! �+���0)�(! ! �+���0) = 0:074; (2.51)which gives a ratio of matrix elements, when phase space is taken into account, ofM(�! �+���0)M(! ! �+���0) � 0:10: (2.52)Figures 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18 show quark line diagrams of the decays ! ! 3�, � ! 3�, and� ! KK, when � and ! are ideally mixed. The ! ! 3� and � ! KK decays involve onlycontinuous quark lines, while � ! 3� has the quark lines for the s and s disjointed fromthe quark lines containing u and d quarks. The OZI rule simply says that diagrams of thetype 2.17 , which are called hairpin diagrams due to the resemblance of the ss part of thediagram to a hairpin, are suppressed relative to diagrams of the type 2.16 and 2.18. If thepart of the Hamiltonian responsible for decays is called Ĥ 0, then this can be written< uu+ ddjĤ 0jss >� 0: (2.53)The OZI rule is experimentally well satis�ed if it is de�ned terms of the single hairpin diagramsuppression, where only one hairpin is disconnected from the rest of the diagram.This can be tested by considering an exclusive reactionA+ B ! C1 + C2 + C3 + :::Cn+ (ss); (2.54)
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Figure 2.17: Quark line diagram for the OZI forbidden process �! 3�.

Figure 2.18: Quark line diagram for the OZI allowed process �! KK.



2.3. THE OZI RULE AS A GLUEBALL FILTER 39where all the particles A;B;C1; C2:::Cn do not contain strange quarks. The reaction mustthen proceed via a disconnected hairpin diagram and should ideally have a matrix elementequal to zero. The ratioZ = p2M [A+ B ! C1 + :::Cn+ (ss)]M [A+ B ! C1 + ::Cn + (uu)] +M [A+ B ! C1 + ::Cn+ (dd)] ; (2.55)measures OZI violation, and should be much smaller than one [?]. In terms of the physicalparticles � and !, which are not ideally mixed, � 6= �0, the ratio of matrix elements will be� = M(A+ B ! C1 + C2 + :::�)M(A+B ! C1 + C2 + :::!) = � Z + tan(�V )1� Z tan(�V ) : (2.56)Then tan(�V ) = tan(� � �0) measures the known small OZI violation in the mass operatorĤ0, and Z measures the amplitude of additional violation. The following 12 reactions of thehairpin type with known j�j2, involving a vector meson V , can be used to determine Z and�V : V ! ��; b1 ! �V; V ! �0; pp! �+��V; �N ! NV;��p! p���+��V; pp! ppV; pp! ppV n � (�+��):A global �t with all these reactions, setting Z = 0, gives �V = �5o430, while the quadraticmass formula gives �V = 4o. On the other hand, setting a �xed �V value corresponding totan �V = 0:1 gives us the �tted values < Z >= 0 and jZj � 0:062. The conclusion is thatthe dynamical OZI violation is smaller than, or equal to, violation from mixing [?]. However,new measurements from LEAR indicate much larger Z - values [?, ?].�(np! �+�)�(np! �+!) = 0:11� 0:015; (2.57)�(pn! ���)�(pn! ��!) = 0:13� 0:025; (2.58)which gives j�j2 � 0:12. For jZj one can only obtain limits, since the phase of � is unknown:0:25 < jZj < 0:45: (2.59)Apparently a breaking of the OZI rule [?]. A possible explanation will be given in section2.4.1.The OZI rule is still not well understood on a theoretical basis. It may follow from asymptoticfreedom, provided �s and � are small enough.In QCD, disconnected quark lines in OZI forbidden diagrams are bridged by the exchange ofat least two or three hard gluons in colour singlet. Asymptotic freedom decouples quarks fromgluons, which explains the OZI rule. In the OZI allowed processes with connected quark linediagrams, the creation and annihilation involves relatively soft gluons which have a strongercoupling to quarks.A problem with this argument is that if the quark and antiquark annihilate into a largenumber of gluons, then each of them will be soft enough to make �s large and thus give astrong coupling. It is not clear why the process should be dominated by two or three gluon
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Figure 2.19: Representation of the processes � ! KK (left), and � ! �� (right), in the1=NC expansion.exchanges. No satisfactory resolution to this problem has been found [?].The OZI rule also follows to leading order in the large Ncolour expansion [?]. In this simpli�edversion of QCD, which follows when NC !1 one can calculate the amplitude for a processas A / N�(V+2V 0)=2�I=2+L, where V is the number of 3 way-vertices, V 0 the number of 4-wayvertices, I is the number of insertions (external mesons), and L is the number of closed quarkloops [?]. From this one can calculate the amplitude for �! KK and �! �� (�gure 2.19).The amplitude for the OZI-allowed process � ! KK is proportional to 1pN , independentof the number of gluon exchanges. The OZI-suppressed process � ! �� has an amplitudeproportional to 1pN3 if the disconnected quark loops are bridged by two gluons. Each gluonbetween disconnected loops gives an extra factor 1=N . These results are general and resultin OZI suppression for mesons. In the real world NC = 3, and a 1=NC expansion must becarried out. It is not clear how these results carry over to baryons, since in a world of NCcolours each baryon must contain NC quarks in order to obtain a colour singlet, and it is alsopossible that for baryons the sea of quark-antiquark pairs can not be ignored [?].Both the asymptotic freedom, and the large NColour expansion, gives rise to a more generalOZI rule, where not only the single hairpin diagrams, but also other types of disconnecteddiagrams should be suppressed. For example both the reaction ��p ! �n (single hairpin)and ��p ! ��n (double hairpin) should be suppressed. The latter kind of reaction, withtwo hairpins disconnected from the rest of the diagram, has been used to hunt for glueballsdecaying to ��, since even if quarks and gluons would normally be decoupled, a glueballresonance is expected to be strongly coupled.Assuming approximately avour independent couplings to u,d and s quarks, the decay widthsof a glueball to �� or !! should be approximately equal. Discovering a glueball in a non-OZIsuppressed reaction like ��p! !!n would however be di�cult, since it would be masked bya background of non- gluonic processes. One can therefore regard the OZI rule as a glueball�lter in reactions like ��p ! ��n, where qq states, but not glueballs, would be suppressed.Furthermore, the violation of the OZI rule should be particularly large when the �� systemhas the mass and quantum number of the glueball.



2.4. THE REACTION PP ! �� 41An example is the three resonances gT(2120), gT (2220) and gT (2360) found by the experimentBNL-CCNY [?] (see also section 2.4.3). The most important argument for the glueball statusof these resonances was the observation of a large violation of the OZI rule in ��p ! ��n[?].Lipkin [?] has questioned the validity of the OZI rule for processes described by diagramswhich are not of the single hairpin type, and where the smallest disconnected piece has quarklines from two or more hadrons. For example, ��p! ��n is related by crossing to the non-suppressed reaction �n ! ���p, which is elastic � nucleon scattering with additional pionproduction. It should therefore not be suppressed, and there is some experimental evidenceto support this [?].The theoretical justi�cation of Lipkin's argument was questioned by Lindenbaum [?]. Thetwo reactions, the OZI-suppressed ��p! ��n, and the elastic scattering �n! ���p wouldtake place in two di�erent kinematical and physical regions, and the two reactions cannot besimply related without knowing everything about analytic continuity, singularities involved,etc.2.4 The reaction pp! ��The reaction pp ! ��, should be an ideal hunting ground for glueballs for the followingreasons [?]: If we assume that the proton(antiproton) consists only of uud (uud), and the �meson is ideally mixed, so it is pure ss, the simplest way to imagine this process is that thethree quark-antiquark pairs annihilate, producing �rst an intermediate state with at least twogluons in a colour singlet state, followed by the production of two ss pairs (�gure 2.20). Thisprocess, with its disconnected quark lines, should be OZI-suppressed, but the suppressioncould be overcome if the reaction proceeds via a gluonic resonant state. The possibility of
Figure 2.20: The process pp! ��.
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Figure 2.21: The process pp! �� through ! � � mixing.evading the OZI rule in pp! �� is discussed below.Glueballs are expected to couple particularly strongly to strange quarks, compared to thelighter u and d [?]. Previous measurements (section 2.4.3) might have found gluonic reso-nances in the �� channel.An overview of previous measurements of �� in formation and production experiment, aswell as other resonances of interest in the relevant energy region, is given at the end of thissection.2.4.1 Is pp! �� OZI-suppressed ?The use of the OZI rule as a glueball �lter was discussed in the preceding section. In thissection we will inquire whether OZI suppression is valid in our speci�c case, pp ! ��. The�nal state contains two hairpin loops, and will therefore be suppressed, and a good glueball�lter if the OZI rule is generally valid, but not if it only applies to single hairpin diagrams.It is possible that the OZI rule, even if it is generally valid, can be evaded in the reactionpp! ��, by proceeding via the connected quark line diagrams described below.! � � mixingBecause of the departure from ideal mixing, the � meson contains a small admixture ofnonstrange mesons, � = cos�V (ss) + sin�V (uu+ dd); (2.60)where �V = � � �0, the di�erence between the real and ideal mixing angle for the vectormesons. If the reaction pp ! �� proceeds only through the nonstrange component of the �(�gure 2.21), the amplitude for this reaction should be< ppjĤ 0j�� >/ sin2 �V ; (2.61)if both �s are produced by independent OZI-violating couplings. The ! meson is mostly



2.4. THE REACTION PP ! �� 43uu; dd: ! = sin�V (ss) + cos�V (uu+ dd); (2.62)so the reaction pp ! !! has an amplitude / cos2 �V . The singlet-octet mixing angle is� � 39�, then �V � 4�, and �(pp! ��)�(pp! !!) = tan4 �V � 2:5 � 10�5: (2.63)If �(pp ! !!) is estimated to be about 0.5 mb,2 a cross section �(pp ! ��) �10 nb isobtained.Strangeness in the protonAccording to the naive constituent quark model considered so far, the proton wave functionscontains two u quarks and one d quark. Perturbative QCD predicts that that the protonshould also contain a sea of quark-antiquark u,d, and s pairs, and gluons, which will berevealed at large momentum transfers, or small distances. Various experimental evidencenow indicates that already at small momentum transfers, these non-naive constituents canbe observed [?].The pion nucleon sigma term,�NX = 12(mu +md) < pj(uu+ dd)jp >; (2.64)is about a factor of two larger than expected from setting < pjssjp >= 0; the experimentalvalue [?] indicates < pjssjp >< pj(uu+ dd)jp > � 0:2: (2.65)Also data from deep inelastic scattering on the polarized structure function g�1 [?, ?, ?]indicates a signi�cant strange quark component in the proton, with�s = �0:10� 0:02 (2.66)the fraction of the proton spin carried by strange quarks and antiquarks.From the theoretical point of view, recent lattice QCD calculations indicate �s � �0:10 inthe proton [?].To estimate the amplitude of strangeness production in pp annihilation, the proton wavefunction can be written [?, ?]jp >= x 1XX=0 juudX > +z 1XX=0 juudssX >; (2.67)where X stands for any number of gluons and light qq pairs, and the condition jxj2 + jzj2holds (the admixture of more than one ss pair is neglected). There are two di�erent diagramsfor producing a state with open or hidden strangeness from the ss content in the proton,2We assume that the pp ! !! is 10% of the total pp ! 2�+2��2�0 cross section, which is measured tobe approximately 5 mb [?].
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Figure 2.22: Shake-out and rearrangement diagrams for the process pp! ss +X.the shake-out diagram and the rearrangement diagram (�gure 2.22). The amplitude for ppannihilation into a state with open or hidden strangeness via the shakeout diagram isA(pp! ss +X) � 2Re(xz�)P (ss): (2.68)The amplitude for producing a ss state via rearrangement isA(pp! ss +X) � jzj2T (ss): (2.69)P (ss) and T (ss) are factors which depend on the initial and �nal states.The ratio R is de�ned [?]R = �(A+B ! �X)�(A+ B ! !X) = ( Z � tan �1� Z tan � )2(phase space): (2.70)Table 2.8 shows some results from measurement of R for various �nal states measured atLEAR in proton-antiproton annihilation at rest [?]. The Z values obtained from these dataare much larger than what have been observed previously [?]. The � enhancement in thesedata are much larger than in �p, pp, or higher energy pp annihilation. The large enhancementof �� production appears to be restricted to S-wave with no large deviation from naive OZIpredictions in any P-wave annihilation channel.A theoretical model to explain the LEAR results is the Polarized Vacuum model [?], whichtakes into account the following :



2.4. THE REACTION PP ! �� 45Final state R � 103 jZj% Experiment� 250� 89 42� 8 Crystal barrel��0 96� 15 24� 2 Crystal barrel��� 83� 25 22� 4 Bubble chamber��+ 110� 15 26� 2 Obelix�� 6:3� 1:6 1:4� 1:0 Asterix�� 7:5� 2:4 2:1� 1:2 Asterix�! 19� 7 7� 4 AsterixTable 2.8: Measurement of OZI violation at LEAR. R and Z are de�ned in equation 2.70(from [?]).� Sum rules indicate that the vacuum is strange, that is, the density of strange quarks inthe vacuum is high < 0jssj0 >= (0:8� 0:1) < 0jqqj0 > : (2.71)The vacuum pairs are in JPC = 0++; S = 1, 3P0 triplet state .� The masses of JPC = 0�+ mesons are small at hadronic scale, M(�) << M(�) etc.,from this one concludes that there exists a strong e�ective attraction between quarkand antiquark in S-wave, spin singlet 1S0; JPC = 0�+ state.When the basic juud > proton state is immersed in the vacuum there will be a strongattraction in the S = 0 state of an sq pair, which will generate an admixture of negativelypolarized ss pairs, with opposite spin of the proton. This result is consistent with the deepinelastic scattering results from above. The implications for pp ! �X is that the shakeoutdiagram is forbidden, since the vacuum pair has JPC = 0++, while the � meson has JPC =1��. The rearrangement diagram is favoured. It has been observed that � production isfavoured from spin triplet pp states, as predicted from this model.The expected cross-section for the reaction pp ! �� if it proceeds through the strangecomponent of the proton (X = �) is:�(pp! ��) � jzj4�(pp! !!) � 0:8 �b; (2.72)where we have set jzj2 � 4%, and �(pp ! !!) to be about 0.5 mb. For the rearrangementto take place, the two protons must be in spin triplet, Spp = 1. The two � mesons will beproduced with parallel spins, S�� = 2, and for production close to threshold be in relative Swave. If the �� system is produced through the strangeness content of the nucleon, it willhave quantum numbers JPC = 2++.Two meson intermediate statesThe requirement that the S-matrix is unitary [?], SyS = 1, leads to the unitarity relationImM(i! f) =Xn M�(f ! n)M(i! n)�(E �En); (2.73)
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Figure 2.23: The reaction �! KK ! ���.

Figure 2.24: Triangle diagram for the reaction pp! KK ! ��..where the sum is over all intermediate states. For example, the OZI forbidden �! �� couldgo through the intermediate state KK as shown in �gure 2.23 which is a combination of twoOZI allowed processes. It is not presently understood how the OZI rule �ts with unitarity.To get the necessary OZI suppression it seems necessary to invoke some kind of cancellatione�ect that only appears when the reaction i ! f is OZI-suppressed and not when it is OZIallowed. At present it is not known how to calculate this from �rst principles.The calculated contribution to the pp! �� cross section from two meson intermediate states,like pp ! KK ! �� (�gure 2.24) varies with energy from 0.6 �b to 3.0 �b (�gure 2.25 ).The reaction will only take place through the KK intermediate state if the initial spinSpp = 1. Bose statistics requires the �nal state to have S�� = 0 or 2 [?].
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Figure 2.25: Energy dependence of the total cross section for pp! �� by the KK intermediatestate (from [?]).Gluonic or other resonant statesThe process shown in �gure 2.20 is suppressed by a factor �2s, or 1=N according to the largeNC expansion, but if a narrow glueball exists, then it might resonate at some invariant massof the �� system, which will result in a strong coupling in the vicinity of ps for the resonance.However, as we have seen, there are many other processes that might possibly mask this one,so that glueballs, even if produced in this reaction, might be di�cult to detect.It is also possible that the system could resonate in qq to form ordinary mesonic resonances,or in qqqq to form a four-quark molecule, or form a hybrid state like qqg.2.4.2 Previous measurements of pp! ��The reaction pp! �� has been measured twice before. An ANL bubble chamber experimentmeasured a pp! K+K�K+K� cross-section of 3:8�1:7 �b over a range of incident momentafrom 1.6 to 2.2 GeV/c, collecting six events in total. The �� production cross-section wasestimated to be about 2 �b [?]. The CERN ISR experiment R704 found 83 events of the typepp ! �� ! K+K�K+K� at a centre of mass energy ps = 2:989 GeV. After correcting forthe branching fraction BR(�! K+K�) = 0:495, a cross section �(pp! ��) = 25:0� 8:3 nbwas obtained [?].



48 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENT2.4.3 Results from �� production experimentsSeveral experiments have performed measurements on hadronic production of �� pairs:� The reaction ��p! ��n has been measured in several experiments at the MPS facilityat BNL-AGS using a 22 GeV pion beam [?].� The OMEGA spectrometer at CERN-SPS also measured ��p! ��n, using a 16 GeV/cbeam [?].� The experiment WA67, also using the OMEGA spectrometer at CERN-SPS, measuredthe inclusive reaction ��Be ! ��X [?, ?].� The experiment E623 studied the reaction pN ! ��X , using a 400 GeV/c proton beamfrom the FNAL main ring [?].� The reaction K�p! ��� was measured at SLAC using the LASS spectrometer in an11 GeV/c beam [?].� Central production of neutral states was studied with the experiment WA76 using theOMEGA spectrometer [?]. Both �+p ! �+(X0)p at 85 GeV/c and pp ! p(X0)pat 85 GeV/c and 300 GeV/c were studied. These processes are presumed to takeplace by double Pomeron exchange. Among the �nal states studied were those withX0 = ��;K+K��, and K+K�K+K�.The data obtained in �� hadronic production up to about 2.5 GeV/c invariant mass wereall consistent with the production mostly taking place in JP = 2+ wave, at least they werenot inconsistent with this assignment. Some of the experiments (BNL-CCNY, WA76, WA67)found evidence for broad (� � 100 � 200 MeV) resonances. These experiments also foundthat the ratio of �� to �KK, and 4K �nal states were larger than expected from the OZIrule. The most outstanding results where the result from the BNL experiments, where severalglueball resonances were claimed.The gT resonancesThe BNL/CCNY group studied the following reactions in four generations of experiments[?]: ��p! ��n; (2.74)��p! �K+K�n;��p! K+K�K+K�n:The � mesons were detected from the decay � ! K+K�, so the �nal state measured wasalways K+K�K+K�n. Figure 2.26 shows the invariant mass of a pair of K+K�, againstthe other pair (two mass combinations for each event). In this plot the density of �� eventsis seen to be larger than K+K�K+K� by a factor of 1000, and a factor 50 larger thanK+K��. This is in disagreement with the OZI rule, since ��p ! ��n is OZI forbidden,
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Figure 2.26: Scatterplot of K+K� e�ective masses in the reaction ��p ! K+K�K+K�n(from [?]).(�gure 2.11), while ��p ! �K+K�n and ��p ! K+K�K+K�n are OZI allowed (�gure2.28). The experiment found 6658 ��p ! ��n events which were analysed with a partialwave analysis including all 114 waves with J � 6, and L � 4. Three sets of partial waves,all with JPC = 2++ were found to describe all the data: The unitary K-matrix formalismwas used to �t the partial waves. Three K-matrix poles were necessary to �t the data. Thiscorresponds to the following Breit-Wigner resonance parameters (�gure 2.27).M1 = 2011� 69 MeV;�1 = 202 MeV� 6 MeV( S wave, 45% of data); (2.75)M2 = 2297� 28 MeV;�1 = 149 MeV� 41 MeV( D wave, 20% of data);M3 = 2339� 55 MeV;�3 = 319 MeV� 75 MeV( D wave, 35% of data);The apparent breakdown of the OZI rule led to the claim that the three resonances must betensor glueballs [?]. They were labelled gT (f2 by the Particle Data Group [?]). A glueballwould be expected to have a strong coupling in spite of OZI suppression. In section 2.3 thedebate about whether such double hairpin processes are really suppressed was mentioned.Failure to detect these resonances in other gluon-rich channels (section 2.4.4), as well as theirwidths, which are broader than expected for glueballs, makes the glueball interpretation lesslikely. One possible explanation of these states could be that the process proceeds throughthe strange sea quark component of the proton (�gure 2.29) , and that the gT (f2) resonancesare ss excited quarkonium.
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Figure 2.27: Results from ��p! ��n. a) Acceptance corrected �� mass spectrum, b) inten-sity for the three JPC = 2++ waves (from [?]).
thesis:�g29.eps

Figure 2.28: The reactions ��p ! K+K�K+K�n (top) and ��p ! �K+K�n (bottom),which are not OZI-suppressed.



2.4. THE REACTION PP ! �� 51thesis:�g30.epsFigure 2.29: The reaction ��p! ��n through strangeness component of the proton.2.4.4 J= decayTwo experiments have studied radiative J= decay, J=	 ! ��, following the resonanceformation e+e� ! J=	. Both K+K�K+K� and K+K�KSKL �nal states were studied.The experiment DM2 at Orsay-DCI [?] found an enhancement in the �� invariant massspectrum near threshold, consistent with resonance parametersM = 2238 MeV� 7 MeV;� = 80 MeV � 30 MeV; (2.76)while the experiment Mark III at SLAC-SPEAR [?] found a resonance structure withM = 2222 MeV� 27 MeV;� = 150 MeV� 30 MeV: (2.77)Both experiments found that the resonance state had dominantly JP = 0�. The resultsfrom these experiments are in contrast to what is observed in hadronic � pair production.It is interesting to speculate why these processes show so di�erent characteristics. Possiblyglueballs can be produced in both J=	 decay and hadronic production, but the hadronic�� production could be dominated by other processes (section 2.3.2), and thus render theglueballs invisible.2.4.5 The � resonanceAn interesting resonance in the mass region investigated by JETSET is the narrow statef4(2230)(�(2230)) with [?] M = 2225 MeV� 6 MeV;� = 38+15�13: (2.78)This resonance might have been observed in several experiments, while others have searchedfor it with no success.� The �rst evidence for this state came from the MarkIII experiment at Spear [?] inradiative J= decays, J=	! �, with the � subsequently decaying toK+K� orKS0KS0 .M = 2231 � 13 MeV;� = 22 � 23 MeV, and JPC = even++. No signal was seen inother two-meson decay modes.



52 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENT� The LASS Spectrometer at SLAC investigated the reactions K�p ! KSKS�, andK�p! K�K+�. A resonance with M = 2209� 16 MeV;� = 60� 82 MeV, and likelyJPC = 4++ was found [?, ?].� The DM2 experiment did not �nd evidence for the � resonance by searching the sameproduction and decay channels as MarkIII [?].� The experiments PS170 [?] and BNL-AGS [?] looked for direct formation of the �(2230)in pp interactions. No evidence for � formation was found.� A search for the � in pp! KsKs in the experiment PS185 at LEAR also gave a negativeresult [?].� Production of neutral hadrons in ��p! X0n, decaying into multi-photon �nal states,was studied by GAMS(CERN-IHEP). A resonant structure was seen with M = 2220�10 MeV , decaying into ��0 and with J � 2 [?].� The BES experiment has found evidence for the � in J=	 radiative decays, with the �decaying to K+K�, KS0KS0 , pp, and �+�� [?].The JPC for this resonance is either 2++, or 4++, and it has isospin zero. A possible inter-pretation is that it is a 3F2, or 3F4 ss state, the mass of these states should lie in the � massregion (section 2.2.2), and it has also been predicted that their widths should be particularlysmall, since they have a limited number of decay modes.The � could also be a glueball, as pointed out in section 2.2.12. The results from BES favourthis interpretation, since approximately avour symmetric couplings are observed [?] :J=	! K0sK0s : M(�) = 2232+25�16� 10 MeV; (2.79)�(�) = 20+25�16 � 10 MeV;Br(J=	! �)Br(� ! KsKs) = (2:7+1:1�0:9� 1:0) � 10�5:J=	! K+K� : M(�) = 2230+6�7� 12 MeV; (2.80)�(�) = 20+20�15� 12 MeV;Br(J=	! �)Br(�! K+K�) = (3:3+1:6�1:3� 1:1) � 10�5:J=	! pp : M(�) = 2235� 4� 5 MeV; (2.81)�(�) = 15+12�9 � 9 MeV;Br(J=	! �)Br(�! pp) = (1:5+0:6�0:5� 0:5) � 10�5:J=	! �+�� : M(�) = 2235+4�6 � 10 MeV; (2.82)�(�) = 19+13�11 � 12 MeV;Br(J=	! �)Br(� ! �+��) = (5:6+1:8�1:6� 1:4) � 10�5:
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Figure 2.30: Invariant mass spectra for �+��,K+K�,K0sK0s , and pp in J= radiative decaysfrom the BES experiment. From [?].



54 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTNote that the � is observed to couple both to pp and KsKs. It can be seen clearly in both ofthe invariant mass spectra (�gure 2.30). This should be compared to the results from PS185[?] where no evidence for the � was found in pp ! KsKs either in the excitation functionor in the angular distributions. An upper limit Br(pp ! �)Br(� ! KsKs) � 2 � 10�5 wasfound. This indicates that both of these branching fractions are of the order of less than onepercent.2.5 The JETSET physics ProgramThe JETSET Physics program involved the spectroscopy of hadronic states, including pos-sible glueballs, hybrids, and multiquark states in the mass region 1.96 to 2.4 GeV. Emphasiswas put on the exclusive reactions pp ! ��, !!, and �!, and also on pp ! KK, usingantiprotons from CERN's LEAR with momentum up to 2 GeV/c. Of special interest was theOZI-forbidden reaction pp ! ��, supposedly a good source for glueballs. Also the inclusivereaction pp ! ���0 was interesting, since exotic quantum numbers was possible for the the�� system this way [?].As described in the previous section, interesting resonances have been observed by other ex-periments in the �� system in the relevant energy range, both in production experiments andin J=	 decay. We also wanted to look for the � resonance observed by BES and others (sec-tion 2.4.5). The detector and the experimental technique are described in the next chapter.The � mesons were detected in their decay �! K+K� (branching fraction 49.1 % accordingto [?]), and the detector was specially designed to detect the reaction pp! ��! 4K .2.5.1 4K �nal statesFour kaon �nal state can be obtained from proton-antiproton annihilation in the three fol-lowing ways:� pp! 4K� (nonresonant),� pp! �KK ! 4K�,� pp! ��! 4K�,shown in �gure 2.313. According to the isobar model [?] the reaction pp! 4K� will proceedmostly through two meson intermediate states. For the four kaon �nal state near thresholdthis corresponds to 2� production, but also f0(980), f2(1270), f0(1300), and a2(1320).The reaction pp! ��! 4K should be suppressed relative to the processes with intermediatestates consisting of nonstrange mesons because of the OZI rule. According to the ParticleData Group [?] the f0,f2, and a2 meson resonances have much larger width than the �, andthey will not be distinguishable from 4K phase space.Only reactions going through two � mesons will be OZI-suppressed, so pp! ��! 4K is3Events from these reactions will frequently be denoted just as 4K,�KK, and �� events, respectively, inthe rest of the text.
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Figure 2.31: Reactions with four kaon �nal states in proton antiproton annihilations.expected to have a small cross section compared to pp! 4K� .The experiment measured the cross section for the three reactions as a function of incidentbeam momentum. The total cross section for each value of the beam momentum, or totalenergy ps, was calculated from the formula� = NeventsA � L : (2.83)Nevents is the total number of ��, �KK, or 4K events, at the particular beam momentumsetting, with the background subtracted.A is the acceptance times e�ciency of the detector, trigger and analysis,and L is the integrated luminosity at that beam momentum.One way to distinguish between the ��, �KK, and 4K events is to study the invariant massplots (Goldhaber plots) of one kaon pair versus the other. Since the charges of the particlesare unknown, three combinations are possible:(K1; K2)vs(K3; K4), (K1; K3)vs(K2; K4), and (K1; K4)vs(K2; K3). Figure 2.32 show whatthese plots look like for the three reactions using Monte Carlo events. Also shown are theprojection of the Goldhaber plot when the other entry lies within m� � 20 MeV (withinthe two \� bands" indicated in the scatterplots). For �� events this removes most of thecombinatorial background and leaves only the � peak. The projections of the Goldhaber plotoutside the � bands are shown in �gure 2.33. The � peak is seen only for the �KK events.



56 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTclearpage2.5.2 Measurement of pp! ��! 4KThe following are the most important quantities to be measured in the reaction pp! ��! 4Kby JETSET:� The total cross section for the reaction pp! �� at each beam momentum, or totalCMS energy.� The di�erential cross section, or angular distribution, of the � mesons.� The angular distribution of the four K mesons.From this, information about possible resonances and their quantum numbers can be ob-tained.ResonancesOne of the most important physics goals of the JETSET experiment was the search forstrong interaction resonances in the reaction pp! �� . Such resonances correspond to polesin the hadronic scattering amplitude near the real (physical) axis. Each pole corresponds toan unstable bound state whose decays to lighter hadrons is responsible for the singularity,and can be assigned unique quantum numbers for conserved quantities such as spin (J),parity (P ), charge-conjugation parity (C), isospin (I), strangeness (S), and for S=0, G-parity(G). In a formation experiment like JETSET, these resonances would enter as intermediatestates X in the reaction pp ! X ! ��. The presence of X would be indicated by somespecial behavior of the reaction parameters when s =M2X , including a peak in the total crosssection and a phase shift passing through 90� [?]. In general there may be more than one Xcontributing to the reaction at a given incident p momentum, in which case the amplitudefrom each pole must be added coherently.The total cross section for an inelastic reaction with two particles in the initial state andtwo particles in the �nal state, averaged over spin orientations and integrated over scatteringangles can be expressed as [?, ?]:�fi =XJ �k2 (2J + 1)(2S1 + 1)(2S2 + 1) XLlSs jSJcls;CLS(k)j2; (2.84)where k is the momentum of either of the two initial state particles in the centre-of-masssystem, S1 and S2 are the spins of the two initial state particles, J is the total angularmomentum, SJcls;CLS(k) is the S-matrix element, L; l; S; s are initial and �nal state orbitalangular momenta and spin, and C; c signify other channel quantum numbers.This is a sum over the contributions from all the possible partial waves, where each wave isdenoted by its total angular momentum, J , and the initial and �nal states spin, S; s, andorbital angular momenta L; l.
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Figure 2.32: Goldhaber plots and invariant mass when other is � for pp ! 4K�, pp !�KK ! 4K�, pp ! �� ! 4K�, at 1.5 GeV/c incident beam momentum (the generatedmomenta from Monte Carlo simulated events are used).
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Figure 2.33: Invariant mass, when other is not � (the generated momenta from Monte Carlosimulated events are used).The possible quantum numbers for partial waves in the reaction pp! �� are given in table2.11.The S-matrix elements are parameterized asSJcls;CLS(k) = Sfi = �fie2i�fi (2.85)where �fi is the absorption parameter and �fi the phase angle.The partial wave analysis �nds the magnitude and phase of each partial wave, the interferencebetween the waves and the interference with non-resonant background.If a given reaction has a predominant contribution to the cross section from a single state Jand a given L; l; S; s, then :�fi = �k2 (2J + 1)(2S1 + 1)(2S2 + 1) jSJcls;CLS(k)j2: (2.86)If the reaction goes through a resonance in this partial wave the contribution to the totalcross section from this wave has the form [?, ?]:�fi = �k2 (2J + 1)(2S1 + 1)(2S2+ 1) �i�f(E � E0) + i�2=4 ; (2.87)where �i;�f , and � are the partial decay widths into initial and �nal states, and the totalresonance width. This is the Breit-Wigner formula for a resonance with mass m = E0, andhalf width �=2.In addition, the phase should move rapidly from 0 to 180 degrees in the vicinity of a resonance,going through 90 degrees at mid resonance [?]. This phase movement can be observed bytaking the phase di�erence between the resonating wave and another, nonresonating, referencewave.Available quantum numbers for transitionsConservation of angular momentum, parity and C-parity, and the Bose statistics for �mesons,puts a limit on the values of total angular momentum J , and spin and orbital angular mo-mentum in the initial and �nal state, for the reaction pp! ��.



2.5. THE JETSET PHYSICS PROGRAM 59L S JPC 2S+1LJ0 0 0�+ 1S00 1 1�� 3S11 0 1+� 1P11 1 0++ 3P01 1 1++ 3P11 1 2++ 3P22 0 2�+ 1D22 1 1�� 3D12 1 2�� 3D22 1 3�� 3D33 0 3+� 1F33 1 2++ 3F23 1 3++ 3F33 1 4++ 3F44 0 4�+ 1G44 1 3�� 3G34 1 4�� 3G44 1 5�� 3G5Table 2.9: States available to a proton-antiproton pair, when the orbital angular momentumis 0 to 4. The isospin can be 0 or 1, and the G-parity � 1. From [?].The possible quantum numbers for a pp combination are given in table 2.9. The total spinS can be 0 or 1, the parity is P = (�1)L+1 , the C and G parities are C = (�1)L+S andG = (�1)L+S+I , and the isospin I is either 0 or 1. These quantum numbers are the same asthose that are available for a qq pair (table 2.1).The �nal �� state consists of two bosons and must be a totally symmetric product wavefunction of space, spin and isospin. The � meson has I = 0; and JPC = 1��, so the totalspin can be S=0, 1, or 2, with L=even, odd, even, and parity P = (�1)L. Both C and Gparities are positive. This gives the available states listed in table 2.10.Then conservation of total angular momentum, parity and C-parity give the possible transi-tions for pp! �� listed in table 2.11.



60 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION OF THE JETSET EXPERIMENTL S JPC 2S+1LJ0 0 0++ 1S00 2 2++ 5S21 1 0�+ 3P01 1 1�+ 3P11 1 2�+ 3P22 0 2++ 1D22 2 0++ 5D02 2 1++ 5D12 2 2++ 5D22 2 3++ 5D32 2 4++ 5D43 1 2�+ 3F23 1 3�+ 3F33 1 4�+ 3F4Table 2.10: States available to a �� pair when the orbital angular momentum is 0 to 4. Theisospin is always 0. L+S is always even, and C=G=+1. From [?].
pp JPC ��3P0 0++ 1S0;5D01S0 0�+ 3P03P1 1++ 5D13P2;3 F2 2++ 5S2;1D2;5D2;5G21D2 2�+ 3P2;3 F23F3 3++ 5D3;5G33F4;3H4 4++ 5D4;1G4;5G4;5 I41G4 4�+ 3F4;3H4Table 2.11: The �rst available transitions for pp! ��. From [?].
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Figure 2.34: Angles in pp! �� in the centre-of-mass system. From [?].Angles in pp! ��! 4KWhen studying angular distributions in the reaction pp! ��! 4K , the following angles,de�ned in �gures 2.34 and 2.35, are of interest:� �;� , polar and azimuthal angles for one of the � mesons in the centre of mass systemof the proton and antiproton.� �1; �1; �2; �2 , polar and azimuthal angles for one of the K-mesons in the rest frame ofeach � meson.� It is also useful to de�ne � = �1 + �2, the azimuthal angle between the decay planes ofthe �'s.
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Figure 2.35: Angles in pp! ��! 4K , showing the decay of the �� pair in the rest frameof one of the �s. Only the positive kaons are shown. From [?].Important information concerning the existence and nature of intermediate resonances canbe inferred by studying the angular distributions of the outgoing K-mesons.If the reaction goes through an intermediate state X , pp ! X ! �� ! 4K�, the angulardistributions of the four outgoing K-mesons will depend on the spin and parity of the kaons,the � mesons, and the intermediate state X , and the dynamics of the transitions.Apart from any assumptions concerning hypothetical intermediate resonances X , the �nal-state angular distributions can be decomposed into components of de�nite orbital angularmomentum, spin, and total angular momentum in the �nal �� state. In regions wherethe total cross section indicates resonant behaviour, one can then look in the partial wavedecomposition for a single combination of J; P; C that is responsible for the peak.



2.5. THE JETSET PHYSICS PROGRAM 63Spin and parity determination in �� decayA simple connection between the angle � and the spin and signature of a resonant statedecaying to �� can be found by integrating the angular distributions. In the helicity basisthe angular distribution for a de�nite J value is given by [?, ?]I(�;�; �1; �1; �2; �2) =XM;M 0;�1;�2;�01;�02 �MM 0DJ�M;�(�;�;��)DJM 0;�0(�;�;��)A�1;�2A��01;�02D1��1;0(�1; �1;��1)D1�01;0(�1; �1;��1)D1��2;0(�2; �2;��2)D1�02;0(�2; �2;��2): (2.88)� �1; �2 are the helicities for the �-mesons, 0;�1 ,(� has spin 1),and � = �1 � �2.� A�1;�2 is the amplitude for production of two �s with helicities �1; �2. The A00 factorsfrom the � decay to spinless kaons are constants and have been omitted.� M is the z-component of J .� �MM 0 is initial density matrix of the particles decaying into ��.� A�1�2 is the amplitude for production of two �s with helicities �1; �2.� DJM;� is a D-matrix element [?].The helicity amplitudes A�1�2 depend on the JP of the intermediate resonance. Withoutexplicitly calculating the amplitudes, several constraints on the amplitudes can be obtainedfrom the following two equations [?]:A��1��2 = P (�1)JA�1�2 ; (2.89)A�1�2 = (�1)JA�2�1 : (2.90)The quantity (�1)J is called the signature of the state. Equation 2.89 is required from parityconservation, while equation 2.90 is implied from the identity of the two �s. For certainvalues of the parity and signature, equations 2.89 and 2.90 are incompatible, forcing thecorresponding A�1�2 to vanish. The decay helicity amplitudes which are permitted to benonzero for the various possible values of parity P , and signature (�1)J are shown in table2.12.By integrating over all the other angles in equation 2.88, and summing over helicities, weobtain the following equation for the distribution of the angle � [?]:I(�) = 1 + � cos 2�; (2.91)The parameter � is a function of the helicity amplitudes :� = 2P jA11j22jA11j2 + jA00j2 + 4jA01j2 + 2jA1�1j2 (2.92)The parameter � gives information about the possible quantum numbers; it can be seen fromthe expression for �, and table 2.12, that if � 6= 0, then (�1)J = 1, and the sign of � givesthe parity of the state.
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P (�1)J Nonvanishing amplitudes-1 -1 A10 = A�10 = �A01 = �A0�1+1 -1 A10 = �A�10 = �A01 = A0�1A1�1 = A�11-1 +1 A10 = A01 = �A�10 = �A0�1A1�1 = A�11+1 +1 A10 = A01 = A�10 = A0�1A1�1 = A�11A11 = A�1�1A00Table 2.12: The decay helicity amplitudes which are permitted to be nonzero for the variouspossible values of parity P , and signature (�1)J . From [?].
Parameter values Allowed states� > 0 (�1)J = P = 1� < 0 (�1)J = 1; P = �1Table 2.13: Allowed states for various values of the parameters �. From [?, ?].



Chapter 3Experimental methodIn the previous chapter it was shown why the reaction pp! �� is an interesting channel tostudy when looking for exotic states of matter, such as glueballs. A better understanding ofthe OZI rule may also be obtained, as well as new evidence for strangeness in the proton.To search for gluonic resonances in pp! �� , a well focused antiproton beam with welldetermined momentum of about 1-2 GeV, changeable in small steps, was required. A highluminosity of proton-antiproton collisions was necessary to get su�cient statistics for these lowcross section reactions at each value of the beam momentum. These conditions were obtainedby inserting an internal hydrogen gas jet target into LEAR, the low-energy antiproton ring,at CERN. The stochastically cooled antiproton beam annihilated in ight onto the the gasjet, which crossed the LEAR beam at a perpendicular angle.This technique is especially suitable to search for narrow resonances and measure their massesand widths with high precision. In a formation experiment of this kind, the parameters ofa su�ciently narrow resonance can be extracted from the excitation curve obtained by step-ping the beam momentum across the resonance. The precision on the measurement of thecentral mass and width of the resonance is then related only to the accurate knowledge ofthe energy of the initial state, depending on machine parameters, not on detector resolutions.The stochastically cooled antiproton beam had a momentum spread of �p=p � 10�3, givinga precision of the invariant mass of the pp system of the order of 1 MeV. The internal tar-get technique took full advantage of this small momentum spread, compared to an externaltarget, since extracting the beam from the ring would disturb it, and hence increase theuncertainty of the momentum. The density of the target was low enough to not blow up thebeam too quickly. The disturbances of the beam from the relatively low density target weresmall enough to be corrected by the focusing magnets and the stochastic cooling system, thusthe same beam of antiprotons could be used for several days. Since the beam circulated theLEAR ring at a frequency of � 3 � 106 Hz, a much higher luminosity was achieved than withan external target, where the beam is spilled.The beam momentum was varied from 0.6 GeV/c to 2.0 GeV/c, corresponding to a centre ofmass energy of 1.96 GeV to 2.43 GeV. This is an energy area where several interesting stateshave been seen by other experiments.In JETSET the � mesons were detected in the decay � ! K+K�, giving a four kaon �nalstate. 65
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Figure 3.1: Antiproton production for LEAR (from [?]).The detector had to be able to �lter out the large amounts of background events at the triggerlevel and to recognize �� events o�ine.In addition to the OZI suppressed reaction pp! ��! K+K�K+K� we were also interestedin the non OZI suppressed reactions pp! �KK ! K+K�K+K� and pp! K+K�K+K� ,since studying the latter two reactions would help in understanding the mechanisms involvedin the production of �� in the pp annihilations.The main physics goal of the experiment was to measure the cross section as a function ofenergy of these three reactions. 13.1 The antiproton beam and the gas jet targetThe antiproton beamThe antiprotons for LEAR [?, ?] were produced by bombarding 26 GeV/c protons from theproton synchrotron, PS, on a tungsten target. Antiprotons with a momentum of about 3.5GeV/c were selected by dipole magnets to the AAC, Antiproton Accumulating Complex.1Other channels of interest in the pp annihilations were Ks0Ks0 , which is also an interesting channel to lookfor glueballs, �!, and ���0. The latter is particularly interesting since it is a way to obtain exotic quantumnumbers for the �� state [?]. These physics channels are the subject of other theses from this experiment andwill not be treated here.



3.1. THE ANTIPROTON BEAM AND THE GAS JET TARGET 67Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the antiproton production system. The AAC consisted ofthe Antiproton COLlector ring, ACOL, and the Antiproton Accumulator, AA. Here theantiprotons were collected, accumulated, and stochastically cooled. Stochastic cooling is amethod to give uniform momenta to the antiprotons. A pickup coil measured the averagedeviation of particles from the ideal orbit, and a correction signal was transmitted across thering. The correction signal arrived faster than the antiprotons, which had to go around thearc, and was used to modulate the �eld at the far side and deect straying particles backtowards the central orbit. When the bunch circulating in the AA contained about 4 � 1010antiprotons with momentum 3.5 GeV/c, a bunch of typically 4 �109 was transferred to the PS,where it was decelerated to 0.609 GeV/c, before it was sent into the LEAR ring, where thebeam momentum could be varied between 0.6 GeV/c and 2 GeV/c. Continuous stochasticcooling gave a low momentum uncertainty, �pp � 10�3. Low beta quadrupoles focused thebeam. The orbit length in LEAR was 78.12 m. At a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c, the prevolution frequency in LEAR was � = v=l � 0:85c=78:12m� 3:26 � 106 Hz. In �gure 3.2 theLEAR ring is shown, with the location of JETSET in the south straight section, low betaquadrupoles to focus the beam, and stochastic cooling system.

Figure 3.2: The LEAR ring (from [?]).



68 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODThe LEAR beam pipeIn the region where JETSET was located LEAR was equipped with a special vacuum chamberaround the interaction region. The chamber size was dictated by machine parameters atinjection time.It had an elliptical transverse section, with horizontal and vertical half-axes of 7.8 and 3.8 cmrespectively, and extended 30 cm downstream of the target. The constraints imposed by thesize of the vacuum chamber limited the geometrical acceptance of the detector to polar angles� > 10�. Before reaching the detector the particles had to travel some distance and traversethe wall of the chamber. The vacuum chamber design and thickness (300 �m of corrugatedstainless steel) was a compromise between the constraints imposed by the machine operationand the requirement to minimize the e�ect of multiple scattering on particles traversing it;however, it represented the main source of multiple scattering in the JETSET set-up thatcontributed to the perturbation of track directions and ultimately degraded reconstructionresolution.The Gas jet targetThe target for the experiment consisted of a molecular hydrogen cluster jet (�gure 3.3), whichcrossed the LEAR vacuum pipe where it interacted with the the antiproton beam (�gure 3.5).The system was installed in the straight section SL2 of the LEAR ring. The basic principle ofoperation consisted in the expansion of molecular hydrogen kept at low temperature and highpressure, which created an intense supersonic ow of clusters of H2 molecules. The jet wasoriented in the horizontal plane and intersected the antiproton beam perpendicularly. Thegas jet was formed in a trumpet-shaped nozzle with temperature and pressure close to thoseof the phase-transition to liquid. Due to Van der Waals forces a clustering of the moleculestook place. The generated beam thus consisted of large clusters of hydrogen molecules. Tocollimate the jet, it was passed through three slits before reaching the vacuum pipe. Thisprovided a low-mass pure gaseous hydrogen target in the interaction region, with a densityup to � = 1013 atoms=cm2 and diameter of 8 mm. The nozzle was 80 cm away from theinteraction region. After traversing the vacuum pipe, the gas was absorbed by a sink pumpsystem. This type of target had earlier been used in the ISR experiment R704 and wasmodi�ed for use in JETSET [?, ?].The pp interactionsThe combination of a thin target with an intense antiproton beam fully exploited the smallmomentum spread of the machine. Di�erent from all other experiments at LEAR, the JET-SET experiment used an internal target, which crossed the LEAR beam pipe. This was madepossible by the LEAR stochastic cooling system, which compensated for the perturbation ofthe coasting antiproton beam from the gas jet target. The transverse stochastic cooling keptthe transverse dimensions of the beam smaller than those of the jet in spite of the Coulombscattering of antiprotons with the hydrogen jet. The longitudinal stochastic cooling compen-sated for energy losses to maintain a good momentum resolution and to keep the beam onits nominal orbit.
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thesis:gasjet.eps
Figure 3.3: The jet target.The source is at the bottom, the sink at the top of the picture (from[?]).



70 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODWhen a resonant state is produced in a pp interaction, its mass is given by the invariant massof the pp system. Since the protons were practically at rest, the invariant mass wasM = q(Ep +mp)2 � ~p2p = r2m2p + 2mpqm2p + ~p2p: (3.1)Ep and pp are the antiproton total energy and momentum, mp the proton(antiproton) mass.The uncertainty in the mass arises from the antiproton momentum resolution �pp:�M = mpppMqm2p + p2p�pp: (3.2)Thus the antiproton momentum resolution of about �pp � 10�3 translated into an experimen-tal invariant-mass resolution of less than 1 MeV.The intersection region of the LEAR beam with the internal jet target was 8 mm� 6 mm�8 mm (fwhm).At a momentum of 1.5 GeV/c the revolution frequency of the antiprotons in LEAR was� = 3:24 MHz. With a jet density of up to � = 1013 atoms/cm2, and an unbunched beaminitially consisting ofN0 = 4�1010 antiprotons, a peak luminosity of L0 = ��N0 � 1030cm�2s�1was achieved. The hadronic pp total cross section is � = 100 mb in the relevant energy range,which gives a hadronic interaction rate up to dNdt = �L0 = 105 Hz. This inuenced the beamlifetime � in the machine, which caused the luminosity to decrease in time. Assuming nolosses in the machine except those due to hadronic interactions and coulomb scattering in thehydrogen jet, the beam lifetime can be estimated. The number of particles in the beam wereN(t) = N0e����at = N0e�t=� , where N0 is the initial number of antiprotons in the beam, �ais the total cross section for absorption and elastic coulomb scattering, and � is the lifetime.�a = 100 mb gives � = (���a)�1 � 89 hours. This way a typical beam lifetime of a few dayswas achieved. If no problems occurred, the experiment ran at a �xed momentum setting,using the same beam for several days. Then a new antiproton beam was injected, and tunedto the required energy setting.The longitudinal stochastic cooling also allowed a scan in small steps of ps, for example tosearch for a speci�c resonance.As the luminosity decreased with time as L = L0e�t=� , in 24 hours the integrated luminositywas R 24h0 Ldt � 7:5 � 1010 b�1, if the beam initially contained 4 � 1010 antiprotons. Assuminga pp! �� cross section of 1 �b there would be a maximum of 7:5 � 104 pp! �� interactionsin one day, with 25 % of them in a 4K �nal state, since BR(�! K+K�) = 0:49 [?] .Figure 3.4 shows cross sections of various pp reactions in the relevant energy range. A largepart of the pionic background had to be �ltered out at the triggering level since only about100 events could be written to tape each second.The requirements of the detector were fast on-line triggering, good precision tracking with aminimum of multiple scattering, and photon detection, to select the desired signal out of thelarge number of background reactions.
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Figure 3.4: Cross-sections of the main four-track backgrounds in the energy range accessibleto JETSET (from [?]).
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week:detector.eps

Figure 3.5: The JETSET detector. The hydrogen cluster jet target which was lying in thehorizontal plane is shown with the source at the bottom of the picture (1), and the sink at thetop (2). The antiproton direction is from left to right.



3.2. THE DETECTOR 733.2 The detectorThe detector was designed especially to measure the reaction pp! ��! 4K. The �nalstate kaons' momenta were in the range 200 MeV/c to 1 GeV/c, which required a compactapparatus to minimize the losses due to kaon decays. The volume of the whole detector was� 1m3. It was divided into a barrel and a forward part, where the forward part covered polarangles from 15 degrees to 45 degrees, and the barrel part the angles between 45 degrees and135 degrees. The azimuthal coverage was almost 360 degrees, limited only by the jet target�xtures. This covered most of the important angular region except the very forward part,which was occupied by the vacuum chamber surrounding the interaction volume.The JETSET detector is shown in �gure 3.5. The trigger system for the experiment consistedof � 60 scintillator strips adjacent to the beam pipe,� 48 Cherenkov liquid threshold counters,� 24 barrel gamma veto counters made of lead and scintillating �bers,� an outer scintillator array in the barrel and forward regions containing 144 elements.The trigger rejected most of the pionic background and reduced the event rate from � 100kHz to 100 Hz. The following characteristics of the 4K signal were used in the trigger (section3.3): All the events have four prongs, which are always forward of 65 degrees in the lab frame,three of them being forward of 45 degrees. All the particles have a moderate � = vc value.Reactions like pp ! �+��K+K� and pp! �+��pp have signatures similar to good events,and these had to be �ltered out o�ine.The main idea of the o�ine analysis was to do a precise tracking of the four particles, andthen reconstruct the momenta assuming the particles were kaons. The detector was notequipped with a magnet, so the momenta were not measured directly. The tracking was donewith 2400 cylindrical drift chambers, or \straws".The detector also contained 3700 silicon pad counters for energy loss measurement (dE/dxcounters). The event was accepted as a 4K event if the response of the Cherenkov anddE/dx silicon counters corresponded to the reconstructed momenta. The forward part alsocontained an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 300 counters made of lead and scin-tillating �bers. This was used to reconstruct �0 for the ���0 events, and veto events withneutral particles in the �� analysis.Tables 3.1,3.2, and 3.3 show the geometrical parameters for the detector elements in the for-ward and barrel region, where the origin of our coordinate system is de�ned as the interactionpoint where the antiproton beam crosses the hydrogen jet. The z-axis is parallel to the beam,the positive direction pointing in the same way as the antiproton momentum. The x and yaxes follow the horizontal and vertical directions perpendicular to the beam respectively.The number of radiation lengths encountered by a particle traversing various parts of thedetector is shown in table 3.4.



74 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODElement (A;B)center(cm) thickness(cm) �accBeam pipe A= 7.8, B=3.8 0.03Barrel pipe scintillator A = 8:5;B = 4:3 0.2 45� � 65�Forward pipe scintillator A = 8:5;B = 4:3 0.2 15� � 45�Table 3.1: Geometrical parameters for the beam pipe and beam pipe scintillators. The half-axes of the ellipse, thickness for each element, and the acceptance in polar angle for thescintillators are listed.Detector Zentrance (cm) Zexit(cm) Rinner(cm) Router(cm) �accOuter scintillator:Layer 1 (�-segments) 57.0 57.5Layer 2 (spirals) 58.0 58.5 A=8.8, B=4.8 58.0 11� � 45�Layer 3 (spirals) 59.0 59.5Straw tube tracker:x-chamber 1 20.38 22.78y-chamber 1 23.10 25.50 A=8.8, B=4.8 28.4 16� � 54�x-chamber 2 25.77 28.27y-chamber 2 28.55 30.95Silicon dE/dx 31.3 34.6 A=8.8, B=4.8 28.3 14� � 42�Threshold Cherenkov 52.3 54.7 9.0 52.3 16� � 45�Rich 36.8 46.8 A=9.6, B=6.4 30.0-40.3 15� � 39�E/M calorimeter 62.0 82.0 9.7 69.0-73.0 9� � 48�Table 3.2: Geometrical parameters for the forward detector. In this table, the z-coordinatefor entrance and exit of the detector, inner and outer radius, and the coverage in polar an-gle is shown. Each detector element had a hole in the middle to make room for the ellipticbeampipe, which was either elliptical(scintillators), rectangular(straws,silicon,Rich), or circu-lar (calorimeter, Cherenkov). For the two former cases the halfaxis, or rectangle sides A andB are given, and the acceptance in polar angle depends on the azimuthal angle for the track.Detector Z1(cm) Z2 (cm) Rinner (cm) Router (cm) �accOuter scintillator:Layer 1 (straight) 35.0 35.5Layer 2 (helical) -35.0 +35.0 36.0 36.5 45� � 135�Layer 3 (helical) 37.0 37.5Straw tube tracker -26.8 +18.8 A=8.8, B=4.8 18.5 25� � 162�Threshold Cherenkov -31.0 +32.0 30.0 30. 43� � 136�Barrel  veto -39.0 +39.0 39.0 48.3 45� � 135�Table 3.3: Geometrical parameters for the barrel detector. The longitudinal position (z-coordinates for beginning and end of detector), inner and outer radius, and coverage in polarangle is shown. The barrel straw tracker had an elliptical hole in the middle, and the ellipsehalf-axes are given in the table, the angular acceptance depended on the azimuthal angle forthe track.



3.2. THE DETECTOR 75Element Material Thickness,X (cm) Rad.length, X0 (cm) X=X0Beam pipe Steel 0.03 1.760 1.7 %Beam pipe scintillator Plastic 0.2 47.8 0.4 %Straw tube walls Aluminium 0.006 8.9 0.07 %dE/dx Silicon 0.03 9.36 0.3 %dE/dx Circuit board 2.7 %Threshold Cherenkov Water 2.0 36.1 5.5%Threshold Cherenkov Freon 2.0 18.6 10.8 %Cherenkov walls Plexiglass 0.3 34.4 0.9 %Rich radiator Quartz 1.0 11.7 8.5 %Barrel endcap Aluminium 0.2 8.9 2.2%E/M calorimeter Lead+scint.+epoxy 20.0 1.61 12.5Barrel  veto Lead +scint. 9.3 1.55 6.0Table 3.4: Thickness and number of radiation lengths encountered by a particle passingthrough various elements of the JETSET detector.The trigger scintillatorsA system of 60 scintillator counters arranged around the beam pipe (pipe scintillators [?]),and a hodoscope consisting of three layers of scintillators outside the Cherenkov counters(forward and barrel outer scintillators, also called \J�ulich scintillators" [?] ) were used todetermine the charged multiplicity for the trigger.The 60 beam pipe scintillators were arranged in two quasi-elliptical layers parallel to the beampipe. The inner layer (barrel pipe scintillators) consisted of 20 elements, 2 cm wide, and cov-ering 360� in azimuthal angle � and 45� � 65� in polar angle �. The outer layer (forwardpipe scintillators) consisted of 40 elements, 1 cm wide, and covering 360� in azimuthal angle,and 15� 45� in polar angle. All the scintillators were 0.2 cm thick. Each element covered anazimuthal angle � varying from approximately 6 degrees to 14 degrees (�gure 3.6). To coverthe same angular region in � around the ellipse, the scintillator elements had varying lengthsalong the beam direction (�gure 3.7). The light was collected by plexiglass light guides withthe same width as the scintillator elements but 3 mm thick, connected to photomultiplers.The signals were fed into 16-channel discriminators, which gave an analogue output signalproportional to the number of input signals above threshold. By daisy-chaining all the unitsof the barrel pipe scintillators a signal proportional to the total multiplicity of the counterswas obtained. The forward pipe scintillators were daisy-chained in the same way.The barrel outer scintillators (�gure 3.8), positioned outside the barrel threshold Cherenkovs,had one layer of 24 straight scintillators parallel to the beam pipe, and two helical layers,twisted in opposite directions, with 12 scintillators in each. This gave 288 independentlysensitive regions or pixels. The forward detector (�gure 3.9) was positioned downstreamof the forward Cherenkov counters, and contained one layer with 48 wedge shaped elementsand two layers each with 24 spirally shaped detectors curved in opposite directions, whichgave a total of 960 pixels (�gure 3.10). The outer scintillators were made of 5 mm Bicron\BC404" material [?]. They were read out by photomultipliers connected both to TDC andADC readout electronics.In addition to being used for triggering the scintillators were also used for o�ine track�nd-ing, and the beam pipe scintillators were used as timing devices. The signal from the pipe
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Figure 3.6: Azimuthal coverage of the beam pipe scintillators across the beam pipe for onequadrant of the outer layer(from [?]).scintillator was used to start the TDCs for the straw tracker and the rest of the detector.The optimum resolution of the time signal for the pipe scintillators was measured to be about0.15 ns at Cern's T11 East hall test beam [?]. When being used as trigger detectors in theexperiment the resolution was smeared out because of the variations of the impact pointalong the scintillator length. In this case the time resolution was about 1 ns.The time resolution of the outer scintillators, when they were used in the experiment, wasabout 2 ns for the straight counters, somewhat higher for the curved elements.
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thesis:pipe1.eps

Figure 3.7: Azimuthal extension of the beam pipe scintillators vs. length along beam direction(from [?]).
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Figure 3.8: The outer scintillator hodoscope,barrel system (from [?]).
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Figure 3.9: The three layers of the forward outer scintillator hodoscope (from [?]).
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Figure 3.10: The pixel structure of the forward scintillator hodoscope (from [?]).The forward and barrel straw trackersThe purpose of the forward and barrel straw trackers was to give tracking information fromdrift-time and charge division measurements for the o�ine analysis. The barrel tracker [?]gave both transverse (r; �), and longitudinal (z) coordinates for particles with � > 30�,thereby giving full three-dimensional information about the track coordinates. The forwardtracker [?] measured the zx and zy projections of tracks with � < 45�.The trackers consisted of cylindrical drift tubes (straws) glued together. The distance of thetrack from the wire was determined by measuring the drift time of the ionized electrons.By using analog readout on both ends of the resistive wire, the longitudinal position wasdetermined from charge division.Each of the drift tubes had a diameter of 0.8 cm, with a central anode wire of 30 �m stainlesssteel and resistance 1k
=m. The tubes were made of aluminium with a wall thickness of 60�m. The gas was 50 % Ar, 50 % CO2, at atmospheric pressure. A particle traversing onestraw would encounter about 10�3 radiation lengths, so there was little multiple scatteringinside the tracker. The straw chambers were positioned just outside the pipe scintillators.The barrel tracker (�gure 3.12) contained 1400 straws running parallel to the beam. Theywere mounted on aluminium endplates and had a length of 43.6 cm. To allow for entry ofthe jet, 100 of the straws were split into two separated but electrically connected sections(barrel inserts). The inner boundary of the barrel straw tracker had an oval shape determinedby the size of the beam pipe and the thickness of the beam pipe scintillators surroundingthe pipe. The barrel tracker readout was done from the barrel rear end plates. The strawswere connected to preampli�ers by coaxial cables with a resistance of 85 
. They wereconnected in pairs at the forward end by means of 50 
 jumper resistors to form a single
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Figure 3.11: Plan view of single forward tracker plane with straws parallel to the y direction,hence measuring the x coordinate (from [?]).charge division system (�gure 3.16). The barrel tracker had both ADC and TDC readout.Thus the transverse coordinate could be obtained from the TDC signal, and the longitudinalcoordinate from the ADC signal by the method of charge division.The forward tracker (�gure 3.11) contained about 1000 tubes, and was mounted in 12 layersperpendicular to the beam axis, 6 layers with the straws parallel to the x-direction, and6 layers parallel to the y-direction. The layers were divided into 2 x-chambers and 2 y-chambers. Each forward layer was made of several blocks of straws with varying length togive an approximately circular perimeter, with a rectangular hole for the beampipe in themiddle. The electronic readout for the forward tracker was placed at a distance of about 2 mfrom the counter. These straws were also connected to preampli�ers by 85 
 coaxial cablesand had TDC readout, but no ADC. From the TDC signal the transverse coordinate, eitherx or y, could be determined. Since there was no analog readout, there was no measurementof the longitudinal coordinate of these straws.
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Figure 3.12: The barrel straw tracker. The top picture shows a projection in the xy plane, thebottom picture gives a three dimensional view (from [?, ?]).
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Figure 3.13: A typical TDC spectrum for the straws.The drift-time calibration (R(t) curve) of the straws was done with elastic events. Assuminguniform illumination for each straw (an equal number of tracks passing by at any distancefrom the straw wire), the R(t) curve from �rst order calibration was obtained by integratingthe TDC spectrum (�gure 3.13). There was a small di�erence in the TDC o�set for di�erentstraws and di�erent pipe scintillators that triggered. The calibration was done in the followingway :1. From the TDC distribution �nd the T0 and number of channels TN. T0 correspondsto the inner radius of the straws, r0, and T0+TN to the outer radius, rstraw. One TDCchannel corresponds to one nanosecond.2. Then, assuming uniform illumination, integrate the TDC spectrum to �nd the R(t)curve. The radius corresponding to a given time t isR(t) = r0 + (rstraw � r0)Pt0=tt0=t0N(t0)Pt0=tNt0=t0 N(t0) ; (3.3)where t is TDC-TDC0.3. If the mean value of the di�erence between measured and calculated radius is di�erentfrom zero for some TDC channel, correct the R(t) curve for this di�erence, at the sametime, make sure that the curve is monotonically increasing.The calibration curve obtained from this procedure is shown in �gure 3.14. A resolution ofabout 250 �m in the barrel straws and about 350 �m in the forward straws was obtainedfrom the drift-time measurement (�gure 3.15).
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Figure 3.14: Calibration curve for the straw tracker, showing the distance from the straw wireas a function of the drift time (from [?]).
thesis:strawres.eps

Figure 3.15: The resolution of the barrel straw tracker as a function of the distance from thestraw wire (from [?]).
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Figure 3.16: Electronic connection scheme of a wire pair as used for the charge-divisionreadout of the barrel straws (from [?]).The principle for the charge division read-out [?] is shown in �gure 3.16. The straw wireswere connected together in pairs. The position of the current source could be calculated usingthe total charges q1 and q2 received at the preampli�ers PA1, PA2. A signed coordinate �,running along the resistive length, and having its origin at the centre (the midpoint of thejumper resistor), was used. The coordinate of the current source was then given by� = R2 + R12� q2 � q1q2 + q1 + R2 �R12� ; (3.4)where Ri = (Rcable;i+Rwire;i+Rjumper) and � the speci�c resistance of the anode wire. Thesign of � would indicate which of the wires were hit.The physical coordinate z was given by z = zend � � depending on which wire was hit, zendbeing the physical coordinate of the forward end of the barrel straws. When di�erences inampli�er gains g1; g2 were taken into account, the di�erence to sum ratio � of the measuredcharges Q1; Q2 to the ideal case was� = Q2 �Q1Q1 +Q2 = g2q2 � g1q1g2q2 + g1q1 ; (3.5)The coordinate � could be expanded as a power series in �, which was cut after the second-order term : � = c1(� � �0) + c2(� � �0)2; (3.6)where the parameters �0; c1; and c2 had to be determined for each wire pair. Also the zendparameter was treated as a free parameter for each wire pair and provided a consistency checkat the end of the calibration. To do the charge division calibration, a set of events collectedby the 4� trigger (section 3.3) in coincidence with a trigger scintillator that triggered ontracks from the target at a lab angle about 140� was used. The four calibration points



86 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODthat were necessary to determine the four parameters were taken to be the forward andbackward physical limit of the active region of each individual wire. These were visible inthe � distribution of all hits on a wire pair.A resolution of about 1 cm on the z-coordinate was obtained by this method.The silicon dE/dx countersThe forward silicon dE/dx counters [?] were located downstream of the straw tracker. Bymeasuring the energy loss, these counters gave information about the particle velocity �,which helped in distinguishing 4K events from background like pp�+�� (�gure 3.18). Theforward silicon (�gure 3.17) consisted of two planar circular counter arrays, giving two energyloss measurements per track. The lower of the two measurements were used (truncatedmean), because of the Landau tail (�gure 3.19) this gave a better estimate of � than a singlemeasurement.The planes were built out of detectors with area 5 cm2, each containing four pads with asurface 0:5 � 2:5 cm2, mounted on a printed circuit board together with the electronics. Oneplane had the longer side of the pads parallel to the x-direction, in the other plane it wasparallel to the y-direction. The thickness of the silicon pads was 280 �m. The amount ofmaterial encountered by a particle at normal incidence was about 0.03 radiation lengths,including the circuit board and the electronics. The front-end electronics to read the signalof these counters was based on the AMPLEX chip [?], originally developed for the UA2 innersilicon detector, with an elaborate multiplexing scheme to read out the 3676 pads.The theoretical formula for the the mean rate of ionization energy loss for a charged particletraversing a material is given by the Bethe-Block formula [?]:dEdx = 0:1535 MeV=c2 Z�A�2 (ln 2mec2�22WmaxI2 � 2�2); (3.7)where I; Z; A and � are the ionization potential, atomic number, atomic weight, and density(in [kg=m3]) of the absorbing material, me is the electron mass, Wmax is maximum energytransfer in a single collision, � = vc of the incident particle, and  = 1p1��2 .Since the mean energy loss is proportional to 1=�2 for � <� 1, in the energy range of JETSETa calibration curve of the form " = a+ b=�2 (3.8)where a and b were �tted parameters, could be made to calculate the expected responsewhen a particle of velocity � passed through the dE/x detectors [?]. The calibration curves(�gure 3.20) were obtained from elastic and pp�+�� events collected during the data taking,by doing a linear least squares �t to the measured energy loss versus 1=�2. Figure 3.21 showthe silicon resolution as a function of 1=�2. The results agreed within errors with test beamresults [?], and Monte Carlo simulation studies [?].When both silicon planes were hit the resolution was ��=� � 15% for � � 0:5, and ��=� �25% for � � 0:95 [?].In the o�ine PID the silicon dE/dx counters and the threshold Cherenkovs complementedeach other, since the former worked best at low �, and the latter would measure the higher� values. In addition the silicon counters were used for track �nding and �tting.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic drawing of one half plane of the silicon dE/dx planes with silicon padsand AMPLEX chips (from [?]).
Figure 3.18: Energy loss in silicon detectors as a function of track momentum: kaons (left),protons and pions (right) (from [?]).
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Figure 3.19: Energy loss in silicon detectors from elastic events, the solid curve is the measuredone, the dotted one represents theoretical expectations, convoluted with electronic noise knownfrom detector test. (from [?]).
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Figure 3.20: Calibration of silicon, single sampling and truncated mean (double sampling),showing the energy loss in silicon (in ADC units) vs 1=�2. The solid line is obtained frompp�+�� events, the dashed line from elastic pp events. From [?].
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Figure 3.21: Silicon resolution, single sampling and truncated mean (double sampling), show-ing the resolution (in ADC units) vs 1=�2. From [?].



3.2. THE DETECTOR 91The threshold Cherenkov countersThe threshold Cherenkov counters [?] (�gure 3.23) were used to reject fast charged pions atthe trigger level. The barrel Cherenkov counter was a cylinder with radius of 29 cm, builtof 24 wedges with thickness 2 cm and length 60 cm. It was located inside the outer barrelscintillators. The forward Cherenkov counter consisted of 24 pie shaped wedges with an outerradius of 30 cm and thickness 2 cm, and was placed downstream of the silicon dE/dx coun-ters. The walls of all Cherenkov counters were made of UV-transmitting plexiglass sheets,3 mm thick. Two types of radiators were used: Liquid freon (C6F14), which has refractiveindex 1.276, corresponding to �threshold = 0:79, and water, which has refractive index 1.33and �threshold = 0:752. The freon radiator was used at high momentum runs, where the kaonsoften had � values higher than the threshold in water.The light output was increased by a factor of � 3 by means of a wavelength shifter. Allcounters were read out with cylindrical UV transmitting plexiglass bars connected to photo-multipliers.The size of the Cherenkov signal (in ADC channels) was proportional to the number ofphoto-electrons and was used to estimate the � values of the traversing particles. This wasused in the o�ine PID, and complemented the dE/dx counter by measuring high � val-ues. The detectors were calibrated with elastic events. Figure 3.22 shows the value of themeasured � (after calibration of the ADC) versus calculated � (from kinematics). The �resolution turned out to be about 10%.

Figure 3.22: Measured versus expected � in the threshold Cherenkov (from [?]).
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Figure 3.23: The barrel Cherenkov system (top), and the forward Cherenkov system (bottom).From [?].



3.2. THE DETECTOR 93The theoretical formula for the number of photoelectrons emitted for a for a particle travers-ing the Cherenkov counter is [?]Np:e: = L� 370 cm�1eV �1 Z (1� �2thr�2 )EdE; (3.9)where L is the path length in the radiator. The integration is over the photon energies Ewhere � > 1n(E) ( n(E) is the index of refraction).Typically, the index of refraction is constant over the useful range of photocathode sensitivity.In that case Np:e: / L(1� �2thr�2 ) (� > �thr:) (3.10)Calorimeter and barrel gamma vetoThe purpose of the forward calorimeter [?] was to measure the energy of photons comingfrom the decay of neutral mesons like �0s. This way it could be used to reconstruct eventscontaining neutral particles, like pp ! ���0, and in the analysis of pp ! K+K�K+K� itwas used to reject events with neutral mesons. This detector was built of plastic scintillation�bers embedded in Pb plates and packed together in towers (�gure 3.24) pointing 20 cmupstream of the interaction region. The volume of the towers consisted of 50% �bers, 35%lead, and 15 % epoxy for �lling around the �bers. The calorimeter was placed after the outerscintillators and consisted of 300 towers assembled into eight concentric rings around thebeam axis. The rings contained 12, 24, or 48 towers. Each tower was shaped like a trapezoid,with di�erent height and width depending on polar angle, but with constant front and rearsurface areas of 36 cm2 and 55 cm2 respectively, and a length of 20 cm.A particle being emitted from the interaction area encountered 12.5 radiation lengths ofmaterial by traversing the calorimeter; a photon would loose all its energy by electromagneticinteractions in the lead. The emitted light was collected by a conically shaped acrylic light-guide glued to the rear face of each tower and connected to a photomultiplier. The energyresolution was �E=E � 0:06pE(GeV ) [?].The purpose of the barrel gamma veto counter (�g 3.25) was to detect photons from thedecay of neutral mesons and then to veto those events. This detector was also made of leadand plastic scintillator �bers, but with the �bers parallel to the beam. It had a cylindricalgeometry similar to the barrel Cherenkov, segmented into 24 wedge-shaped elements in theazimuthal direction. Each element was 6 radiation lengths thick. The readout was done bya 5 cm photomultiplier at one end.The RICH counterThe RICH counter (�gure 3.26) was installed in the experiment after the �rst year of data-taking [?]. The purpose of this detector was to measure the � value of the particles byreconstructing the opening angle for Cherenkov light. The photons emitted by the particlepassing through the Cherenkov radiative material were projected onto a photon detector,which reconstructed the ring of Cherenkov light, and hence the Cherenkov angle. The RICH
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thesis:calo.epsFigure 3.24: Front and side view of the forward calorimeter (top) and calorimeter moduleincluding light guide and photomultiplier (bottom) (from [?]).
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Figure 3.25: An element of the barrel gamma veto counter (from [?]).detector had a conical shape, and featured 1 cm of quartz (fused silica) radiator (�thr=0.64),and a photon detector, based on the photosensitive gas TMAE, consisting of a pixel arrayof proportional chambers. The gap between the radiator and the detector was about 7 cm.The photon detector consisted of 76 modules arranged on a square grid, within a circle ofradius 35 cm. Each module contained 8 � 8 detector cells, where each cell had dimensions8 mm � 8 mm � 20 mm, with a single wire passing along the long axis. In the middlethere was a hole where 2 � 3 modules had been left out to make room for the beam pipe.The RICH was placed between the silicon dE/dx and the forward threshold Cherenkov, andcould reconstruct � for tracks with a polar angle between 20 and 35 degrees. A resolutionof ��� � 2% was obtained. The main limit of the � resolution was shown to be the �nitetracking resolution of the JETSET tracker, which dominated over the chromatic dispersionand photon detection resolution of the RICH counter.The silicon luminosity monitor systemThis system [?] was installed in 1992, after the �rst year of data taking. The purpose was tomonitor the luminosity, both online and o�ine, by triggering on elastic events where the recoilproton hit the silicon luminosity detector. The system was divided in 4 di�erent detectors,located in the barrel region, installed symmetrically with respect to the beam, at the �-anglesshown in table 3.5. Each detector covered a region in azimuthal angle � of about 5 degrees,and contained 10 silicon strips, each with a thickness of 500 �m and an area of 24 mm � 6mm, arranged so the total area of the detector was 24 mm � 60 mm, and with the longerside of the detector parallel to the beam. The polar angle covered was between 59 and 72degrees.
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Figure 3.26: View of one half of the RICH counter (from [?]).
Detector �1 38.202 340.83 145.34 202.6Table 3.5: Azimuthal angles for the silicon strip detectors.



3.3. TRIGGERING 97The barrel siliconThe purpose of this detector was to provide dE/dx information for tracks in the barrelregion [?]. This system was installed in 1992, and it has not been used in most of the analysispresented in this thesis. It was installed between the barrel straws and the barrel Cherenkovs,at a radial distance of about 21 cm. The silicon crystals had an area 4.5 mm � 22.6 mm andwere parallel to the beam axis. The electronics were similar to those of the forward silicon.The z-chamberThis chamber was a multi-wire proportional chamber, with wires perpendicular to the beamaxis, and a hexagonal shape, at a radial distance of about 23 cm. This detector was introducedto provide a measurement of the z- coordinate (coordinate along the beam axis) for the barreltracks. It was useful for the calibration of the z-coordinate measurement via charge divisionfrom the barrel straws tracker.3.3 TriggeringWith a luminosity of L � 1030cm�2s�1 and a total cross section �(pp ! anything) = 100mb there were about 105 pp interactions occurring each second. The trigger reduced thisnumber to an acceptable event rate of about 100 Hz. This was done by concentrating on thefollowing salient characteristics of the pp ! 4K and pp ! �� ! 4K events: They had fourand only four prongs, they were forward of 65� in the lab frame, at least three of the fourparticles were almost always forward of 45� (see �gures 3.27 and 3.28), they had moderate �values (�gures 3.29 and 3.29 ), and no photons. The cross sections for the most importantbackground reactions are shown in �gure 3.4. From �gures 3.27 to 3.30 it can be seen thatby making cuts on the particle velocity �, and on the polar angle �, a large part of thebackground events with four charged particles will be removed. This was done by the triggerconditions on the pipe scintillator and Cherenkov multiplicity.There were also cuts to check momentum conservation (not all tracks on one side), and criteriaon the outer scintillator multiplicity to ascertain that the events had four clean tracks goingthrough the detector.The reaction pp ! pp�+�� had an event signature looking very much like pp ! 4K andhad to be removed o�ine. At high momenta (1.9 GeV/c) a large percentage of this reactionwas expected in the trigger sample. The o�ine cut on barrel gamma veto and calorimeterremoved events with neutral particles like pp ! 2�+2���0, which were also a large part ofthe trigger sample at high momenta.The trigger conditions for 4K events were [?]� Pipe scintillator multiplicity of four charged particles, either all four in the forward (15-45 degrees) scintillators, or three in the forward and one in the barrel (45-65 degrees)scintillators. A total of 4 or 5 hits in the sum of forward and barrel pipes, and 0 or 1hit in the barrel pipe scintillator was accepted. Symbolically this can be expressed(4 � AP � 5)\ (BP � 1); (3.11)



98 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODwhere AP= All Pipes, BP =Barrel Pipes.� A barrel and forward veto condition demanded that there were no hits in the outerbarrel scintillator if no barrel pipe scintillators were hit, and that there were no hits inthe cylindrical scintillator placed around the beam pipe in the extreme forward part ofthe detector. This is expressed symbolically as follows:((BP > 0) [ (2=3BJ)) \ FV : (3.12)2/3BJ means the \2/3 J�ulich barrel" signal signifying that two out of the three layersin the outer barrel hodoscope �red.FV = Forward Veto.� A maximum multiplicity of one or two of the threshold Cherenkov counters, dependingon the incident antiproton momentum. Here a variety of logical conditions were used:(FC � 2) \ (BC � 2); (3.13)(FC � 2) \ (BC � 1);(AC � 2) \ (BC � 1);(FC � 1) \ (BC � 1);(AC � 1):AC= All Cherenkov, BC = Barrel Cherenkov, FC = Forward Cherenkov.Table 3.6 shows the Cherenkov trigger conditions during the 1991 run, where both freonand water were used in the Cherenkovs.� An azimuthal interval �� < 180� between two successive particles.If the pipe scintillators are divided into four quadrants Q1-Q4, including both barreland forward counters, this can be approximated by the following condition:(Q1[Q2) \ (Q2 [Q3) \ (Q3[ Q4)\ (Q4[Q1): (3.14)� The forward and barrel outer scintillator multiplicity had to satisfy the following con-ditions: (2=3FJ \ (FJ � 1)\ (BJ = 0 [ (2=3BJ \BJ � 2)): (3.15)FJ = \most of three" the multiplicity of the forward J�ulich hodoscope layer with max-imum hits.BJ = \most of three" the multiplicity of the barrel J�ulich hodoscope layer with maxi-mum hits.This cut ensured that there was at least one hit in the outer forward scintillators.
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Figure 3.27: Distributions of polar angle for the four particles in pp ! �� ! 4K, thenonresonant pp ! 4K, and background reactions with 4 charged prongs, when the beammomentum is 1.4 GeV/c. The tracks are sorted in order of ascending �. The acceptancelimits of the pipe scintillators (15-45 degrees and 45-65 degrees) are indicated. From MonteCarlo simulations.
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Figure 3.28: Distributions of polar angle for the four particles in pp ! �� ! 4K, thenonresonant pp ! 4K, and background reactions with 4 charged prongs, when the beammomentum is 1.9 GeV/c. The tracks are sorted in order of ascending �. The acceptancelimits of the pipe scintillators (15-45 degrees and 45-65 degrees) are indicated. From MonteCarlo simulations.
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Figure 3.29: Distributions of � for the four particles in pp ! �� ! 4K, the nonresonantpp! 4K, and background reactions with 4 charged prongs, when the beam momentum is 1.4GeV/c. The tracks are sorted in order of ascending �. The �threshold values for water andfreon, both of which have been used in our Cherenkov counters,are indicated. From MonteCarlo simulations.
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Figure 3.30: Distributions of � for the four particles in pp ! �� ! 4K, the nonresonantpp! 4K, and background reactions with 4 charged prongs, when the beam momentum is 1.9GeV/c. The tracks are sorted in order of ascending �. The �threshold values for water andfreon, both of which have been used in our Cherenkov counters,are indicated. From MonteCarlo simulations.



3.3. TRIGGERING 103Radiator Threshold( P.E.) Momentum MultiplicityBC FC BC FC (GeV/C) AC FC BC1.9 � 2 - � 11.7,1.5 - � 1 � 1'Large scan' Freon Freon � 1 � 1 1.8 � 2 - � 11.6,1.4 � 1 - � 11.3,1.2 � 1 - � 1'Fine scan' Freon Water � 1 � 5 all - � 1 � 1Table 3.6: Cherenkov trigger conditions during the 1991 JETSET runs. There were two runperiods with a 'large scan' and a '�ne scan', with di�erent radiators in the forward Cherenkov,di�erent photo-electron thresholds, and varying trigger conditions. (BC= barrel Cherenkov,FC = forward Cherenkov, AC= all Cherenkov.)Other triggers were also collected. These triggers were prescaled in order to collect themaximum number of 4K events and at the same time provide adequate samples of the others.� The 4� trigger, which consisted of the �rst two conditions in the 4K trigger. Thepurpose of this trigger was to study the performance of the 4K trigger, especially thee�ciency of the Cherenkov detectors.� The elastic trigger requested one forward pipe-scintillator hit, and one in the barrel,and no more than one Cherenkov hit. The conditions from the outer scintillators werethe same as for the 4K trigger. The elastic trigger was used for detector (straws, silicon,Cherenkov) calibration and alignment, as well as for calculating the luminosity.� The KsKs trigger required two to three forward Cherenkov signals, one to two barrelCherenkov signals, and no hits in the pipe scintillators. In addition, three to four hitsin the outer scintillators and no hits in the �rst ring of the forward calorimeter wasdemanded.� The neutral trigger required no hits in either pipe scintillators or outer scintillators,together with at least one hit each in the forward calorimeter and barrel gamma veto.� The luminosity trigger (from June 1992 onwards) consisted of a coincidence of asilicon strip detector and a pixel (made of a right and a left forward scintillator) in theregion allowed by elastic kinematics. This trigger collected elastic events to measurethe luminosity (see chapter 6). With this trigger the luminosity could be calculatedonline.



104 CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD3.4 The data acquisition systemThe data acquisition system made use of the CERN-developed, VME based Valet-Plus sys-tem. Each of the detector components was controlled by an independent Valet-Plus system[?] with CAMAC and fastbus readout buses. Four Valets dealt with the various detectors,grouped as follows :1. Pipe scintillators and Cherenkovs (ADC plus pattern units), and the RICH.2. Forward Calorimeter, Barrel  veto, and Outer scintillators, with a total of 1000 chan-nels of fastbus ADC and scintillator TDC information.3. Straw trackers with a total of 3000 fastbus channels (ADC and TDC information forcharge division and straw drift time), and data from the z-chamber.4. Silicon counters with the zero suppressed multiplexed ADC system (DRAMS).The signals from the Valets were collected by four T800 transputers and sent to a �fth Valet,called the event-builder, which formatted the data into an event and wrote it onto IBM 3812cartridges. The information for one event was between 1.5 and 2.5 Kbytes, and was writtenout to tape at a maximum rate of 200 events/sec. The Valets were controlled, and the datawere monitored on a cluster of VAX stations. Events were also sent from the event builderValet to the VAX-cluster where events were decoded online, and an event display programused to monitor the events. Scaler information and information from the LEAR VAX aboutthe beam pro�le was recorded on tape, as well as in the logbook.



Chapter 4Selection of the reaction pp! 4K�The analysis chain used to select pp! 4K� events consisted of the following steps :� Reduction from raw tapes, using only the pattern of pipe scintillator hits.� Geometrical reconstruction, requiring 4 tracks coming from the nominal vertex area.� First step event selection, requiring that the event contains su�cient detector informa-tion to be reconstructed.� Kinematical reconstruction of the event, assuming 4K masses or some other (back-ground reaction).� Kinematical cuts.� Particle Identi�cation (PID) cuts: Compatibility with silicon and Cherenkov detectors.� Removal of the large pp! pp�+�� background.� Stability cuts.4.1 Data collectedThe JETSET experiment collected data from 1991 to 1994, with a beam momentum between1.2 GeV/c and 2.0 GeV/c. The trigger cuts are described in chapter 3. The main aim wasto collect pp! 4K events; elastic events, 4� triggers etc., were collected simultaneously, butwith prescaled triggers. There were typically two run periods each year, each run lasting afew weeks. During the various runs di�erent scans were performed.Coarse scans had steps in the beam momentum of 0.1 GeV/c, to measure the cross sectionsof pp! ��! K+K�K+K� , pp! �KK ! K+K�K+K� , and pp! K+K�K+K� asa function of energy over the whole available energy range. Fine scans had steps in beammomentum of 0.015 GeV/c over a small energy range to search for speci�c resonances inpp! ��. 105



106 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�Beamtime Beam momentum c.m. energy 4K triggers 4K reducedGeV/c GeVApril 1.500 2.254 1 152 874 379 0982.000 2.430 4 309 023 2 048 1671.900 2.395 5 426 141 2 694.0521.700 2.324 4 794 052 2 290 0811.500 2.254 1 853 184 855 946July 1.800 2.360 6 803 367 3 385 6111.600 2.289 4 129 815 1 924 7251.400 2.218 5 592 226 2 430 5161.300 2.183 5 641 730 2 458 6441.200 2.149 1 709 731 725 0191.500 2.254 2 493 578 1 057 2811.405 2.220 3 130 671 1 502 3141.435 2.231 6 080 740 2 938 636October 1450 2.236 6 136 854 3 049 6751465 2.241 3 241 521 1 565 9611.420 2.225 6 477 255 2 766 0801.480 2.247 3 766 922 1 820 9441.390 2.215 886 074 463 573Table 4.1: 1991 runs. Beam momenta, total centre-of-mass energy, number of 4K triggers,and number of events after reduction (section 4.2.1).In tables 4.1 to 4.4 the numbers of 4K triggers, together with the number of events afterreduction (section 4.2.1), collected in the various run periods are shown. This chapter de-scribes the analysis to select 4K events from the collected 4K triggers, as well as backgroundand acceptance determinations for this chain.To justify many of the cuts in this analysis, and to �nd the resolution of detectors and ef-�ciency of the trigger and analysis, simulated data, produced with a Monte Carlo programusing the GEANT [?] package, were used. This program, described in section 4.4, simulatedthe kinematics of the reaction, and the geometry and response of the detector components.



4.1. DATA COLLECTED 107Beamtime Beam momentum c.m. energy 4K triggers 4K reducedGeV/c GeV1.505 2.256 1 103 702 553 513June 1.950 2.413 6 846 195 4 025 5161.750 2.342 10 531 630 6 880 4731.650 2.307 9 336 572 6 072 3571.506 2.256 12 905 276 8 296 7131.465 2.242 16 581 199 10 571 782December 1.405 2.221 15 360 583 9 837 7461.435 2.231 11 403 371 7 289 4441.390 2.215 9 375 019 5 869 325Table 4.2: 1992 runs. Beam momenta, total centre-of-mass energy, number of 4K triggers,and number of events after reduction (section 4.2.1).Beamtime Beam momentum c.m. energy 4K triggers 4K reducedGeV/c GeV1.415 2.224 59 900 000 29 932 877May 1.360 2.205 19 358 847 12 114 7211.330 2.194 19 368 014 12 131 7431.800 2.360 96 200 000 41 647 1882.000 2.430 29 445 6571.400 2.219 9 334 5271.405 2.221 7 244 9031.410 2.222 7 329 6741.415 2.224 7 084 2731.420 2.226 7 938 0031.425 2.228 7 763 273August 1.430 2.229 8 177 1051.435 2.231 7 544 3841.440 2.233 8 010 6521.445 2.235 7 220 4511.237 2.162 7 199 1691.246 2.165 4 740 4050.850 2.034 893 3801.188 2.145 6 955 3171.278 2.176 3 336 506Table 4.3: 1993 runs. Beam momenta, total centre-of-mass energy, number of 4K triggers,and number of events after reduction (section 4.2.1). For run periods from August 93 andlater, the reduction cuts were implemented in the 4K trigger, thus the number of reducedevents is the same as the number of triggered events.



108 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�Beamtime Beam momentum c.m. energy 4K triggers 4K reducedGeV/c GeV1.500 2.254 8 082 8911.380 2.212 20 429 4081.345 2.200 20 883 0451.315 2.189 19 878 5131.220 2.156 19 954 491August 1.260 2.170 23 579 6421.180 2.142 16 683 0801.200 2.149 17 815 4701.240 2.163 19 462 3991.280 2.177 18 971 4491.550 2.272 17 058 8231.500 2.254 5 447 684Table 4.4: 1994 runs. Beam momenta, total centre-of-mass energy, number of 4K triggers,and number of events after reduction (section 4.2.1). For run periods from August 93 andlater, the reduction cuts were implemented in the 4K trigger, thus the number of reducedevents is the same as the number of triggered events.4.2 Data analysis4.2.1 ReductionThe �rst stage of the data analysis consisted of reducing the initial sample by requiring thefollowing three conditions:� The pipe scintillator pattern had to be 3-1, 4-0, or 4-1. The �rst number is the mul-tiplicity of the forward pipe scintillators, the second the multiplicity of the barrel pipescintillators.� The maximum di�erence in azimuthal angle �, between two adjacent pipe scintillatorhits, was not allowed to exceed 180�.� If the hit pattern in the pipe scintillators was 4-1, then the barrel pipe scintillator hithad to overlap in � with one of the forward pipe scintillators hit.These cuts, operating only on the pattern of pipe scintillator hits in the event, comprisednecessary conditions for the reconstruction of a �nal state with four charged particles consis-tent with momentum conservation.The events satisfying these conditions were written to special reduction tapes with the sameformat as the raw data. In addition, scalers and LEAR records were written onto the re-duction tapes. The fourth column in tables 4.1 to 4.4 shows the number of events left afterreduction. For run periods from August 93 and later, the reduction cuts were implementedin the 4K trigger, thus the reduction tapes were just copies of the raw tapes for these data.



4.2. DATA ANALYSIS 1094.2.2 Geometrical reconstruction of the eventsThere was no magnetic �eld in the JETSET detector, hence the tracks were straight lines.The geometrical reconstruction was performed under the assumption of four charged prongscoming from a common vertex inside the target region.The track �nding and �tting were done using projections. In the forward straw tracker aparticle trajectory inside the geometrical acceptance crossed the separate layers of verticaland horizontal straws, which gave projections of the track in the zx and zy planes (the z-axis was parallel to the beam, and the x and y axes followed the horizontal and verticaldirections perpendicular to the beam respectively). A particle trajectory crossing the barreltracker gave a projection in the xy plane and a projection in the uz plane, where u is thecoordinate along the xy projection. To �nd the tracks in the zx, zy, and xy projections,the angular coordinates of the straws were calculated and ordered. Then tracks with smallangular separations were grouped together and �tted to a straight line. The straws wereregrouped using bands around the �tted lines, this procedure was repeated until the groupswere stable.The track �tThe track �tting was done using the TDC and ADC information from the straw tracker.The TDC signal measured the distance from the wire in the straw centre to the traversingparticle, de�ning a circle around the wire that was tangential to the track (page 83). Therewas a \left-right" ambiguity since it was not known at which side of the wire the particletrajectory passed. In the barrel, the TDC readout gave a measurement of the distance fromthe straw centre to the passing track in the xy projection. The forward straws TDC readoutsgave a measurement of the distance to the straw centre in either the zx or zy projection.The barrel straws also had ADC readouts, which gave a measurement of the longitudinal (z)coordinate where the track crossed a straw (page 85).The straight lines to be �tted were described by the following two equations:F (x; y) = x sin�� y cos�+ lxy = 0; (4.1)G(z; x; y) = (z � b)=a� y sin�� x cos� = 0: (4.2)The 4 parameters for the tracks are de�ned as follows :lxy =distance from the origin to the closest point on the line in the xy -plane.b = z-coordinate for this point.� = azimuthal angle of the track, 0 � � � 2�.a = cot � where � is the polar angle between the velocity vector and the z-axis.These two equations are appropriate when �tting barrel tracks. For forward tracks, whereprojections in zx and zy were measured, it is more convenient to use the following twoequations, which describe the track projections in the zx and zy planes.F (z; x) = �z sin �zx + x cos �zx � lzx = 0; (4.3)F (z; y) = �z sin �zx + y cos �zy � lzy = 0; (4.4)
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Figure 4.1: Impact point for a track in the xy projection. xci ; yci are the coordinates of the strawcentre, Di the distance from the straw wire to the track. x and y are the impact coordinatesfor a track with azimuthal angle �.where �zx is the angle between the z axis and the track in the zx projection, �zy is the anglebetween the z axis and the track in the zy projection, and lzx,lzy the closest distance of thetrack to the origin in the two projections. The connection between a and �, and �zx and �zyis �zx = arctan cos�a ; (4.5)�zx = arctan sin �a : (4.6)The method of least squares was used to �nd the best values of the track parameters [?],hence it was necessary to calculate the expected values of Di, the distance of the track fromthe centre of each straw (Dexpi ), and zi the longitudinal coordinate (zexpi ).The impact points for the tracks in the xy plane are given by (see �gure 4.1).x = xci + �Di sin�; (4.7)y = yci � �Di cos�;where xci and yci are the coordinates of the straw centre, and Di the distance of the trackfrom the centre of this straw. � has a value of +1 or -1, depending on which side of the strawcentre the track passed.
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thesis:track1.eps
Figure 4.2: Example of an event with two �tted track in barrel straws, xy projection. Theboundary of the straw tracker, which was a cylinder with an elliptical hole in the middle, isindicated by the two large half circles and the inner ellipse. The rectangles adjacent to theellipse show hits in the barrel and forward pipe scintillators. The circles show the hits in thestraws. The radius of each circle show the distance from each straw wire to the traversingtracks, measured by the drift-time.



112 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�Inserting these two values into equations 4.1 and 4.2, and solving for Di and zi to �nd theexpected value of the barrel straw measurement we get:Dexpi = ��[xci sin �� yci cos�+ lxy]; (4.8)zexpi = a(xci cos�+ yci sin �) + b: (4.9)� was chosen to make Dexpi > 0.For the straws parallel to the y-direction the two impact points z and x of the track arez = zci + �Dmi sin �zx; (4.10)x = xci � �Dmi cos �zx;where xci ; zci are the coordinates for the straw centre and � = �1 as for the barrel tracks.Inserting this into equation 4.4 gives the expected valueDexpi = ��[zci sin �zx � yci cos �zx + lzx]: (4.11)Doing a similar calculation for the straws parallel to the x-direction, givesDexpi = ��[zci sin �zy � yci cos �zy + lzy]; (4.12)where zci and yci are the coordinates of the straw centre, and � = �1.The straight line �ts in the xy,zx, and zy projection were done separately.The sum of squares to be minimized to �nd the straight lines in each projection wasX2 = nXi=1 (Dexpi �Dmeasi )2(�ri )2 ; (4.13)where n is the number of drift-time measurements in the straw in this projection, Dexpi theexpected (calculated) value of the distance from the track to the straw-centre, Dmeasi themeasured value of this distance, and �ri the resolution of this measurement.An iterative procedure was used to �nd the minimum of X2. In the �rst �t all measured radiiwere set equal to zero, thus a line going though the straw centers was �tted. In the next �tthis was used to determine on which side of the straw centre the track passed, which gavethe sign of �. If the tracks had only a few straws (less than 6), all the left-right possibilitieswere �tted and the best one kept. The mean interaction point of the pp interactions was alsoused in the track �t. The uncertainty of this point was at least 10 times that of the straws(about 0.5 cm), however this extra point was important in �tting tracks with only two orthree straws, which was quite common in the forward tracker. The barrel track �t was �rstdone with the D measurements, giving the parameters in the xy plane. Then the �t withthe z measurements was done, with the straws assigned in the xy projection and using the �angle obtained from the xy �t in equation 4.9. A straight line was �tted through u and z.z = au+ b; (4.14)u = x cos� + y sin �: (4.15)The sum of squares to be minimized wasX2 = nXi=1 (zexpi � zmeasi )2(�zi )2 ; (4.16)



4.2. DATA ANALYSIS 113where n is the number of z (charge-division) measurements, zexpi the expected (calculated)value of z, zmeasi the measured value, and �zi the resolution of this measurement. This is astandard non-iterative �t.If the observables are normally distributed, and the measurements are independent and non-correlated, the minimum value of X2 in equations 4.13 and 4.16 follows a chi-squared distri-bution, and is often denoted �2 [?].Fitted tracks in the xy, zx, and zy projection are shown in �gures 4.2 and 4.3.The vertex �tThe vertex �t was done using the projected tracks. When the tracks were constrained tooriginate from a common vertex, a better estimate of the track parameters was obtained. Inthis case the track parameters for the �tted tracks were used as the measured values in a leastsquares �t. When the tracks were �tted individually, four parameters for each track wereobtained, for a total of 16 measured values to use in the vertex �t. When all the tracks areconstrained to go through a common vertex, the equation for each track j, can be written:F j(x; y) = (x� x0) sin�j � (y � y0) cos�j = 0; (4.17)Gj(z; x; y) = (z � z0)=aj � (y � y0) sin�j � (x� x0) cos�j ;= 0 (4.18)or in the zx,zy projections ;F j(z; x) = (z � z0) sin �jzx � (x� x0) cos �jzx = 0; (4.19)F j(z; y) = (z � z0) sin �jzy � (y � y0) cos �jzy = 0: (4.20)In this case, there are 2 parameters for each track, giving the direction, and 3 for the vertex,giving a total of 11 parameters to be �tted.The connection between the vertex parameters and the parameters for the single tracks is:b = z0 � aj(y0 sin�j + x0 cos�j); (4.21)ljxy = y0 cos�j � x0 sin�j; (4.22)ljzx = x0 cos �jzx � z0 sin �jzx; (4.23)ljzy = y0 cos �jzy � z0 sin �jzy: (4.24)The X2 to be minimized when there were four forward tracks wasX2 = 3Xi=1 vi � oi�2i + 4Xj=1((lj;expzx � lj;measzx )2vlzx + (lj;expzy � lj;measzy )2vlzy (4.25)+(�j;expzx � �j;measzx )2v�zx + (�j;expzy � �j;measzy )2v�zy );where vi is the vertex coordinates to be �tted (x0; y0 and z0), oi is the nominal vertex, �i thewidth of the nominal vertex, and vlzx; vlzy etc. are the squared errors on lzx, lzy etc. fromthe track �t.The distribution of the x; y and z of the reconstructed vertex for real data, and of thedi�erence between reconstructed and generated vertex for Monte Carlo events, are shown in�gure 4.4 for pbeam = 1:5 GeV/c in the July 1991 run.
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Figure 4.3: Example of an event with four �tted tracks in the zx and zy projection, and�tted vertex. The boundaries of the barrel straw tracker and the relevant forward straw planesare shown. The small lines are hits in the barrel straws, the length of each line indicates theuncertainty in z from the charge division measurement. The small circles inside the rectanglesare hits in the forward straw tracker, with the radii indicating the measured distance of thetrack from the straw centre. At larger z-values follow hits in the silicon dE/dx counters, andfurthest away from the vertex, hits in the forward pixels can be seen.
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thesis:vertex.eps
Figure 4.4: Distribution of reconstructed vertex for real data at pbeam = 1:5 GeV/c in the July1991 run (top), and the di�erence of reconstructed and generated vertex for Monte Carlo ��data at the same momentum (bottom).



116 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�Track matching3-dimensional space tracks were obtained by associating the �tted projections. The azimuthaland polar angles, � and �, for the forward tracks were calculated from the projected tracks :tan� = tan �zxtan �zy ; (4.26)tan � = qtan �2zx + tan �2zy: (4.27)In the forward tracker all combinations of projections were compared to hits in the forwardpipe scintillators, by introducing an X2 that measured angular distances in the xy plane.If a barrel pipe scintillator had been hit, the corresponding barrel track was added. Someforward tracks had been partly observed in the barrel, and these small barrel tracks wereassociated to the forward tracks. The combinations with the lowest X2 were kept for lateranalysis. Sometimes more than one set of four 3-dimensional tracks were found with a lowX2. They were called renditions, and for some events several renditions were written to theDST, with an overall match probability. A minimum of 1% was demanded for the overallmatch probability for a rendition to be accepted.In the further description of the analysis, events with three forward tracks and one barreltrack are referred to as 3-1, and events with four forward tracks as 4-0.The tracking resolution in � and � for the accepted events was determined from Monte Carlosimulations and is shown in �gure 4.5. Since a large part of the tracking error arose frommultiple scattering, the tracking resolution improved at higher momenta, where there wasless multiple scattering.DST productionThe program that performed the geometrical reconstruction was called Display [?]. It ranon an HP-715 workstation, and took about 15 ms of CPU time for each event, with a limitof 64 left-right combinations tried in the �tting of track projections. The output of thegeometrical reconstruction was written to geometry DST tapes. The format of these DSTswas an extension of the raw event format. Additional information supplied included a listof straw hits associated to each track, track parameters before and after the vertex �t, errormatrices and X2 values for the �ts, and the overall con�dence level for the track matchingquality.PID detector associationThe second stage of the geometrical reconstruction consisted of associating tracks to hits,or clusters of hits, in the PID detectors. This association was done with the Exotic [?, ?]program. Each track was shifted and rotated into the local frame of each of the following de-tectors: Forward silicon, barrel and forward Cherenkovs, barrel and forward outer scintillator(J�ulich) pixels, forward calorimeter, and barrel gamma veto.
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Figure 4.5: Tracking resolution, �(top) and � (bottom), as a function of beam momentum.



118 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�The requirement for a hit in the Cherenkov counters was that the track should lie outside�1:5� in azimuthal angle of the crack between two counters, and more than 1 cm from thecounter ends. Either the presence or absence of light in a hit counter gave PID informationabout the event. The magnitude of the hit, measured in photo electrons, was given by theformula [?] photoelectronsi = Nmeas;i = ADCi � pedestaligain ; (4.28)where i labels the counter intersected by the track. The gain gave the number of ADC countsper photoelectron entering the photo-multiplier. It was the same for all the counters, sincethe counters were equalized in gain at the beginning of each run. The values for gains andpedestals are reported in [?].The forward silicon detectors were arranged in two planes with the pads oriented vertically,and two planes oriented horizontally. The two planes with the pads in the same directioncomplemented each other; each of the planes had about 50 % coverage in the active area.Only one hit in the vertical planes and one hit in the horizontal planes were allowed. If therewere more than one hit in the planes of one orientation, the one with the lowest ADC valuewas ignored, since it was likely to be noise or delta rays. Thus each track could posses up totwo silicon hits.The matching of tracks to PID detectors was done for each rendition of each event.At this stage of the analysis events with problems in the raw event format, mostly due toproblems with the straw and silicon valets, were discarded. 1Information about the event relevant for the rest of the analysis was written out in the formof an HBOOK Ntuple [?], containing one entry for each rendition. This Ntuple was calledthe 4-prong Ntuple. The selection of the pp ! 4K� events by �rst step event selection,kinematical reconstruction, and PID analysis was done with the GeoBari program [?, ?],described in the following sections.4.2.3 First step event selectionThe following cuts were applied to the 4-prong events before they were passed on to thekinematical reconstruction and PID analysis. Most of these cuts checked that the eventcontained su�cient detector information to decide whether it was signal or background.� Suppression of unwanted runs. If event rates for various classes of events, or theratio of event yield to luminosity, showed irregular behaviour for a particular run, eventsbelonging to this run were suppressed. Other reasons to suppress a run could be missingsilicon information, or that the run occurred more than once in the reduced sample.� Forward straw hit multiplicity had to be at least 8 hits in each projection for 4-0events, at least 6 hits for 3-1 and 4-1 events.1The loss of events due to problems with the event format, was less than 1% for all runs starting fromOctober 1991. In July 1991 there was a loss of about 5%, in this case a correction to the luminosity wasapplied to make up for the loss of acceptance.



4.2. DATA ANALYSIS 119� Barrel straw hit multiplicity had to be at least 5 hits in each projection for 3-1 and4-1 events.� Barrel gamma veto counters were required to have an energy deposit less than 500MeV, unless they were correlated to a barrel pipe scintillator hit (�30o in azimuth anglefrom a barrel PS).� No barrel pixels with polar angle greater than 90� were allowed.� No barrel pixels in 4-0 events were allowed.� Minimum number of silicon samplings. At least two silicon samplings were re-quired, which corresponded either to two tracks with a single sampling each, or onetrack with a double sampling.� Minimum number of associated Cherenkovs. At least two associated Cherenkovcounters were required. As explained in section 4.2.2, association of a Cherenkov de-pended only on whether the track intersects the active area of the counter, not whetherlight is produced or not.� Suppression of barrel inserts. Due to problems with the reconstruction of the tracksin the region of barrel insert straws, these events were suppressed.4.2.4 Kinematical reconstruction of eventsMomentum reconstructionAfter the reconstruction of the directions of the four particles in the �nal state, the momentawere calculated using energy and momentum conservation.pbeam;x = 0 = p1;x + p2;x + p3;x + p4;x; (4.29)pbeam;y = 0 = p1;y + p2;y + p3;y + p4;y; (4.30)pbeam;z = pbeam = p1;y + p2;y + p3;y + p4;y; (4.31)Ebeam +Etarget = 4Xj=1Ej; (4.32)wherepbeam; Ebeam = momentum and energy of the incident antiproton.pbeam;i(i = x; y; z)= component of the antiproton momentum in the x; y or z direction.pj; Ej (j = 1; 2; 3; 4) = the momentum and energy of each of the four outgoing particles.pj;i (i = x; y; z) = component of the jth particle's momentum in the x; y or z direction.mj = the mass of the jth particle.This can also be written p1c1x + p2c2x + p3c3x + p4c4x = 0; (4.33)p1c1y + p2c2y + p3c3y + p4c4y = 0; (4.34)p1c1z + p2c2z + p3c3z + p4c4z = pbeam; (4.35)qp2beam +m2p +mp = 4Xj=1qm2j + p2j ; (4.36)



120 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�where mp is the (anti)proton mass andcjx = sin �j cos�j; (4.37)cjy = sin �j sin �j; (4.38)cjz = cos �j : (4.39)�j and �j are the reconstructed polar and azimuthal angles of the jth outgoing particle.If the masses of the particles are known quantities, this gives four equations and four un-knowns. Since the type of reaction was not known a priori, di�erent hypotheses were triedfor the �nal state, for example 4K or pp�+��, and the system of equations solved for eachof those. (For the latter hypotheses, there are 6 di�erent ways the masses can be assigned totracks.)To solve the equations, three of the momenta can be expressed by the fourth one:0B@ p1p2p3 1CA =M�10B@ �c4xp4�c4yp4pbeam � c4zp4 1CA : (4.40)M = 0B@ c1x c2x c3xc1y c2y c3yc1z c2z c3z 1CA : (4.41)The momentum for each particle can then be expressed as a linear function of one of them,for example p4. pj = ajp4 + bj; (4.42)with the constants aj and bj determined from the angles � and � of the track, and theincident antiproton momentum. When this is inserted into equation 4.36 describing energyconservation, Ex(p4) = 4Xj=1qm2j + (ajp4 + bj)2 �qp2beam +m2p +mp� = 0; (4.43)one equation with one unknown is obtained. The second derivative of Ex with respect to p4is always positive, d2Exdp24 = ntrackXj=1 a2j m2j[(ajp4 + bj)2 +m2j ]3=2 ; (4.44)therefore equation 4.43 has maximum two solutions. Figure 4.6 shows examples of the func-tional dependence of Ex on p4. An iterative method was applied to �nd the minimum of Ex.It is possible to get 0,1 or 2 physical solutions to equation 4.43 (Ex = 0). The minimum valueof Ex was called �E (�gure 4.6), and could be either positive or negative. If it was negative,there were two algebraic solutions for the four particle momenta, corresponding to Ex = 0.If �E was positive there was no algebraic solution, but the solution corresponding to theminimum of Ex was selected. If one or more of the reconstructed momenta were negative fora solution, this solution was rejected. If there were two solutions, the best one was selectedon the basis of agreement with the response of the silicon and Cherenkov detectors.The resolution of the reconstructed momentum as a function of beam momentum, determinedfrom Monte Carlo events, is shown in �gure 4.7.
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thesis:deltae.eps
Figure 4.6: Examples of the functional dependence between Ex and the fourth particle's mo-mentum, p4, for 0, 1 or 2 solutions, and de�nition of �E (from [?]).



122 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�The �� kinematical �tThe �� �t [?] selected pp ! �� ! K+K�K+K� events on kinematical grounds. The �tused six constraint equations: energy and momentum conservation, and the conditions thatthe two K+K� pair invariant masses were equal to the � mass. The measured variables inthis �t were the three direction cosines for each outgoing particle and the � meson masses,while the unknown variables were the momenta.The quantity that was minimized in the �t wasX2 = (y � �)V �1(y)(y� �) + 2�f(�; �) + 2�g(�) + 2�d(�); (4.45)where�; � are measured and unknown variables respectively,f; g; d constraint equations,�; � ; � are Lagrangian multipliers,and V is the covariance matrix for the measured quantities.The output from the �t was an X2min, which was converted to a probability that the eventwas of the type pp! ��! K+K�K+K�, assuming that X2min followed a a �2 distribution.The �t also gave new �tted directions and momenta. An improved resolution on directionsand momenta (�gure 4.7) was seen in Monte Carlo �� events after the �t.The �t probability for Monte Carlo ��, 4K and �KK events, as well as for real data at 1.5GeV/c, is shown in �gure 4.8. Table 4.5 shows the fractions of Monte Carlo and real eventswith a �t probability higher than 5% (these were de�ned as �� �t events in our analysis).The �� kinematical �t was used to select events with a high probability of being of the typepp! ��! K+K�K+K�. This way we obtained a sample of events with a high fraction of4K compared to the original 4-prong sample. The �� �t was used as a tool to study and setthe various cuts used in the 4K event selection.The sample obtained from this �t contained an unknown amount of background. Thereforethe �� �t was not used in determining the number of �� events for cross section calculations.Event type 4-prong events (%) Sel. events (%)��, MC 59.0 79.5�KK, MC 13.3 20.54K, MC 8.1 11.3pp�+��, MC 0.5 3.4Real data 1.4 42.0Table 4.5: Fraction of Monte Carlo and real events, with �t probability higher than 5%, beforeand after 4K selection cuts. beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c (1.6 GeV/c for pp�+��).
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work:dpp.eps
Figure 4.7: �(p)=p versus track momentum for �� Monte Carlo events, circles are withkinematical �t, solid dots without.
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thesis:phiphi�t.eps
Figure 4.8: Fit probability from the �� �t to Monte Carlo events and real data, after kine-matical and PID cuts. Logarithmic scale. The hatched part of the histograms shows eventspassing the �� �t.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 1254.3 Extraction of the 4K events4.3.1 General guidelines for 4K event selectionThe cuts used to extract 4K events from the 4-prong events were required to have a notice-able e�ect in terms of rejecting background events and selecting 4K events.The Monte Carlo distributions for 4K, ��, and �KK events were used to set the cut values.Additional con�rmation was obtained by studying the �� �t events, the subclass of the realdata with a �� �t probability higher than 5%.The cuts were justi�ed by the distribution of the �E variable (section 4.2.4) before and aftereach cut. The signal events populate a narrow peak around �E = 0, as seen in Monte Carlo4K, ��, and �KK events (�gure 4.11). A good cut should remove more events from theunphysical tail at �E > 0, than from the peak around 0.The reaction pp! pp�+�� received special attention. Since this reaction has an event signa-ture similar to 4K, the standard 4K extraction was not su�cient to remove this background.All events were therefore kinematically reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hypotheses, andkinematical and particle identi�cation cuts applied, in order to be able to identify and rejectpp�+�� events.4.3.2 Kinematical cuts�E cutThe �E distribution for all 4-prong events, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis,at a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c, is shown in �gure 4.9. This can be compared with thedistributions of �E for ��, 4K, and �KK Monte Carlo events in �gure 4.11, and with thedistribution of real 4-prong events that passed the �� kinematical �t in �gure 4.10. The �Edistribution for pp�+�� events, reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hypothesis, is shownin �gure 4.12. When the correct kinematical hypothesis is chosen, the events populate anarrow peak around �E = 0. As seen in �gure 4.9, the background accumulates mainly onthe positive (unphysical) side of the peak, which justi�es a cut �E � �Emax. A limit of�Emax = 20 MeV for the 4K channels and 40 MeV for pp�+�� was chosen.The �E distribution for pp�+�� Monte Carlo, reconstructed as 4K, is shown in �gure 4.13.The majority of these events are on the negative (physical) side of the signal peak and wouldnot be removed by the �E < 20 MeV cut on 4K channels. Therefore this reaction neededthe special treatment mentioned above.
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Figure 4.9: �E for all 4-prong events, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, at 1.5GeV/c beam momentum.

Figure 4.10: � E for events that passed the �� kinematical �t at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum(reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis but no 4K selection cuts). The vertical lineindicates the �E cut for the 4K analysis.
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Figure 4.11: �E for Monte Carlo ��, �KK and 4K events, reconstructed with the 4K masshypothesis, at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum, before(left) and after (right) 4K selection cutswith the �E cut suppressed. The vertical lines indicate where the �E cut for the 4K analysiscuts the spectrum. The histograms to the left contain all the events in the 4-prong Ntuple, andmay contain several renditions for an event, in the �nal sample to the right the best renditionfor each event is selected from kinematics and PID cuts.
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Figure 4.12: �E for Monte Carlo pp�+�� events, reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hy-pothesis at 1.6 GeV/c beam momentum, before(left) and after (right) pp�+�� selection cuts(with the �E cut suppressed). The vertical lines indicate where the �E cut for the pp�+��analysis cuts the spectrum. The histograms to the left contain all the events in the 4-prongNtuple, and may contain several renditions for an event, for each rendition the mass hypoth-esis with lowest �E is selected. In the �nal sample to the right, the best rendition and masshypothesis for each event is selected from kinematics and PID cuts.
Figure 4.13: �E for Monte Carlo pp�+�� events at 1.6 GeV/c beam momentum (4K triggercuts, and reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, no 4K selection cuts). The vertical lineindicates where the �E cut for the 4K analysis cuts the spectrum.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 129Minimum momentum cutA particle with a low momentum had a high probability of being stopped in the detectorbefore reaching the Cherenkov, due to energy loss. If the reconstructed momentum was toolow, the mass hypothesis was most likely false, and hence should be rejected. The distributionof the reconstructed momentum for all 4-prong events can be seen in �gure 4.14.The energy loss of kaons in the detector was studied in Monte Carlo events. From this acut pmin of 200 MeV/c in the forward and 150 MeV/c in the barrel was derived. This iscon�rmed by the momentum distributions for Monte Carlo events shown in �gures 4.15 and4.17, and for �� �t events (�gure 4.16).The minimum momentum cut was e�cient in reducing background, also pp�+��, but removedlittle of the 4K and �� signal.

Figure 4.14: Momentum distribution for all 4-prong events, reconstructed with the 4K masshypothesis, at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum. The histogram contains the reconstructed mo-menta for one or two solutions per rendition. The vertical line indicates the minimum mo-mentum cut for forward tracks.
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Figure 4.15: Momentum distribution for Monte Carlo ��,4K, and �KK events, reconstructedwith the 4K mass hypothesis, at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum, (no 4K selection cuts). Gen-erated momenta (at the vertex) to the left, reconstructed to the right. The histograms to theright contain the reconstructed momenta for one or two solutions per rendition. The verticallines indicate the minimum momentum cut for forward tracks.
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Figure 4.16: Momentum distribution for 4-prong events with �� �t probability greater than5%, and reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum (no 4Kselection cuts). The histogram contains the reconstructed momenta for one or two solutionsper rendition. The vertical line indicates the minimum momentum cut for forward tracks.
Figure 4.17: Momentum distribution for Monte Carlo pp�+�� events, reconstructed with the4K mass hypothesis (no 4K selection cuts). Generated momenta to the left, reconstructed tothe right. The vertical lines indicate the minimum momentum cut for forward tracks in the4K analysis.



132 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�4.3.3 Particle identi�cation cutsMaterial correctionsThe particle identi�cation in JETSET used silicon dE/dx detectors and Cherenkov coun-ters to measure the velocity, �. This � value was compared with the one calculated fromthe kinematical reconstruction to determine whether the event should be kept or rejected.However, the reconstructed � was the one at the origin, while the � value measured by thePID detectors was lower, due to ionization energy loss when the particle passed throughthe various detector components. To correct for this, the energy loss for a particle with thereconstructed � coming from the origin was calculated. The energy loss depended only onthe angle and the velocity of the particle. To �nd the angular dependence a broad spectrumof charged kaons from the origin into all directions of the detector was generated with theGEANT Monte Carlo program, and the �nal momentum when they passed through the frontsurface of the Cherenkov counters was checked [?].Silicon compatibility cutsThe silicon dE/dx detectors (section 3.2) were used in the particle identi�cation by measuringthe energy loss in the detectors when a particle passed though them, and comparing this tothe expected energy loss, calculated from the solutions to the kinematical reconstruction. Asdescribed in section 3.2, the energy loss was proportional to 1�2 , and a calibration curve ofthe form " = a+ b=�2 (4.46)was used.The expected energy loss from this calibration curve versus 1=�2 from the kinematical re-construction is shown in �gure 4.18 for both Monte Carlo and real data. In the same �gurethe measured energy loss in the silicon counters versus 1=�2 from the kinematical reconstruc-tion is shown. The real data show an excess of low energy loss measurements with low �,compared to the Monte Carlo data. A cut at dE/dxmeas < (6=�2), corresponding to the lineshown in �gure 4.18, was applied. All solutions with a dE/dx measurement falling below thisline were rejected. The e�ect of this cut on the data and Monte Carlo is shown in �gure4.19. Real data events were more likely than Monte Carlo events to have a low energy losscompared to what was expected from kinematics. The rejected measurements lie mostly onthe low side of the spectrum. The events that were rejected by this cut were most likely tobe from multi-pion background reactions; the relativistic particles from these events wouldhave the minimum value of the energy loss according to the Bethe-Block formula, that is, thecut rejected events with minimum ionizing particles, and it was therefore called the m.i.p.cut. No cut was made on the maximum value of the energy loss. Because of the Landautail (�gure 3.19) some measurements will give a much higher value than predicted from theBethe-Bloch formula (or the calibration curves).
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Figure 4.18: Energy loss in silicon (arbitrary units) vs. 1=�2 for real data and Monte Carlo�� at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, showing theexpected (left) and measured (right) energy loss. Measurements below the m.i.p. cut (the solidline) caused the kinematical hypothesis to be rejected.
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Figure 4.19: Energy loss in silicon(arbitrary units) for real data (top) and Monte Carlo�� events (bottom), at a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. The expected energy loss from thekinematical solutions and the measurements rejected by the m.i.p. cut are shown.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 135The second silicon cut was a cut on the silicon con�dence level, computed from the followingsum of squares: X2 = nXi=1(("meas:;i � "calc:;i)2�2i ); (4.47)where n is the number of tracks with a silicon measurement, "meas:;i the measured energyloss, either from a single sampling or the truncated mean, �i is the r.m.s. measurement erroron "meas:;i, and "calc:;i, is the expected silicon response from equation 4.46. This X2 follows achi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom, and was converted into a con�dence level,which is the integral of the tail of the �2 distribution beyond the calculated value [?, ?]:�s = Z 1X2 f(tjn) dt = Z 1X2 12�(n2 ) � t2 n2 �1 � e�t=2 dt: (4.48)�s is interpreted as the degree of compatibility between the measurement and hypotheticalsolution. The distribution of the con�dence level �s is shown in �gure 4.20 for Monte Carloand real data. Events were rejected if the con�dence level was lower than 5%.
Figure 4.20: Silicon con�dence level for real data and Monte Carlo �� events, reconstructedwith the 4K mass hypothesis, at a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. Note logarithmic scale.The white part of the histograms show the events rejected by the silicon probability cut. Thehistograms contain the solutions retained after the minimum momentum cut



136 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�Cherenkov compatibility cutThe Cherenkov counters (section 3.2) were used in the particle identi�cation in a similarway to the silicon counters, that is by comparing the response, measured in number ofphotoelectrons, from the detectors when a particle passed though them, to the expectednumber of photoelectrons, calculated from the solutions to the kinematical reconstruction.The measured number of photoelectrons, Nmeas:, was calculated from the ADC output byequation 4.28.The expected number of photoelectrons was a product of three factors [?]Nexp:;i = g(�)f(�)(normalization factor)igain : (4.49)The �rst factor represented the dependence of the number of photoelectrons on the particlevelocity �. The number of photoelectrons produced by the Cherenkov e�ect is given byequation 3.10. The function g(�) was normalized to unity for � = 1 :g(�) = 1� �2thr�21� �2thr (� > �thr:): (4.50)The second factor gave the dependence of the signal on the lab polar angle �. Test beamresults had shown that the light output resulting from the collection of Cherenkov radiationthrough radiator and walls was given by the following empirical formula:f(�) = a+ b � � + c � �2: (4.51)The constants were chosen so that f(�) was the average yield for a particle with � = 1.The third factor represented a normalization for each individual counter. The normalizationfactor gave the expected signal in terms of ADC channels for counter i, per photoelectron.This was divided by the gain to give Nexp: units of photoelectrons.To determine the overall con�dence level for the Cherenkov compatibility, a con�dence level�i was determined for each of the measured tracks. A track was regarded as measured if itcrossed the area of the Cherenkov counters, and did not necessarily have to produce a signal.There were four possibilities [?]:1. Nexp: = 0; Nmeas: = 0: The reconstructed � was below threshold, and no signal mea-sured. Expectation and measurement were in perfect agreement and a con�dence level:�i = 1:0; (4.52)was assigned.2. Nexp: = 0; Nmeas: > 0: The reconstructed � was below threshold, but a signal hadbeen measured. In this case the compatibility of the measurement with a Gaussiannoise signal centered around 0, and � approximately equal to one photoelectron, wasdetermined [?]. �i = 2 � 1�p2� � Z 1Nmeas: e�(x2=2�2) dx: (4.53)



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 1373. Nexp: > 0; Nmeas: = 0: The reconstructed � was above threshold, but no signal hadbeen measured. The compatibility of the expected signal with zero was evaluated fromthe Poisson formula, �i = e�Nexp: : (4.54)4. Nexp: > 0; Nmeas: > 0. The reconstructed � was above threshold, and a signal hadbeen measured. The compatibility of expected and measured number of photoelectronswere evaluated assuming multi-poisson statistics for Nexp [?]. The con�dence level wascalculated as the integral of the tails of the Poisson distribution from the measuredvalue, and from its reection through the mean Nexp:.The con�dence levels from the individual Cherenkov measurements were combined to give aparameter �: � = �2 ln nYi=1�i; (4.55)where n is the number of measured tracks.The parameter � follows a �2 distribution with 2n degrees of freedom [?] and was convertedto a combined con�dence level for the kinematical solution being tested:�c = Z 1� f (t j 2n) dt = Z 1� 12� �2n2 � � t2 2n2 �1 � e�t=2 dt : (4.56)The distribution of the con�dence level �c is shown in �gure 4.21 for Monte Carlo and realdata. Events were rejected if the con�dence level, thus determined, was smaller than 5%.Choice of solutionIn some cases both solutions of the kinematical reconstruction of a mass hypothesis passed allthe kinematical and PID cuts. To choose the best solution, the con�dence level from siliconand Cherenkovs were combined to an overall con�dence level, �:� = �s�c � [1� ln(�s�c)]: (4.57)The distribution of this con�dence level is shown in �gure 4.22 for Monte Carlo and realdata. No cut was made on this variable, but the solution with the highest con�dence levelwas selected for the further analysis.
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Figure 4.21: Cherenkov con�dence level for real data and Monte Carlo �� events, recon-structed with the 4K mass hypothesis, at a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. Note logarithmicscale. The white part of the histograms show the events rejected by the Cherenkov probabilitycut. The histograms contain the solutions retained after the silicon probability cut.
Figure 4.22: Combined silicon-Cherenkov con�dence level for real data and Monte Carlo ��events, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, at a beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. Thehistograms contain the solutions accepted by the silicon and Cherenkov cuts.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 139Rejection of pp�+�� eventsIf a kinematical solution for an event passed the �E cut and the PID cuts for pp�+��events, this event was rejected in the 4K analysis. This cut was particularly e�cient at highenergies, where the pp�+�� cross section is large. Figure 4.28 shows the �E after the �rststep selection, and for the rejected and accepted events after each of the PID cuts for eventsanalysed as pp�+�� at 1.9 GeV/c beam momentum.Measured energy loss versus 1=�2, and the silicon and Cherenkov con�dence level, using thereconstructed � from the pp�+�� mass hypotheses, for real data that had been accepted aspp�+�� at beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c are shown in �gures 4.23 to 4.25.
Figure 4.23: Measured silicon energy loss (arbitrary units) vs. 1=�2 for real data reconstructedwith the pp�+�� mass hypothesis and Monte Carlo pp�+�� at 1.9 GeV/c beam momentum.Measurements below the m.i.p. cut (the solid line) caused the kinematical hypothesis to berejected.4.3.4 The complete analysis chain. Final decisionThe events that were �nally accepted as 4K event candidates had gone through the followinganalysis chain: First the raw 4K triggers were processed. Events satisfying the reduction cuts(section 4.2.1) were written to a new set of tapes. These reduced tapes were then read by theDisplay program (section 4.2.2) , which did the track and vertex reconstruction. The eventswere accepted if the program could reconstruct 4 tracks coming from a common vertex, andthe track parameters were written to a geometry DST tape, together with a copy of the rawevent data. For some events, more than one set of 3 dimensional tracks were found, thesewere called renditions. Each rendition was written to the geometry DST together with itsmatch probability. The geometry DST was then read by the Exotic program (section 4.2.2),
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Figure 4.24: Silicon con�dence level for real data and Monte Carlo pp�+�� events , recon-structed with the pp�+�� mass hypothesis, at a beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c. Note logarithmicscale. The white part of the histograms shows the events rejected by the silicon probabilitycut. The histograms contain the solutions retained after the minimum momentum cut.
Figure 4.25: Cherenkov con�dence level for real data and Monte Carlo pp�+�� events ,reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hypothesis, at a beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c. Notelogarithmic scale. The white part of the histograms show the events rejected by the Cherenkovprobability cut. The histograms contain the solutions retained after the silicon probability cut.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 141which associated the tracks to hits in other detectors, and checked for problems in the eventdata structure. An HBOOK Ntuple, called the 4-prong Ntuple, which contained summaryinformation relevant for the further analysis was created. Each entry in the Ntuple corre-sponded to a rendition, with sequential renditions containing the same run and event numbercorresponding to a single event. The 4-prong Ntuple was read by the GeoBari program (sec-tion 4.2.3) which was the �nal step in the analysis to select the 4K event candidates. Thisprogram consisted of �rst step selection, kinematics and PID cuts, and a �nal decision.Each entry in the Ntuple (each rendition) had �rst to go trough the �rst step selection cuts(section 4.2.3). Then the kinematical reconstruction (section 4.2.4) was applied for 7 di�er-ent mass hypotheses, 4K and the 6 di�erent pp�+�� combinations. For each of these, thekinematical and particle identi�cation cuts were repeated.If the mass hypothesis passed the �E cut (section 4.3.2 ), all the solutions (0,1 or 2), weretested for the minimum momentum cut (section 4.3.2), and for silicon and Cherenkov com-patibility (section 4.3.3). An overall con�dence level was formed by combining the silicon andCherenkov con�dence level. If both solutions for a mass hypothesis passed the kinematicsand PID cuts, the one with the highest con�dence level was selected. If at least one of thesolutions for the 4K mass hypothesis passed the kinematics and PID cuts, the event wastagged as a 4K candidate. If at least one of the solutions for one of the 6 pp�+�� masshypotheses passed the cuts, the event was tagged as a pp�+�� candidate. There were someambiguous events that were tagged both as 4K and pp�+�� candidates. In order to suppressthe large pp�+�� background, especially at larger momenta where the pp�+�� cross sectionis much larger than the 4K cross section, these events were rejected in the 4K analysis. In afew cases, more than one rendition for an event passed all the cuts. In that case the renditionwith the highest probability from the track matching was selected. The remaining sample,which we call the 4K selected events, contained one entry per accepted event.Justi�cation of the 4K analysisTo show that the analysis described above selected mostly 4K events, and removed mostlybackground, we did the analysis without activating the �E cut (section 4.3.2). The dis-tribution of this variable for all the 4-prong events from real data and Monte Carlo eventsare shown in �gures 4.9 to 4.13 and this can be used to justify each of the analysis cuts,as described in section 4.3.1. The �E distribution for events left after each cut in the 4Kanalysis are shown in �gure 4.26. The �E distributions for all the events that passed the �rststep selection, and rejected and accepted events after the kinematics and PID cuts describedabove, are shown in �gure 4.27 for events reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, andin �gure 4.28 for events reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hypothesis.For both mass hypotheses the cuts remove events mostly from the unphysical region at�E > 0 while keeping events in the peak at �E � 0.The distributions of momentum, polar angle, and sum of polar angles for the events selectedby the 4K analysis are shown in �gures 4.29 and 4.30 together with the Monte Carlo 4Kand �� distributions. The distributions of these variables for all 4-prong events and for ���t events are shown in �gures 4.32 and 4.31.The distributions for events selected by the 4K analysis show a better agreement with MonteCarlo and �� �t events, than the raw data.
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Figure 4.26: �E distributions for real data, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis, show-ing �E for the remaining events after �rst step selection, minimum momentum cuts,andsilicon and Cherenkov cuts. Beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.27: �E distributions for real data events reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis,at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. The distributions for events accepted and rejected by each ofthe cuts on the 4-prong ntuple are shown.
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Figure 4.28: �E distributions for real data events reconstructed with the pp�+�� mass hy-pothesis, at beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c. The distributions for events accepted and rejectedby each of the cuts on 4-prong ntuple are shown Plot a)-c) may contain several pp�+�� masshypotheses for each rendition of an event. The large background is mainly from mass hy-potheses with the wrong assignments of the 4 masses. In plot d) the best mass hypothesisand rendition are selected. The events that passed all the cuts (d) were rejected in the 4Kanalysis.
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Figure 4.29: Distributions of polar angle � for 3-1 events and 4-0 events, momentum distri-bution for all tracks, and the sum of polar angles, for real events and �� Monte Carlo thatpassed the 4K event selection at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.30: Distributions of polar angle � for 3-1 events and 4-0 events, momentum distri-bution for all tracks, and the sum of polar angles, for real events and 4K Monte Carlo thatpassed the 4K event selection at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.31: Distributions of polar angle � for 3-1 events and 4-0 events, momentum distri-bution for all tracks, and the sum of polar angles, for all 4-prong events with �� �t probabilitygreater than 5% at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c. Momentum reconstruction is done with the4K mass hypothesis.
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Figure 4.32: Distributions of polar angle � for 3-1 events and 4-0 events, momentum distri-bution for all tracks, and the sum of polar angles, for all 4-prong events at beam momentum1.5 GeV/c. Momentum reconstruction is done with the 4K mass hypothesis.



4.3. EXTRACTION OF THE 4K EVENTS 1494.3.5 Background subtractionThe 4K event sample selected by the method described above contained an unknown amountof background events, where background could be either events from other channels mistakenas 4K, or 4K events that were incorrectly reconstructed.To estimate the number of background events, we made use of the �E distribution. When thecut on �E was not applied, the selected sample contained a tail extending into the unphysicalregion (�E > 0), that is not seen in the Monte Carlo (�gure 4.33). The cut on �E suppressedbackground events in this unphysical region. To estimate how much background was left inthe sample after this cut was applied, the �E cut was suspended and the full �E distribution�tted to signal plus background (�gure 4.33). This way the background was extrapolatedfrom the unphysical into the physical region.The expected shape of the signal was obtained from Monte Carlo �� and 4K data (�gure4.11). The real data were �tted to a sum of the central peak, where only the height wasallowed to vary compared to the Monte Carlo data, plus a background parameterized as [?](E � E0)� � e��E�E2 : (4.58)�; �, and  are free parameters.The number of background events was calculated as the integral of the background curvefrom �1 to �Emax, the value of the �E cut. Note that this method only gives an estimateof the number of background events in the sample and does not give any information aboutindividual events.

Figure 4.33: Fit of the �E distribution of the selected 4K sample to a signal peak plusbackground.



150 CHAPTER 4. SELECTION OF THE REACTION PP ! 4K�4.3.6 StatisticsTables 4.6 to 4.9 show the analysis statistics for real data and Monte Carlo data, analysedwith the 4K analysis chain, at three di�erent beam momenta. Statistics for real data andMonte Carlo analysed with the pp�+�� analysis chain are shown in table 4.10. The stepsfrom triggers to DST show number of events after each step, but from the geometrical recon-struction (events written to the 4-prong ntuple), and �rst step selection, the total numberof renditions passing the cuts are shown. The results from the kinematics show number ofrenditions with the 4K mass hypotheses passing the �E cut, followed by the total numberof 4K solutions for these renditions after the pmin cut, and the three particle identi�cationcuts. The numbers under the heading �nal decision show number of renditions passing the4K cuts, number of renditions left after the pp�+�� event candidates are rejected, and eventsleft after rendition selection.In the last row the estimated background, calculated with the method explained in section4.3.5, is given.For each of the reactions ��, �KK, and 4K, 100 000 Monte Carlo events were generated.Trigger and reduction cuts were imposed on the Monte Carlo events after tracking.Reduction I cuts are those described in section 4.2.1. Reduction II cuts are the �rst 6 cutsin the �rst step event selection, described in section 4.2.3. The statistics for �� �t events areshown in table 4.7. A larger fraction of these events is selected by the analysis.In chapter 6, number of events after PID for all beam momenta for the 1991 to 1993 JETSETruns, as well as the estimated number of background events, are reported.4.4 AcceptanceThe acceptance for the experiment for the reaction i is de�ned asAi = Number of accepted events, reaction,iTotal number of events produced, reaction, i: (4.59)To calculate the cross section, it was necessary to determine this number. This was done bysimulating the detector, and all the physics processes occurring inside it, with a Monte Carloprogram [?, ?] based on the GEANT package [?].�� , �KK, and 4K events were generated isotropically in phase space. The Monte Carloprogram then tracked the particles through the detector. The geometry and material struc-ture of the detector, as well as the e�ciency and resolution of each detector, was described inthe program. The GEANT package then applied the e�ects of physics processes like decay,multiple scattering, hadronic interactions, and energy loss to the tracks. Hits in the detectorswere recorded, and the events were written to raw event �les similar to the real data events.These �les were then analysed with the program used to extract 4K events, that has beendescribed in this chapter. This program also simulated the online trigger conditions.
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Reaction type Real data �� MC 4K MC �KK MC4K triggers processed 1853184Monte Carlo events generated 100000 100000 100000Events after reduction 855 946 " " "Reconstructed (written to DST) 71 627 15 555 10 659 10 189Events with OK format 71626 " " "Written to 4-prong ntuple 71044 15926 10517 10099SelectionRenditions after bad.run suppr. 62765 15926 10517 10099Renditions after trigger check 62765 6633 4124 3847Renditions after red.I 62765 6018 3721 3493Renditions after red.II 13390 4944 3012 2802Renditions after min. silic. 11594 4801 2932 2727Renditions after min Cher. 11391 4781 2921 2715Renditions after barrel ins. 10406 4543 2742 2583Renditions after pipe scint.ass. 10342 4540 2739 2581Kinematics4K mass hyp. after �E cut 2482 3906 2348 22404K solutions after min.mom. cut 2599 5927 3460 3165Particle identi�cation4K solutions after sil. m.i.p. cut 1166 4241 2389 21314K solutions after sil. prob. 926 3469 1950 17164K solutions after Cher. prob. 581 2813 1609 1398Final decision4K mass hyp. after all PID cuts 481 2317 1303 1187Renditions after amb. channel rejection 469 2263 1290 1174Events after rendition selection. 393 1957 1087 1002Non-4K background 39 � 24 � 44 - - "Table 4.6: Number of real data events and Monte Carlo events passing trigger and 4K analysiscuts, at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c.
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Reaction type Real data �� MC 4K MC �KK MCWritten to 4-prong ntuple 972 9393 851 1348SelectionRenditions after bad.run suppr. 862 9393 851 1348Renditions after trigger check 862 4051 363 557Renditions after red.I 862 3731 334 523Renditions after red.II 443 3101 280 447Renditions after min. silic. 429 3048 275 440Renditions after min Cher. 424 3038 275 437Renditions after barrel ins. 403 2890 270 422Renditions after pipe scint.ass. 403 2890 270 422Kinematics4K mass hyp. after �E cut 402 2866 270 4194K solutions after min.mom. cut 624 4566 451 659Particle identi�cation4K solutions after sil. m.i.p. cut 435 3359 298 4584K solutions after sil. prob. 355 2765 233 3824K solutions after Cher. prob. 259 2243 204 299Final decision4K mass hyp. after all PID cuts 208 1833 156 247Renditions after amb. channel rejection 200 1789 153 243Events after rendition selection. 165 1556 123 205Table 4.7: Number of real data events and Monte Carlo events with �� �t probability higherthan 5 % passing trigger and 4K analysis cuts, at beam momentum 1.5 GeV/c.



4.4. ACCEPTANCE 153
Reaction type Real data �� MC 4K MC �KK MC4K triggers processed 1709731Monte Carlo events generated 100000 100000 100000Events after reduction 725019 " " "Reconstructed (written to DST) 45519 8653 8739 7804Events with OK format 43274 " " "Written to 4-prong ntuple 40468 7627 7913 7110SelectionRenditions after bad.run suppr. 40033 7627 7913 7110Renditions after trigger check 40033 2836 2919 2549Renditions after red.I 40033 2581 2658 2298Renditions after red.II 7608 1848 1886 1597Renditions after min. silic. 5819 1743 1764 1490Renditions after min Cher. 5705 1732 1750 1479Renditions after barrel ins. 5136 1625 1627 1384Renditions after pipe scint.ass. 5106 1622 1623 1381Kinematics4K mass hyp. after �E cut 867 1444 1360 11744K solutions after min.mom. cut 748 1884 1672 1465Particle identi�cation4K solutions after sil. m.i.p. cut 186 1146 999 8694K solutions after sil. prob. 136 857 752 6314K solutions after Cher. prob. 77 691 607 545Final decision4K mass hyp. after all PID cuts 66 592 536 483Renditions after amb. channel rejection 66 592 536 483Events after rendition selection. 51 515 459 420Non-4K background 5 � 7 � 8 - - -Table 4.8: Number of real data events and Monte Carlo events passing trigger and 4K analysiscuts, at beam momentum 1.2 GeV/c.
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Reaction type Real data �� MC 4K MC �KK MC4K triggers processed 5426141Monte Carlo events generated 100000 100000 100000Events after reduction 2694052 " " "Reconstructed (written to DST) 369035 20153 12022 12261Events with OK format 368118 " " "Written to 4-prong ntuple 376464 22563 12621 12710SelectionRenditions after bad.run suppr. 195812 22563 12621 12710Renditions after trigger check 195812 12463 6497 6535Renditions after red.I 195812 11420 5968 6053Renditions after red.II 63216 10127 5154 5236Renditions after min. silic. 57593 9886 5017 5093Renditions after min Cher. 55684 9826 4994 5069Renditions after barrel ins. 52461 9363 4742 4825Renditions after pipe scint.ass. 52263 9359 4738 4823Kinematics4K mass hyp. after �E cut 22538 8092 4102 41204K solutions after min.mom. cut 15547 13208 6351 6199Particle identi�cation4K solutions after sil. m.i.p. cut 6561 10531 4862 46724K solutions after sil. prob. 4590 8895 4054 38684K solutions after Cher. prob. 1861 5761 2857 2800Final decision4K mass hyp. after all PID cuts 1668 4704 2358 2364Renditions after amb. channel rejection 1109 4286 2226 2267Events after rendition selection. 964 3532 1917 1904Non-4K background 334 � 33 � 263 - - -Table 4.9: Number of real data events and Monte Carlo events passing trigger and 4K analysiscuts, at beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c.



4.4. ACCEPTANCE 155
Reaction type Real data pp�+�� MC4K triggers processed 2694052Monte Carlo events generated) 400000Events after reduction 2694052 "Reconstructed (written to DST) 369035 10252Events with OK format 368118 "Written to 4-prong ntuple 376464 9979SelectionRenditions after bad.run suppr. 195 812 9979Renditions after trigger check 195 812 5408Renditions after red.I 195 812 4973Renditions after red.II 63216 4497Renditions after min. silic. 57593 4450Renditions after min Cher. 56845 4427Renditions after barrel ins. 52461 4200Renditions after pipe scint.ass. 52263 4198Kinematics4K mass hyp. after �E cut 28042 54024K solutions after min.mom. cut 27319 5303Particle identi�cation4K solutions after sil. m.i.p. cut 18705 37874K solutions after sil. prob. 14066 31654K solutions after Cher. prob. 9052 2264Final decision4K mass hyp. after all PID cuts 8814 2211Renditions after amb. channel rejection 7356 1868Events after rendition selection. 7356 1868Non-pp�+�� background 207 � 78 � 500 -Table 4.10: Number of real data events and Monte Carlo events passing trigger and pp�+��analysis cuts, at beam momentum 1.9 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.34: The geometrical acceptance, and the e�ciency of trigger, barrel gamma veto,and PID cuts (from [?]).For each beam momentum setting at each of the run periods 100 000 events for each of thechannels ��, �KK, and 4K were generated. Any changes in the detector, like dead channels,noise, and di�erent discriminator thresholds were inserted into the program [?]. The resultingvalues for the acceptance are reported in chapter 7.Factors entering the acceptance were (�gure 4.34):� Geometrical acceptance. This is the e�ciency of the program to �nd 4 tracks com-ing from the vertex. The 4K events could be lost at this stage because the direction oftracks was outside the angular acceptance of the tracker, or because the track �ndingand matching algorithm could not manage to reconstruct the tracks. To determine thecorrect tracking e�ciency, straw e�ciencies, resolutions, and noise rates were simulatedin the Monte Carlo program [?]. Other factors that contributed to loss of e�ciency werephysical processes like multiple scattering, energy loss, and decays.



4.4. ACCEPTANCE 157� The e�ciency of the online trigger. The trigger cuts are described in section 3.3.In particular, the trigger e�ciency was sensitive to the the response of the Cherenkovcounter. The Cherenkov trigger accepted events with a maximum multiplicity of hits(section 3.3) above discriminator threshold. To correctly estimate the trigger e�ciency,which was dependent on the precise setting of the electronic threshold, the Monte CarloADC values were multiplied by a normalization factor dependent on the counter andrun period [?].The Cherenkov e�ciency determined from Monte Carlo was also dependent on the typeof hadronic interaction generator used in the simulation program. The physics of slowhadrons is complicated to simulate, and the GEANT program has two di�erent pro-grams to generate the hadronic interactions, FLUKA [?], and GHEISHA [?]. Use ofthe two di�erent programs gave a di�erence of almost a factor 2 in trigger e�ciency.Comparisons of the momentum distributions of kaons with and without a hit in theCherenkov in Monte Carlo and real data, showed that GHEISHA gave the best agree-ment to real data [?]. Also, minimum bias data were collected in May 93, at beammomentum 1.415 GeV/c and 1.8 GeV/c, without the Cherenkov conditions. The crosssections calculated from these data are in agreement with the rest of the data withinthe statistical error.� The reduction and �rst step selection cuts. These cuts operated on the patternof pipe scintillator hits, and multiplicity, of various detectors. Most of these cuts gaveno loss of �nal signal, and therefore could not a�ect the acceptance. An exception isthe barrel gamma veto cut. The e�ect of this cut is shown in �gure 4.34.� E�ciency of the kinematics and PID cuts. The e�ciency of these cuts dependedon the resolution, e�ciency, and noise of the Cherenkov and silicon dE/dx detectors.In addition the tracking resolution was important, since the momenta and velocitiesused in the cuts were calculated from the directions. To obtain the correct resolution inthe Monte Carlo the straw hits were smeared out according to a Gaussian distributionwith the width corresponding to the straw resolution.To check that the e�ciency of the kinematics and PID cuts was correctly determinedin the Monte Carlo, the e�ciency of the PID can also estimated from the �� �t events.From tables 4.6 and 4.7 we get number of 4-prong events after trigger and reductioncuts, and number of �nal events for MC �� events, and real �� �t events. An e�ciencyof 0:41 � 0:03 is obtained, which is in agreement with the value of 0:43 � 0:007 fromMC data.The acceptance was not uniform in the polar angle in the centre of mass system of theoutgoing � mesons. Figure 4.35 shows the distribution of cos�cm, the polar angle of the �mesons in the CM frame, together with the corresponding curve for phase space Monte Carlo�� events, for collected data at a beam momentum between 1.4 -1.45 GeV/c. The acceptancedecreases with increasing cos�cm and is zero for cos�cm > 0:8. This is due to the limitedforward acceptance of the detector.
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Figure 4.35: Polar angle, �, of the � meson in the c.m. frame, beam momentum 1.4 -1.45GeV/c.Monte Carlo simulation of background channelsA Monte Carlo simulation was done of possible background events to the 4K signal. Gener-ated events of each reaction were tracked though the detector by the GEANT Monte Carloprogram, the events were then written to tape, and went through the same analysis chainas the rest of the data. Figure 4.36 shows the cross section of each of these channels timesgeometrical acceptance, trigger acceptance, kinematical acceptance, and the full acceptanceat 1.4 GeV/c.The estimated background of 20% from non-4K events agrees with the background estimatefrom the �E �t.
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Figure 4.36: Cross section times acceptance for the �� channel and background channels at1.4 GeV/c. From [?].



Chapter 5Extraction of �� eventsThe 4K event sample selected by the analysis chain described in the previous chapter containsa mixture of the following types of events :� pp! 4K (nonresonant)� pp! �KK ! 4K� pp! ��! 4K� Background reactions, for examplepp! pp�+��, pp! 4���0, pp! 2K�2���0,and other reactions involving pions.1In this chapter, the method for extracting the number of pp ! �� events in the 4K eventsample, which is required to calculate the pp! �� cross section, is examined.Optimally, we would also like to estimate how many of the remaining events are pp ! 4K(nonresonant) and how many are pp! �KK ! 4K in order to calculate these cross sectionsas well.Invariant mass distributionsThe events we are studying have a �nal state consisting of 4 particles, which we assumeare K+K�K+K�,2 with the charge assignments unknown. The kaons can be combined intopairs, and the invariant mass for each pair calculated, in three di�erent ways for each event.M(K2; K3)$M(K1; K4); M(K1; K3)$M(K2; K4); M(K1; K2)$M(K3; K4): (5.1)1The cross sections of the relevant background reactions are given in �gure 3.4. A large part of thebackground events, except those with the pp�+�� �nal state are removed by the trigger cuts (section 3.3).The amount of background left in the sample after all 4K selection cuts is considered in section 4.4.2Kaon masses are assumed when doing the kinematical reconstruction and when calculating invariantmasses 160
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Figure 5.1: Goldhaber plot and invariant mass in the � band for Monte Carlo ��, 4K and�KK events at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum (after 4K selection cuts). The horizontal andvertical lines indicate the � bands. The one-dimensional histograms to the right show theprojection of the Goldhaber plot containing only the entries within the two bands. The ��and �KK histograms have been �tted to a Breit Wigner resonant peak plus a background.The 4K histogram has been �tted to only a background shape.



162 CHAPTER 5. EXTRACTION OF �� EVENTSA two-dimensional scatter plot with the invariant mass of the two kaon pairs in each combina-tion plotted against each other is called a Goldhaber plot. The plot contains three entriesfor each event, since the charges of the particles are unknown all three possible combinationsmust be taken into account. If the event is a pp ! �� ! 4K event then one of the K+K�combinations will have both invariant masses equal to the � mass, which will contribute toa peak in the Goldhaber plot at M1 = M2 = m� = 1:019 GeV/c2. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 showGoldhaber plots for ��, 4K, �KK, and pp�+�� Monte Carlo events.Similar plots were shown in chapter 2 (�gure 2.32), but in these plots the generated momentawere used to calculate the invariant masses, the di�erence between �gure 5.1 and 2.32 is dueto the limited acceptance and reconstruction resolution of the JETSET apparatus which hasbeen simulated by the JETSET GEANT Monte Carlo program, used when generating �gure5.1.The wrong combinations of kaons for �� events show up in the Goldhaber plots as an accumu-lation near the diagonal edge of phase space. The one-dimensional plots shown are projectionsof the Goldhaber plot selecting those entries where the other entry has a mass equal to the� mass �0:02 GeV/c2. This way much of the combinatorial background is removed from�� events. The nonresonant 4K events will be produced uniformly in phase space, giving auniform distribution of the Goldhaber plot. The mass distribution from the nonresonant 4KMonte Carlo events that have gone through the GEANT program is approximately uniform,showing that the non-uniform acceptance of the experiment does not give rise to structuresin the mass plot.The Goldhaber plots and their projections in the � band for all 4-prong events in the realdata events and for the selected events are shown in �gures 5.3 and 5.4. A clear �� peak isseen in the selected events.
Figure 5.2: Goldhaber plot and invariant mass in the � band for Monte Carlo pp�+�� eventsat 1.6 GeV/c beam momentum, reconstructed with the 4K mass hypothesis (no 4K selectioncuts).



163Separation of ��, �KK and 4K eventsTo estimate the relative admixture of ��, �KK, and 4K events, the Goldhaber plots for the1.5 GeV/c selected data sample (�gure 5.4) are compared to the expected distributions fromMonte Carlo events (�gure 5.1). The �� peak can clearly be seen in the data as a clusteringof events at M1 = M2 = m�. There is no obvious sign of the two bands at M1 = m� andM2 = m� which are characteristic for the �KK events.The presence of �KK in the data can be looked for in the invariant mass distributionsoutside the � band, that is, the projection of the Goldhaber plot when the other entry hasa mass di�erent from the � mass. Figure 5.5 shows this distribution for real data and MonteCarlo. The � peak seen in the �KK Monte Carlo events is not obvious in the real data at1.5 GeV/c. However, at beam momenta 1.7 Gev/c and higher the �KK peak is clearly seenin the data (�gures 7.16 to 7.18). It is therefore necessary to take this channel into account.Several di�erent methods were tested on the real data and Monte Carlo data to estimate thenumber of �� and if possible �KK and 4K in the sample.� To �nd the number of �� event, we can make a cut in the Goldhaber plot, acceptingevents where both entries fall within a square with sides 2�M (�M = 0:02 GeV/c2)with a centre at the � mass (m� = 1:019 GeV/c2).(M1 �m�) < �M \ (M2 �m�) < �M) (5.2)A certain fraction of �KK, 4K and background events will be accepted by this cut,since the cross sections for 4K and �KK are not known a priori, this can not becorrected for.� Another method is to �t the one-dimensional invariant mass distributions (the projec-tion of the Goldhaber plots inside the � bands) to the following functional formf(x) = a � (x� 2mK)0:35 � (b� x)c � (1 + d � �2(x�M)2 + �2=4); (5.3)which is a sum of a Breit-Wigner resonant shape with mass M and width � plusbackground. a; b; c; d are free parameters, while mK is the kaon mass. This way thenumber of non �� background events falling under the the �� peak can be estimated.This removes most of the 4K but not the �KK background.� We can also choose to accept as pp ! �� the events that have a �� �t probabilitygreater than 5%. This method also renders the problem of an unknown amount ofnonresonant 4K, �KK, and other background accepted by the cut.� The method that was chosen is the Channel likelihood method (described below).This method uses a maximum likelihood �t to �nd the fraction of ��, �KK, andnon-resonant channels in the Goldhaber plot.The results from each of these methods are shown in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Goldhaber plot and invariant mass in the � band for all 4-track events at 1.5GeV/c beam momentum.Figure 5.4: Goldhaber plot and invariant mass in the � band for events selected with the 4Kanalysis at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum.



165Data type Real data �� MC 4K MC �KK MCTotal number of `4K' events 393 1957 1087 1002Events after mass cut 193 1630 165 276Events after background subtraction 172� 9 1683� 3 9� 59 172� 115Events with �� �t prob.> 5% 165 1556 123 205�� after channel likelihood 187� 18 1957� 70 0� 12 39� 31Table 5.1: Results from di�erent methods of estimating the number of �� events in the eventsample selected by the 4K analysis, for real data and Monte Carlo at a beam momentum 1.5GeV/c. The various methods are described in the text.

Figure 5.5: Invariant mass outside the � band for Monte Carlo and real data selected withthe 4K analysis 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum.



166 CHAPTER 5. EXTRACTION OF �� EVENTSThe channel likelihood methodThe purpose of the channel likelihood method [?, ?] was to �nd the number of ��, �KKevents, and \phase-space events", 3 in the selected 4K sample. This was done by �ttingthe invariant mass plot, the Goldhaber plot, to a sum of three functions, corresponding tothe expected distributions for the three channels. The method of maximum likelihood wasapplied.With this method, the likelihood function to be maximized isL = nYj=1( mXi=0 �iWij); (5.4)where n is the total number of events and m is the number of resonant channels = 2 (��,�KK), i = 0 corresponds to the nonresonant phase space channel. �iWij is the relativeprobability of event j having come from channel i.The three parameters to be �tted are the �i; i = 0; 2. They are the fractions of each of thechannels ��, �KK and phase space events in the sample (�i = ni=n, where ni is number ofevents, channel i) and are subject to the following constraint :mXi=0 �i = 1: (5.5)Wij is a function describing channel i. It is a function of the 6 invariant mass combinations,M12;M34;M14;M23;M13;M24, for an event, and is the product of detector acceptance andthe phase space density for the channel.Wij = Aj �RijNi ; (5.6)where Aj is the acceptance for event j, which is the same for all three 4K channels, Rij is thephase space density function, and Ni is the normalization integral Ni = R d
psA(
)Ri(
)where 
 is an element of 8-dimensional phase space.The channels �� and �KK are described by the invariant mass distributions, which followthe �� lineshape. A Breit Wigner resonant shape was found to give the best description ofthe data. R��;j = BW (M12)BW (M34) + BW (M13)BW (M24) + BW (M14)BW (M23); (5.7)R�KK;j = BW (M12) +BW (M34) +BW (M13) +BW (M24) + BW (M14) + BW (M23): (5.8)where M12 is the invariant mass of kaon 1 and 2, in event j etc.The channel 0 is uniformly distributed in phase spaceR0j = 1: (5.9)BW is a Breit-Wigner function for the � resonance , with parameters determined from ��Monte Carlo. These expressions include all the combinations in the invariant mass plot.3The events classi�ed as \phase space" were events distributed uniformly in phase space, this includednonresonant 4K and background



167Channels Input fractions Output fractions��, �KK, 4K 0.0,0.0 100.0 0.0 (1.1),5.75 (4.5),94.3 (4.6)��, �KK, 4K 16., 0.0 , 83.3 18.4 (2.0), 0.9 (5.6), 80.7 (5.6)��, �KK, 4K 33.3, 0.0,66.7 36.2 (2.2), 0.3 (4.7), 63.6 (4.5)��, �KK, 4K 50.0, 0.0, 50.0 53.7(2.1) 0.1(3.7), 46.2(3.5)��, �KK, 4K 100.0, 0.0, 0.0 100.0(3.6) 0.0(5.3), 0.0(4.2)��, �KK, 4K 0.0, 100.0, 0.0 3.9(3.1) 92.0 (8.4), 4.1(6.1)��, �KK, 4K 0.0, 33.3, 66.6.0 1.2(1.4) 32.4(5.4), 66.4(5.1)��, �KK, 4K 25.0, 25.0, 50.0 30(1.9) 17.5(4.2), 52.5(4.0)��, �KK, 4K 21.4, 7.1, 71.5 24.7(2.1) 3.4(5.1), 71.9(5.0)Table 5.2: Results from the channel likelihood �t at beam momentum 1.4 GeV/c.Variousadmixtures of Monte Carlo ��, �KK and 4K events were used.The errors from the channellikelihood �t are given in parenthesis.From [?].The maximization of L is done by maximizing the log likelihood function:nXj=1 log[���( R��N��=N0 ) + ��KK( R�KKN�KK=N0 ) + (1� ��� � ��KK)]: (5.10)The ratios N��=N0 and N�KK=N0 were estimated from GEANT Monte Carlo data.The nonresonant \phase space" fraction contained both nonresonant 4K, and non-4K back-ground events. Monte Carlo studies had shown that the non-4K background events weredistributed uniformly in the mass plot, therefore they were classi�ed together with the non-resonant 4K events as a class of events denoted simply as nonresonant, or \phase space".To �nd the number 4K nonresonant events, the estimated number of background (section4.3.5) were subtracted from the nonresonant events. The results from the channel likelihoodmethod at each beam momentum setting are reported in chapter 7.The channel likelihood method was tested on Monte Carlo generated events in a large varietyof signal to background conditions and was always found to provide the correct answer withinthe statistical errors [?]. An example of the results from these tests are shown in table 5.2The relative fractions of ��, �KK and nonresonant background calculated by the channellikelihood method for the 1.5 GeV/c, July 1991, data were 47:6� 4% ��, 22:8� 7:1% �KK,and 29:6�6:2% nonresonant background. Figure 5.6 shows invariant mass plots for the MonteCarlo data where ��,�KK and 4K nonresonant events are combined in the same ratios asfound from the channel likelihood, which is compared to the distributions for real data.A fraction � 30% of �KK in the data is compatible with the Monte Carlo, even if this signalcan not be seen clearly in the mass plots.
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Figure 5.6: Comparisons of Goldhaber plots and invariant mass in and outside the � bandfor Monte Carlo and real data at 1.5 GeV/c beam momentum. Monte Carlo ��, �KK and4K events have been combined in the same fractions as the results from the channel likelihoodfor real data.



Chapter 6LuminosityChapter 4 and 5 described how to obtain two of the factors in the cross section calculationfor ��, �KK, and 4K, that is, the number of events and the acceptance. The third factor isthe luminosity. L = N � � � �eff ; (6.1)where �eff is the e�ective jet density, N is the number of antiprotons in the LEAR ring, and� is the revolution frequency of the antiprotons.Two di�erent approaches were used to determine the luminosity:� The luminosity was determined from formula 6.1, by studying the beam attenuationwith time .� The elastic pp channel, where the cross section �ela is known, was used to calculate theintegrated luminosity from the formulaL = Nevents(�ela � e�ciency) : (6.2)Two methods were used to count the elastic events. The pixel trigger counted elasticscattering events at a polar angle around 90� in the c.m. system by the rate of coinci-dence between opposite pixels in the outer trigger scintillators. The silicon monitortrigger used small microstrip detectors placed at a lab polar angle �lab � 65� in thebarrel to detect the recoil proton from low angle elastic scattering.The silicon monitorThis method for calculating the luminosities consisted of counting number of triggers forforward elastic events, using the silicon luminosity detectors in the barrel region, combinedwith forward pixels [?]. The silicon luminosity monitor system (section 3.2) consisted of foursilicon detectors located in the barrel region at a polar angle 59 to 72 degrees, each coveringa region in � of about 5 degrees. In an elastic pp event the proton could hit one of the169



170 CHAPTER 6. LUMINOSITYthe silicon detectors while the antiproton would be detected in a forward pixel. The elastictrigger consisted of a coincidence of a silicon strip detector and a pixel (made of a right and aleft forward scintillator) in the region allowed by the kinematics of the event. The luminositywas then given by equation 6.2.The di�erential elastic cross section [?] was integrated over the active area of the strips.Monte Carlo calculations showed that 20-30 % of the elastic triggers were lost due to inter-actions of the antiprotons with the detector before reaching the forward pixels [?].The background of non-elastic scatterings was taken into account and corrected for by mea-suring coincidences between the silicon strips and non-correlated pixel clusters.The elastic pixel triggersTo measure elastic antiproton-proton scattering at a polar angle 90� in the center of mass [?],a coincidence logic was set up between the outer curved scintillators in the forward direction.This trigger required hits in two opposite pixels de�ned by the elastic kinematics. Each pixelwas de�ned by the overlap of two curved scintillators.O�ine, background events were rejected by simple multiplicity requirements, followed bytrack �nding and �tting; the tracks were required to be consistent with elastic kinematics.The trigger acceptance and the analysis e�ciency was calculated from Monte Carlo eventsgenerated by the simulation program described in section 4.4. The luminosity was thencalculated from equation 6.2.The beam attenuation methodThe number of antiprotons in the beam decayed asN = N0e���eff �t; (6.3)where N0 is number of antiprotons at t = 0, and �eff is the e�ective jet density, whichincludes the actual jet density times the overlap integral with the stored antiproton beam,given in atoms/cm2.The revolution frequency � is a function of the energy setting: � = �c=L . L is the LEARcircumference (78.54 m).The factor � consists of the strong interaction total cross section and the fraction of theRutherford scattering cross section beyond the acceptance of the machine.The strong interaction term can be parameterized as�si = 55:3 GeV/c � mbPp + 60:5 mb (6.4)by using the known pp cross sections.The LEAR machine average acceptance angle for recapture of scattered antiprotons is �0 =5.48 mrad .The integral of the Rutherford scattering above the cuto� angle is given as�Ruth(� > �0) = 4� � r2p( � 1=)2�20 ; (6.5)



171where rp is the classical proton radius= 1:5 � 10�16 cm, and  = 1p1�v2=c2 .Table 6.1 shows the value of the relevant factors as a function of the momentum.
thesis:lumitab.eps

Table 6.1: Momentum dependent factors for the luminosity determination by the beam atten-uation method (from [?].From equation 6.3 the e�ective jet density can be calculated when the number of antiprotonsis known : �eff = � ln(Ncorr=N0)�(Pp)�(Pp)tcorr : (6.6)In this calculation it is necessary to correct for the time when the jet target was turned o�,and for beam losses other than due to interactions with the target, Ncorr and tcorr are thenumber of antiprotons and the time, corrected for these e�ects.The integrated luminosity is obtained by integrating equation 6.1 [?],Z L dt = N0� [1� e����eff ���tcorr ]: (6.7)The advantage of this method is that it is independent of the JETSET apparatus, andunlike the other two methods it does not require any knowledge about the detector, triggerand reconstruction e�ciency. The disadvantage is that optimum pumping conditions in thevicinity of the target and good stability of the LEAR stochastic cooling system for longperiods of time are required.



172 CHAPTER 6. LUMINOSITYComparison between the methodsWhen the luminosities obtained by the pixel trigger and the silicon strip monitor were cor-rected for acceptance losses in the detector, the results from the two methods di�ered from1% to 30% [?]. This is more than the statistical error of about 1 %, but within the system-atical errors of approximately 15% for each method.The beam decay method gave a higher value than the other two methods. This is because thebeam decay method did not account for losses of the beam that were not due to interactionswith the JETSET target, it also required optimum vacuum conditions, and therefore onlygave an upper limit on the luminosity.A di�erence as large as 20 % in the ratio of run-to-run and period-to-period luminositiesbetween the three methods was observed.Relative luminosity determinationThe following method [?] was used to establish a relative luminosity scale between thedi�erent runs. The rate si, in a scaler i, a logical combination of signals from detectorelements at a certain time t and antiproton beam momentum p, is given by:si = �i(p)�i(p:t)�(p)N(t)�eff + oi(t); (6.8)where �i is the total cross section for all processes that satisfy the logical condition of scaleri, �i is the scaler e�ciency, � is the revolution frequency of LEAR, N(t) is the number ofantiprotons in the machine, and �eff is the e�ective jet density. The o�set oi is the rate inscaler i when the jet is turned o�.To measure the jet density and thereby the luminosity, a scaler with a negligible o�set oi ande�ciency which had a weak dependence on p and t was required. In practice this meant acoincidence scaler, which had to be insensitive to small drifts in thresholds and gains of thedetector elements it consisted o�.The quantity ci is de�ned as ci = siN(t) � 103: (6.9)At a given antiproton momentum, all of the time dependence of ci is due to �eff .The scaler that best satis�ed the above conditions was the one that counted the conditionAP(all pipes) =2. The counting rate ci for this scaler was observed to be stable over longrun periods of the JETSET experiment, implying both the constancy of �eff with time andthe stability of the product �i�i� with beam momentum and time. From equations 6.1 and6.8 the luminosity is then given as L = si� � � : (6.10)An excellent measurement of the relative luminosity between the runs, with an error at thelevel of �2%, was obtained with this method. When searching for structure in the excitationcurve the relative luminosity is more important than the absolute luminosity.To set an overall scale, the product � � � had to be provided, this was obtained from the pixeltrigger results of July 1991 [?].The resulting luminosities from this method are reported in chapter 7.



Chapter 7Cross sectionsThe formulas to calculate the cross sections for the reactions pp! �� , pp! �KK andpp! 4K� (NR)1 at a certain centre-of-mass energy are:�(pp! ��) = N��A�� �L �BR(�! K+K�)2 ; (7.1)�(pp! �KK) = N�KKA�KK � L �BR(�! K+K�) ; (7.2)�(pp! 4K(NR)) = N4KA4K �L; (7.3)whereN��, N�KK , N4K are the number of events of the type ��, �KK, or 4K(NR),A��, A�KK , A4K are the acceptances for ��, �KK, or 4K(NR) events.L is the integrated luminosity.Calculation of cross sectionThe tables on the pages 176 to 185 list the following quantities, used to calculate the crosssections, for each value of the beam momentum setting, for each run from 1991 to 1993:� Luminosity. The integrated luminosity for this period (chapter 6).� Events after PID. The total number of 4K event candidates after the 4K selection,Ntotal (chapter 4).� Background. The estimated number of background events Nbck (section 4.3.5).1NR=nonresonant 173



174 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONS� Fractions of events. The fractions of ��, �KK, and nonresonant events (���; ��KK; �0)in the total 4K sample obtained from the channel likelihood method (chapter 5).� Yields of ��, �KK, nonresonant \phase space" events, and nonresonant4K events. The yields of �� and �KK events are calculated by multiplying the�tted fractions from channel likelihood by the number of total 4K candidates, N�� =��� �Ntotal, N�KK = ��KK �Ntotal.The number of \phase space " events found by the channel likelihood method Nph:sp: =�0 �Ntot is the total sum of nonresonant 4K and background events. The number ofnonresonant 4K events, N4K;NR, is the number of nonresonant "phase space" events,with the number of background events subtracted N4K;NR = Nph:sp �Nbck.� Acceptances, calculated from Monte Carlo ��, �KK, and 4K simulated events (sec-tion 4.4).The last columns show the calculated cross sections with statistical and systematical errors.Note that the estimated cross sections represent a uniform extrapolation into the angularregions of vanishing acceptance. As shown in �gure 4.35 the acceptance is zero for cos�cm >0:8. The reported cross sections may be interpreted as the di�erential cross sections integratedover the accepted solid angle 
 and multiplied by a factor 4�=
. This corresponds to thetotal cross section if the �s are produced and decay isotropically.The total luminosity for each beam momentum from 1991 to 1993 is shown in �gure 7.1.The acceptance for ��, �KK, and 4K as a function of momentum, is shown in �gures 7.2 to7.4. The resulting cross sections and the ratio of �� to 4K total cross sections are shown in�gures 7.5 to 7.10.The estimate of the relative admixture of ��, �KK, 4K, and background is based on theinvariant mass and �E distributions. The two-dimensional invariant mass plot, and the one-dimensional projection inside and outside of the � band, as well as the �E distributions areshown for all the July 1991 data from 1.2 GeV/c to 1.9 GeV/c in �gures 7.11 to 7.18. Figures7.19 and 7.20 give a graphic representation of the estimated number of ��, �KK, 4K andbackground events for each of these data sets, in the form of pie diagrams. Note that at thehigher beam momenta, the � peak is seen also in the projection of the invariant mass plotoutside the � band. This indicates the presence of �KK in the sample (see �gure 2.33), andagrees with the results from channel likelihood which gives a large fraction of �KK at thesebeam momenta.ErrorsThe errors given for the cross sections include contributions from the following sources:� Luminosity. The systematic error on the luminosity is of the order of 15 %. This isthe error on the absolute scale. The relative point-to-point error is 2%. The statisticalerror is less than 1 % and has been neglected in the error calculations.� Events after PID. The total yield of events after PID, Ntotal, has a statistical error�Ntotal = pNtotal.



175� Background. The statistical and systematic errors from the background determina-tions by the �E �t are given.� Fractions. The statistical error on the �t fractions � arising from the channel likelihoodmethod are given. In addition a systematic error of 5% has been determined fromvarying the � width.� Yield. The yield of events of type i (i = ��; �KK; 4K), ni, has a statistical error, �ni.Since number of events of each type are ni=�i �Ntotal, the statistical error from channellikelihood and the error on the total number of events must be added in quadrature:�ni = q(Ntotal ���i)2 + (�i ��Ntotal)2: (7.4)� Acceptance. The systematic error on the acceptance arises from the e�ciency of theonline trigger and is estimated to be of the order 15 %. The statistical error is muchsmaller, about 1-2 % and has been neglected.The statistical errors on the cross sections �i for reaction i are calculated as:��i = �i ��nini : (7.5)Since the statistical errors on luminosity and acceptance are negligible, they have been ignoredin the calculation of statistical errors on cross sections.To get the systematic errors on the cross section, the systematic errors from �t fraction(5%), luminosity (15%), and acceptance (15%), are added in quadrature.��(sys) = � �s(��� )2 + (�LL )2 + (�AA )2: (7.6)For the 4K cross section the error from the background subtraction is added.��NR(sys) = � �s(��� )2 + (�LL )2 + (�AA )2 + (�nbckn4K )2 (7.7)



176 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONSMomentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.5 (Apr.91) 6.9 160 10� 14� 9Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 61:1� 6:2 98� 12 1.41 4:17� 0:53� 0:91�KK 12:6� 10:3 20� 17 0.65 0:92� 0:75� 0:20nonres. 26:3� 9:4 42� 15nonres. 4K 32� 15 0.79 0:59� 0:28� 0:21Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�12.0 (Apr.91) 14.5 1645 476� 45� 284Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 11:2� 1:2 184� 20 2.14 2:46� 0:27� 0:54�KK 25:2� 3:1 415� 52 1.27 4:58� 0:57� 1:00nonres. 63:7� 2:9 1048� 54nonres. 4K 572� 54 1.23 3:21� 0:30� 1:74Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.9 (Jul.91) 7.8 964 334� 33� 263Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 9:4� 1:7 91� 17 3.53 1:37� 0:25� 0:30�KK 31:2� 4:3 301� 43 1.90 4:13� 0:58� 0:90nonres. 59:4� 4:0 573� 43nonres. 4K 239� 43 1.92 1:59� 0:29� 1:79Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.7 (Jul.91) 17.9 1272 199� 42� 232Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 21:4� 1:8 272� 24 2.78 2:27� 0:20� 0:49�KK 32:9� 4:0 418� 52 1.34 3:55� 0:44� 0:77nonres. 45:7� 3:6 581� 49nonres. 4K 382� 49 1.42 1:50� 0:19� 0:97Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.5 (Jul.91) 9.0 393 39� 24� 44Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 47:6� 4:0 187� 18 1.96 4:40� 0:43� 0:96�KK 22:8� 7:1 90� 28 1.00 2:03� 0:64� 0:44nonres. 29:6� 6:2 116� 25nonres. 4K 77� 25 1.09 0:79� 0:25� 0:48



177Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.8 (Jul.91) 22.3 2010 561� 57� 472Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 16:9� 1:3 340� 27 3.33 1:90� 0:15� 0:41�KK 34:1� 3:0 685� 62 1.68 3:73� 0:34� 0:81nonres. 49:0� 2:7 985� 58nonres. 4K 424� 58 1.77 1:07� 0:15� 1:22Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.6 (Jul.91) 20.0 929 107� 36� 150Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 30:5� 2:4 283� 24 2.34 2:51� 0:21� 0:55�KK 28:1� 4:8 261� 45 1.17 2:27� 0:39� 0:50nonres. 41:5� 4:3 386� 42nonres. 4K 279� 42 1.27 1:10� 0:16� 0:64Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.4 (Jul.91) 27.8 705 97� 33� 106Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 58:6� 3:0 413� 26 1.52 4:06� 0:26� 0:88�KK 0:8� 5:2 6� 37 0.82 0:05� 0:33� 0:01nonres. 40:6� 4:9 286� 36nonres. 4K 189� 36 0.91 0:75� 0:14� 0:45Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.3 (Jul.91) 28.9 385 50� 21� 56Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 65:8� 4:6 253� 22 0.97 3:75� 0:32� 0:82�KK 4:0� 8:2 15� 32 0.62 0:18� 0:36� 0:04nonres. 30:2� 7:0 116� 28nonres. 4K 66� 28 0.66 0:35� 0:14� 0:30Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.2 (Jul.91) 9.2 51 5� 7� 8Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 60:5� 15:0 31� 9 0.51 2:73� 0:77� 0:59�KK 22:6� 23:3 12� 12 0.42 0:61� 0:63� 0:13nonres. 16:9� 16:8 9� 9nonres. 4K 4� 9 0.46 0:09� 0:20� 0:19



178 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONSMomentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.500 (Oct.91) 7.7 245 35� 18� 26Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 44:0� 5:0 108� 14 2.14 2:71� 0:35� 0:59�KK 35:5� 8:6 87� 22 1.11 2:07� 0:52� 0:45nonres. 20:6� 7:1 50� 18nonres. 4K 15� 18 1.20 0:17� 0:19� 0:28Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.405 (Oct.91) 5.2 149 16� 12� 18Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 59:6� 6:6 89� 12 1.72 4:12� 0:56� 0:90�KK 19:3� 9:9 29� 15 0.91 1:24� 0:64� 0:27nonres. 21:1� 8:3 31� 13nonres. 4K 15� 13 0.98 0:30� 0:25� 0:36Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.435 (Oct.91) 11.9 329 45� 21� 37Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 48:8� 4:5 161� 17 1.81 3:09� 0:33� 0:67�KK 29:5� 8:5 97� 28 0.91 1:83� 0:54� 0:40nonres. 21:8� 7:1 72� 24nonres. 4K 27� 24 1.03 0:22� 0:19� 0:31Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.450(Oct.91) 12.0 349 42� 99� 56Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 47:1� 4:4 164� 18 1.91 2:97� 0:32� 0:65�KK 26:0� 8:1 91� 29 1.00 1:54� 0:49� 0:34nonres. 26:9� 6:9 94� 25nonres. 4K 52� 25 1.10 0:39� 0:19� 0:43Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.465 (Oct.91) 6.5 214 11� 17� 22Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 49:9� 5:6 107� 14 1.96 3:48� 0:45� 0:76�KK 23:8� 9:9 51� 21 1.05 1:52� 0:64� 0:33nonres. 26:3� 8:4 56� 18nonres. 4K 45� 18 1.18 0:59� 0:24� 0:31



179Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.420 (Oct.91) 12.2 336 8� 19� 31Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 62:8� 4:4 211� 19 1.79 4:01� 0:35� 0:87�KK 17:0� 7:1 57� 24 0.91 1:05� 0:44� 0:23nonres. 20:2� 6:0 68� 20nonres. 4K 60� 20 1.02 0:48� 0:16� 0:27Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.480 (Oct.91) 7.9 249 23� 18� 34Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 46:2� 5:3 115� 15 2.06 2:93� 0:38� 0:64�KK 31:2� 9:8 78� 25 1.12 1:79� 0:57� 0:39nonres. 22:6� 8:2 56� 21nonres. 4K 33� 21 1.21 0:35� 0:22� 0:36Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.390 (Oct.91) 1.7 36 4� 6� 7Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 40:9� 14:9 15� 6 1.60 2:25� 0:90� 0:49�KK 0:3� 32:8 0� 12 0.81 0:02� 1:75� 0:00nonres. 58:8� 27:4 21� 10nonres. 4K 17� 10 1.00 1:01� 0:62� 0:47Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.505 (Jun.92) 2.9 61 17� 9� 8Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 44:0� 10:5 27� 7 1.85 2:08� 0:55� 0:45�KK 16:5� 19:3 10� 12 0.93 0:76� 0:89� 0:17nonres. 39:5� 16:5 24� 10nonres. 4K 7� 10 1.03 0:24� 0:35� 0:27Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.950 (Jun.92) 7.7 821 377� 34� 264Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 9:6� 1:6 79� 13 2.90 1:46� 0:25� 0:32�KK 22:9� 4:4 188� 37 1.63 3:05� 0:60� 0:66nonres. 67:5� 4:2 554� 39nonres. 4K 177� 39 1.76 1:31� 0:29� 1:97



180 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONSMomentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.750(Jun.92) 14.5 885 207� 36� 244Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 15:0� 1:9 133� 17 2.78 1:37� 0:18� 0:30�KK 34:8� 4:6 308� 42 1.32 3:28� 0:45� 0:71nonres. 50:2� 4:2 444� 40nonres. 4K 237� 40 1.46 1:12� 0:19� 1:18Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.650(Jun.92) 13.7 599 121� 30� 140Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 24:3� 2:9 146� 18 2.35 1:88� 0:24� 0:41�KK 35:2� 6:3 211� 39 1.23 2:55� 0:47� 0:56nonres. 40:5� 5:5 243� 34nonres. 4K 122� 34 1.30 0:68� 0:19� 0:80Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.506 (Dec.92) 16.2 537 113� 28� 127Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 40:2� 3:3 216� 20 2.12 2:61� 0:24� 0:57�KK 17:5� 6:1 94� 33 1.05 1:13� 0:40� 0:25nonres. 42:3� 5:6 227� 32nonres. 4K 114� 32 1.16 0:61� 0:17� 0:69Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.465 (Dec.92) 34.3 1022 204� 37� 228Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 47:2� 2:4 482� 29 1.90 3:07� 0:18� 0:67�KK 12:7� 4:3 130� 44 0.98 0:79� 0:27� 0:17nonres. 40:2� 4:0 411� 43nonres. 4K 207� 43 1.09 0:55� 0:11� 0:62Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.404 (Dec.92) 36.8 880 140� 52� 178Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 59:9� 2:7 527� 29 1.50 3:96� 0:22� 0:86�KK 10:1� 4:6 89� 41 0.84 0:59� 0:27� 0:13nonres. 30:0� 4:1 264� 37nonres. 4K 124� 37 0.90 0:37� 0:11� 0:54



181Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.435 (Dec.92) 24.4 670 99� 35� 127Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 48:5� 3:0 325� 23 1.69 3:27� 0:24� 0:71�KK 9:5� 5:3 64� 36 0.92 0:58� 0:32� 0:13nonres. 41:9� 4:9 281� 34nonres. 4K 182� 34 1.02 0:73� 0:14� 0:53Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.390 (Dec.92) 16.4 428 64� 23� 86Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 45:8� 4:1 196� 20 1.49 3:33� 0:34� 0:73�KK 9:8� 7:0 42� 30 0.77 0:68� 0:48� 0:15nonres. 44:5� 6:4 190� 29nonres. 4K 126� 29 0.95 0:81� 0:18� 0:58Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.415 (May93) 12.6 494 132� 30� 146Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 45:9� 3:6 227� 20 2.04 3:66� 0:33� 0:80�KK 2:3� 6:7 11� 33 1.13 0:16� 0:47� 0:04nonres. 51:8� 6:3 256� 33nonres. 4K 124� 33 1.28 0:77� 0:21� 0:92Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.360 (May93) 32.4 899 194� 34� 235Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 51:4� 2:7 462� 28 1.48 4:00� 0:25� 0:87�KK 2:0� 5:0 18� 45 0.90 0:13� 0:31� 0:03nonres. 46:6� 4:6 419� 44nonres. 4K 225� 44 0.94 0:74� 0:14� 0:79Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.330 (May93) 39.8 847 192� 37� 227Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 58:8� 2:9 498� 30 1.26 4:12� 0:25� 0:90�KK 3:1� 5:3 26� 45 0.74 0:18� 0:31� 0:04nonres. 38:2� 4:8 324� 42nonres. 4K 132� 42 0.87 0:38� 0:12� 0:66



182 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONSMomentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.800 (May93) 16.9 2407 983� 64� 856Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 10:5� 1:1 253� 27 3.81 1:63� 0:17� 0:35�KK 24:5� 2:8 590� 68 1.82 3:90� 0:45� 0:85nonres. 65:0� 2:6 1565� 70nonres. 4K 582� 70 1.87 1:84� 0:22� 2:74Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�12.000 (Aug.93) 38.5 8312 3864� 112� 3111Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 6:4� 0:4 532� 34 3.26 1:76� 0:11� 0:38�KK 13:7� 1:3 1139� 109 1.95 3:09� 0:30� 0:67nonres. 80:0� 1:3 6650� 130nonres. 4K 2786� 130 2.01 3:60� 0:17� 4:10Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.400 (Aug.93) 14.6 520 152� 31� 147Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 51:3� 3:5 267� 21 1.76 4:31� 0:35� 0:94�KK 3:1� 6:3 16� 33 0.94 0:24� 0:49� 0:05nonres. 45:5� 5:9 237� 32nonres. 4K 85� 32 1.08 0:54� 0:20� 0:94Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.405 (Aug.93) 11.8 427 84� 27� 102Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 48:7� 3:8 208� 19 1.77 4:13� 0:38� 0:90�KK 5:3� 7:0 23� 30 0.96 0:41� 0:54� 0:09nonres. 46:0� 6:5 196� 29nonres. 4K 112� 29 1.09 0:87� 0:23� 0:82Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.410 (Aug.93) 13.1 470 90� 23� 114Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 49:9� 3:6 235� 20 1.79 4:15� 0:35� 0:90�KK 0:6� 6:5 3� 31 0.94 0:05� 0:51� 0:01nonres. 49:6� 6:2 233� 31nonres. 4K 143� 31 1.04 1:05� 0:23� 0:87



183Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.415 (Aug.93) 12.3 429 93� 27� 105Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 54:7� 3:8 235� 20 1.79 4:42� 0:37� 0:96�KK 4:8� 6:6 21� 28 1.00 0:34� 0:47� 0:07nonres. 40:5� 6:2 174� 28nonres. 4K 81� 28 1.06 0:62� 0:21� 0:82Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.420 (Aug.93) 13.5 480 100� 27� 120Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 50:3� 3:6 241� 20 1.78 4:17� 0:35� 0:91�KK 3:3� 6:7 16� 32 1.05 0:23� 0:46� 0:05nonres. 46:5� 6:2 223� 31nonres. 4K 123� 31 1.16 0:79� 0:20� 0:79Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.425 (Aug.93) 13.6 488 117� 32� 130Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 37:8� 3:6 184� 19 1.93 2:92� 0:31� 0:64�KK 16:7� 7:1 81� 35 0.98 1:25� 0:53� 0:27nonres. 45:5� 6:4 222� 33nonres. 4K 105� 33 1.14 0:68� 0:21� 0:85Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.430 (Aug.93) 12.8 479 127� 29� 130Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 40:2� 3:7 193� 20 1.98 3:15� 0:32� 0:69�KK 19:5� 7:4 93� 36 1.06 1:40� 0:54� 0:31nonres. 40:3� 6:5 193� 32nonres. 4K 66� 32 1.13 0:46� 0:22� 0:90Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.435 (Aug.93) 11.3 492 94� 30� 123Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 42:6� 3:6 210� 20 1.97 3:91� 0:37� 0:85�KK 11:1� 6:6 55� 33 1.10 0:89� 0:53� 0:20nonres. 46:2� 6:0 227� 31nonres. 4K 133� 31 1.17 1:01� 0:24� 0:96



184 CHAPTER 7. CROSS SECTIONSMomentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.440 (Aug.93) 11.9 526 99� 26� 126Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 43:1� 3:1 227� 19 2.02 3:91� 0:33� 0:85�KK 9:3� 5:7 49� 30 1.09 0:77� 0:47� 0:17nonres. 47:6� 5:4 250� 30nonres. 4K 151� 30 1.22 1:04� 0:21� 0:90Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.445 (Aug.93) 11.1 420 88� 23� 119Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 45:5� 3:9 191� 19 2.05 3:48� 0:34� 0:76�KK 20:3� 7:0 85� 30 1.15 1:36� 0:47� 0:30nonres. 34:3� 6:2 144� 27nonres. 4K 56� 27 1.25 0:40� 0:19� 0:86Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.237 (Aug.93) 11.8 120 20� 12� 37Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 70:0� 8:8 84� 13 0.80 3:69� 0:56� 0:80�KK 0:5� 15:8 1� 19 0.58 0:02� 0:56� 0:00nonres. 29:5� 12:4 35� 15nonres. 4K 15� 15 0.63 0:21� 0:20� 0:50Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.246 (Aug.93) 8.9 100 41� 11� 33Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 71:5� 8:3 72� 11 0.82 4:06� 0:62� 0:89�KK 3:5� 16:1 4� 16 0.63 0:13� 0:58� 0:03nonres. 25:0� 13:4 25� 14nonres. 4K �16� 14 0.61 �0:29� 0:25� �0:61Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.188 (Aug.93) 17.5 132 26� 12� 39Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 67:7� 9:1 89� 14 0.54 3:92� 0:62� 0:85�KK 1:3� 18:1 2� 24 0.42 0:05� 0:66� 0:01nonres. 31:0� 13:7 41� 18nonres. 4K 15� 18 0.50 0:17� 0:21� 0:45



185Momentum Luminosity Events after PID BackgroundGeV/c nb�11.278 (Aug.93) 12.2 170 37� 14� 48Channel Fraction % Yield Acceptance % cross section (�b)�� 49:6� 7:5 84� 14 0.99 2:90� 0:49� 0:63�KK 35:9� 13:0 61� 23 0.62 1:64� 0:61� 0:36nonres. 14:6� 9:8 25� 17nonres. 4K �12� 17 0.71 �0:14� 0:19� �0:55

Figure 7.1: The total integrated luminosity from 1991 to 1993.
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Figure 7.2: The acceptance of the reaction pp ! �� in the JETSET detector (from MonteCarlo).
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Figure 7.3: The acceptance of the reaction pp! �KK in the JETSET detector (from MonteCarlo).
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Figure 7.4: The acceptance of the nonresonant reaction pp ! 4K in the JETSET detector(from Monte Carlo).
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Figure 7.5: Cross section for the reaction pp! �� as measured by JETSET.
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Figure 7.6: Cross section for the reaction pp! �� as measured by JETSET (beam-momentum1.25-1.55 GeV/c).
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Figure 7.7: Cross section for the reaction pp! �KK as measured by JETSET.
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Figure 7.8: Cross section for the nonresonant reaction pp! 4K as measured by JETSET.
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Figure 7.9: The ratio of the pp ! �� cross section and the pp ! 4K(total) cross section asmeasured by JETSET.
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Figure 7.10: The ratio of the pp! �� cross section and the pp! 4K(total) cross section asmeasured by JETSET (beam-momentum 1.25-1.55 GeV/c).
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Figure 7.11: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.2 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.12: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.3 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.13: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.4 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.14: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.5 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.15: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.6 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.16: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.7 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.17: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.8 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.18: �E, Goldhaber plot, and invariant mass in and out of the � band at beammomentum 1.9 GeV/c.
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Figure 7.19: Fractions of ��, �KK, 4K and background in the event sample after PID atbeam momentum 1.2-1.5 GeV/c (July 1991 run).
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Figure 7.20: Fractions of ��, �KK, 4K and background in the event sample after PID atbeam momentum 1.6-1.9 GeV/c(July 1991 run).



Chapter 8Analysis of angular distributionsThe scattering of hadrons at the GeV scale is dominated by the presence of poles in thescattering amplitude near to the real (physical) axis. Each pole corresponds to an unstablehadronic resonance whose decays to lighter hadrons is responsible for the singularity, and canbe assigned unique quantum numbers for conserved quantities such as spin (J), parity (P ),charge-conjugation parity (C), isospin (I), strangeness (S) and for S=0, G-parity (G). In aformation experiment like JETSET, these resonances would enter as intermediate states Xin the reaction pp ! X ! �� and show up as an enhancement in the cross section whoseposition and width are dictated by the mass and lifetime of the resonance X . In general theremay be more than one X contributing to the reaction at a given incident p momentum, inwhich case the amplitude from each pole must be added coherently.In addition to structures in the total cross section, important information concerning theexistence and nature of intermediate resonances can be inferred by studying the angulardistributions of the outgoing K-mesons. Apart from any assumptions concerning hypotheticalintermediate resonances X , the �nal-state angular distributions can be decomposed intocomponents of de�nite orbital angular momentum, spin, and total angular momentum in the�nal �� state. In regions where the total cross section indicates resonant behaviour, onecan then look in the partial wave decomposition for a single combination of J; P; C that isresponsible for the peak. If another non-resonant wave is also present, the relative amplitudebetween resonant and non-resonant wave should reveal a rapid phase motion in the mid-resonance region if the peak is a real resonance e�ect.Experimental angular distributionsThe angles of interest are � and �, the polar and azimuthal angle of the � mesons in thecentre of mass system, �1; �1; �2; �2, the polar and azimuthal angles of one of the K-mesonsin the rest frame of each � meson, and � = �1 + �2, the azimuthal angle between the decayplanes of the �s,(see �gures 2.34 and 2.35). Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the angular distributionsfor events with a beam momentum 1.4-1.45 GeV (corresponding to a centre-of-mass energy of2.218-2.236 GeV). This corresponds to the energy where a peak in the pp! �� cross sectionhas been observed by JETSET (�gure 7.5). Events where the invariant masses of two kaon205
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Figure 8.1: Distributions of polar and azimuthal angles in the reaction pp ! ��, for realevents and isotropic Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 8.2: Distribution of the angle � between � decay planes, for real events and isotropicMonte Carlo events.pairs was inside the �� peak in the Goldhaber plot were selected.The Monte Carlo events were generated isotropically, which means that the angular distri-butions for all the generated events were uniform. The Monte Carlo distributions in �gures2.34 and 2.35 therefore show that the acceptance is far from uniform in the various angles.This is due to the limited geometric acceptance of the detector. In particular the acceptanceis low at small � angles, and little information can be obtained from this distribution. Thedistributions for real data show some deviations from the Monte Carlo data indicating thatthe real events were not produced isotropically.Section 2.5.2 described how the parity P and signature (�1)J can be determined from thedistribution of the angle �. I(�) = 1 + � cos 2�; (8.1)The � distribution (�gure 8.2) was �tted to the functional form in equation 8.1, and apositive value of � was obtained. According to the rules in section 2.5.2 this indicates thatthe intermediate state has (�1)J = +1, and parity P = +1. The �t was done withoutacceptance corrections 1.1Even if the acceptance in � is almost uniform, the nonuniform acceptance in the other angles mightdistort this distribution for some partial waves, and a correct treatment of the acceptance would include a6-dimensional acceptance matrix where the acceptance for each event was a function of the 6 angles in theevent. This requires a larger number of Monte Carlo events than was available at the time of writing.



208 CHAPTER 8. ANALYSIS OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONSResults from the partial wave analysisTo determine the contribution to the total cross section of the possible partial waves in thereaction pp! ��, the following partial wave analysis was performed [?]:The log likelihood function from the channel likelihood method (section 5) was expandedto include a sum over the possible JPC (L(pp)S(pp); l(��)s(��)) combination for the partialwaves (table 2.11):nXj=1 log[ mXi=1 ���;i(R�� �Wi(
)Ni �N��=N0 ) + ��KK( R�KKN�KK=N0 ) + (1� ��� � ��KK)]; (8.2)where m is the number of partial waves, 
 represent the six angles, Wi(
) is the angulardependence of each partial wave (including acceptance e�ects), and ���;i is the ratio of ��events corresponding to the partial wave i in the sample. The other quantities are de�nedin chapter 5. The normalization integrals were obtained from Monte Carlo data. In additionto this extended channel likelihood �t, a partial wave analysis with interfering waves wasperformed [?]. Consistent results were obtained with the two methods when waves withJ � 4, L(pp) � 5, and l(��) � 4 were included. Three waves were found to contribute tothe threshold region of the �� spectrum, all having JPC = 2++ (�gure 8.3). The sum of thethree 2++ contributions was �tted to a Breit Wigner shape with the following parameters:m = 2:20� 0:01 GeV; (8.3)� = 90� 18 MeV: (8.4)A rapid phase motion was seen when taking the di�erence between the waves 2++(3120) and2++(3122) at m�� � 2:2 GeV. This is in agreement with the Breit- Wigner prediction for aresonance, which says that the phase should move from 0 degrees below resonance, through90 degrees at mid resonance, to 180 degrees below [?].Partial wave analysis involves the use of complicated computer codes and it is not easyto produce plots giving convincing evidence that the numerical results are correct. Thesystematic errors are di�cult to estimate because they may be sensitive to the acceptancein very selective ways. Nevertheless PWA is the only way to clearly demonstrate resonancebehaviour and to identify the quantum numbers of the resonance. It is also very helpful indisentangling di�erent states in the case of multiple overlapping resonances that contributeto the same channel [?].
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Figure 8.3: Results from partial wave analysis of the �� system. The partial waves are labelledin terms of JP (L(pp)S(pp)l(��)s(��)). From [?].



Chapter 9ConclusionsThe results from our experiment show the following :� The cross section for pp! �� is of the order 1.5-4 �b in the energy range 2.149-2.430GeV. The cross section reaches its maximum value at a centre of mass energy of about2.218 GeV and decreases with higher energies (�gure 7.5 ).The pp ! 4K� cross section increases with energy, from 0.1 �b to 3 �b in the sameenergy range (�gure 7.8) . The cross section for pp! �KK increases even faster, from0.1 �b to 4.5 �b (�gure 7.7) .� The �� cross section is dominated by JPC = 2++, especially close to threshold (�gure8.3). The 2++ part of the cross section can be �tted to a resonant Breit Wigner shapewith parameters. m = 2:20� 0:01 GeV; (9.1)� = 90� 18 MeV: (9.2)Comparing these results with the predictions from chapter 2, we observe that pp! �� doesnot appear to be suppressed, in contradiction to what is predicted from the OZI rule (section2.3). One possibility could be that the OZI rule is not valid for these kind of reaction, whichare not of the single hairpin type (page 41). The empirical evidence for the OZI rule is mostlyfrom single hairpin diagrams. However QCD, and asymptotic freedom, predicts that the ruleshould be equally valid for reactions like pp! ��.If the OZI rule is valid for pp! ��, but the reaction can proceed through the ! componentof the �-meson, a cross section of � 10 nb is predicted (page 42). This is two orders ofmagnitude lower than what is measured.The cross section for pp! �� is approximately equal to, or higher than that for pp! 4K�in the observed energy range, even if the latter reaction is not OZI-suppressed.The OZI rule could be evaded if pp! �� proceeds through the strangeness component of theproton. The predicted cross section in this case is about 0.8 �b. The reaction is expected totake place with the two protons in spin triplet, and quantum numbers JPC = 2++ for the ��210



211system (page 43). If the reaction pp ! �� takes place through the two meson intermediatestate KK, the cross section is predicted to vary with energy from 0.6 �b to 3.0 �b. Also inthis case the reaction would take place with the protons in a spin triplet state, and the totalspin of the �-mesons would be either 0 or 2 (page 46).It is also possible that the reaction pp! �� occurs through a gluonic resonant state. In thiscase there would be a strong coupling when the total energy is in the vicinity of the resonancemass, which would violate the OZI rule. Theoretical models predict a tensor glueball withmass � 2.2 -2.3 GeV (section 2.2.5).The measurements of cross sections and quantum numbers are compatible with either thestrangeness component in proton model, the two meson intermediate state, or a glueball. Theresonant shape has mass and JPC in agreement with predictions for glueballs, but the widthis somewhat larger than what is expected. If the reaction takes place through the strangenesscomponent of the proton, what was observed could be an ss resonant state.The pp! �� cross sections are higher than what were measured in the two previous experi-ments R704 [?], and the ANL bubble chamber experiment [?] (section 2.4.2). However, thesemeasurements were done at higher energies, so they are not incompatible with a pp ! ��cross section decreasing with increasing energies as we observe in our data.Our results are in agreement with what is previously measured in the �� production ex-periments described in section 2.4.3, which all found the production taking place mostly inJP = 2+ wave, and the ratio of �� to �KK and 4K �nal states larger than expected from theOZI rule. However, the width of the resonant shape is smaller than that of the gT resonances(equation 2.75), which have been some of the most prominent glueball candidates.The shape of our observed cross section is similar to what is measured in J=	 decay (section2.4.4 ), but the resonance states observed in these reactions had dominantly JP = 0�.The resonant shape is much wider than what is observed for the � resonance, (section 2.4.5)even if the mass and quantum numbers are similar.A better understanding of mesonic spectroscopy and of the OZI rule is required before anyde�nite statements can be made about whether our experiment has observed a glueball orsomething else.


